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AnythingWeather Increases Access to Weather Information 
and Also Offers FS Tornado Chasing Safari Adventures 
Tornado Safari's client-Chris Margison, left: driver, Laura Co\\'en. and co-
founder Gregg Pouer stand in front of Qfl Fl or F2 strength tornado. 
Inland Classic to 
Benefit "Miles of 
Smiles" in Its 13th 
Year! 
Riverside Community Health 
Foundation (RCHF) announces the 
return of the Inland Classic Golf 
Tournament for the 13th year. The 
2002 Inland Classic Golf 
Tournament will be held at the new 
PGA of Southern California Golf 
Club at Oak Valley m Calamesa on 
Tues., June 18. Check-in for this 
year's tournament will be from 7 to 
8:15 a.m., with a shotgun start at 
8:30 a.m. The event, which fea-
tures a modified scramble format, 
will conclude with a lunch and 
awards program from l :30 to 2:30 
p.m. 
continued on page 11 
Dee Brown and 
Debra Smith: 
Formerly 
Known as "The 
Franken Sisters" 
by Joanna Beresford 
Two dynamic desen business-
women recently teamed up in sup-
port of a local charitable organiza-
tion - the Desert AIDS Project. 
What makes these women especial-
ly noteworthy ts not that they are 
creative. successFul businesswomen 
who manage to make signilicant 
contributions to their community 
and remain best friends while doing 
so - they are also sisters! Meet 
Debra Smith, of The Queen's Deli, 
and Dee Brown, of Creative 
Marketing Resources, Inc. - for-
merly known as the Franken Sisters. 
Debra and Dee grew up in 
continued on page 3 
Visitors, res1dents and JUSt about 
anyone acro~s the world with access 
to the Internet now have access to 
the specitic weather condttions m 
two addittonal CJlles m the 
Coachella Valley. AnythingWeather 
continues to grow its local Coachella 
Valley weather network wuh the 
installation of weather ~tatlons at 
The Living Desert Reserve in Palm 
Desert and at The Lodge at Rancho 
Mirage. Now anyone, anywhere, 
will be able to retrieve accurate, 
real-time weather condition\ and 
foreca,ts specifically for Rancho 
Mirage and Palm Desert. These 
weather stations add to 
AnythingWeather's current valley 
weather network, which includes La 
Quinta at Lake La Quinta Inn, the 
top of the Palm Spnngs Aerial 
Tramway. and the Palm Desert 
Country Club, along with the airport 
continued 011 page 6 
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g a a c c and of Cahui a 
Indian~ Donates l\tore fhan $1 
'1illion to Local ( harities and 
Organizatio 
Palm Springs Tribe Steps Up Its 
Commitmenr to Commu11ity by 
Co11tributing ro More Than 60 
Charitable, Civic, and Non-Profit 
Organizations Throughout the 
Coachella Valley 
As part of its long-standing tra-
dition of commitment and dedica-
tion to the local community. the 
Tribal Council of the Agua Caliente 
Band of Cahuilla Indians recently 
gathered to host the Seventh Annual 
Tribal Donation Ceremony. During 
continued on page 30 
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KEVIN CHAPIN 
REPRESENTED AMERICAN PRODUCTS COMPANY 
IN A LEASE OF A 232,724 SQ. FT. INDUSTRIAL BUILDING 
IN RIVERSIDE COUNTY FOR $12,000,000 
PAUL BlANE, JOE HENSLEY AND VICKY ESPINOSA 
REPRESENTED HUGHES MARKETS, INC. 
IN A SUBLEASE OF A 39,600 SQ. FT. RETAIL BUILDING 
IN ViCTORVILLE FOR $2,058,300 
CHRIS HAUSO AND JOHN BOYER 
REPRESENTED ABILITY COUNTS, INC. 
IN A LEASE OF A 39,000 Sa. FT. INDUSTRIAL BUILDING 
IN CORONA FOR $1 ,600,000 
BILL LOWDER AND DAWN LOWDER 
REPRESENTED THE SELLER, MoNTCLAIR FIRST BAPTIST 
AND THE BUYER, METRO HONDA 
IN THE SALe/PURCHASE Of AN 18,000 sa. FT. BUILDING ON 4.6 ACRES 
IN MONTCLAIR FOR $1 ,525,000 
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In The Int erest Of Women 
Debra 
"The Franken Sisters" 
continued from page I 
Orange County, where their parents 
were In the furmture business, both 
retai l and manufacturing. The girls 
learned two imponant lessons from 
their devoted, industrious parents: 
the supreme imponance of family, 
and the inherent (often overlooked) 
compatibility of loving relation-
ships and success ful business prac-
tices. 
Both girls grew up in the family 
business. By her junior year in high 
school, Dee was working nearly 
full -time in her parents' office; and 
Debra learned from early childhood 
how 10 nunure family, friends and 
associates through cooking and 
entenaining. For the Franken sis-
ters, there's never been a conflict 
between work and family ... their 
inten wining effon s in both cate-
gories are what make li fe meani ng-
ful. 
Debra and Dee enjoyed grow-
ing up In Southern Cali fo rnia, 
blessed with a stable home life, 
good fri ends, and aspirations. But 
they have also met wllh great chal-
lenges. Nearly 20 years ago, Dee 
was in a car accident that almost 
killed her and left her in a coma for 
months. When she awoke, she was 
temporarily blind and couldn't walk 
for a year. "But that experience 
taught me that I have a strength 
within me, and that realization has 
never left me . It also taught me to 
truly appreciate everything in my 
life," she noted . 
Dee had to draw on that 
continued on page 5 
The Ophelia Project Seeks Women to 
Mentor Local Middle School Girls 
The Ophelia Project is seeking 
women to be pan of a team of men-
tors to panicipale m small group 
activities with middle school girls in 
the Coachella Valley. "Our goal is to 
expand this valuable community 
service to as many area schools as 
possible," stated Pam Troxell of the 
Ophelia Project Steering 
Committee. "Mentoring is a 
rewarding experience for both men-
tors and students and can truly make 
a difference in the lives of our val-
ley's Ieens." 
Examples of events and places 
the girls and their mentors have vis-
ited include the S.C.RA.P. Gallery in 
Palm Desen, the La Quinta Ans 
Festival, programs on financial plan-
ning and a health panel focusing on 
women's issues. Community trips 
are scheduled on a regular basis 
throughout the school year. 
A service of the J FK Memorial 
.Foundation, The Ophelia ProJect 
holds a prospective' mentor luncheon 
the fourth Monday of every month at 
continued on page 27 
CSUSB Professor Victoria Seitz 
Awarded Fulbright Scholarship 
Romania ... the country m 
Southeastern Europe that remmds 
many of us of Count Dracula and 
Transylvania, and a former Sov iet 
Bloc country, is now a democratic 
republic where education and the 
concepts of global marketmg are 
constantly evolvi ng . 
Victoria Seitz, author and pro-
fessor of marketi ng at Cali fornia 
State University, San Bernardino for 
Umversity of lasi m Nonh Eastern 
Romania, an area that is home to 
seven universities - a cultura l 
haven that is attracting scholars from 
around the world . 
Seitz will investigate the 
country's advenising and marketing 
industries and how they are chang-
ing. She will live m university hous-
mg m las t, which is the same lati -
tude as Minneapolis, for 10 to II 
months, from 
September, 2002 to 
July, 2003 . 
an 
two-stage 
educator and politi-
F 
:-:--:--
5
::-:---:---::---:-----------_Jcian, who sponsored 
ulbright cholar, Professor Victoria Seitz 
the Fulbrighl Acl in 
the past II years, has been awarded 1946, enacting a major U.S. 
a coveted Fulbrighl Scholarship to Program of international educalional 
do research and teach at the exchanges. 
Wine Extravaganza Benefits Casa 
Colina Centers for Rehabilitation 
The annual ,--------:=:---------, ( N W I W C ) 
W i n e recently held at 
Extravagan z a , the Ontario 
held at Country Airpon Hilton. 
Suites by Ayres in Wines are 
Ontario on April entered from 
14, this year ben- Nonh America, 
efited the Casa South America, 
Colina Centers Central America, 
for Rehabilitation Australia and 
in Pomona. auctwneenng South Asia and 
The event ~ol- dulles v.llh great skt/1 and htgh style. . 
' Judged by 51 pro-
lows on !he heels of the prestigious fessional judges from the U.S., 
Twelfth Annual New World Europe, Chile and Australia. This 
International Wine Competition continued on page 8 
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Ford Foundation Grant 
A $135,000 grant from the Ford 
Foundotion has expanded a proJect 
called "Intellectual Diversity ond 
Excellence" at the Center for Ideas 
and Society. a research center 
founded at the University of 
Colifornia. Riverside in 1998 to 
encourage cooperation acro~s l1i\ci-
plines. 
The Ford Foundation awarded a 
two-year grant of $250,000 in April, 
2000. ThiS new grant expands what 
has become a milestone program for 
the campus to a th1rd ond final year, 
ending in June 2003. 
"The United States has learned. 
since Sept. II. that isolation is no 
longer an acceptable option in the 
global village and that understand-
ing other cultures requires extensive 
knowledge and study," said Emory 
Elliot, director of the Center for 
Ideas and Society. "I am excited 
and grateful that the Ford 
Foundation has recognized that we 
are creating new and important 
cross-cultural work that is reaching 
across our fast-growing campus." 
As an example, Elliot noted a 
lecture series on the Afncan 
Diaspora. led by Professor Sterling 
Stuckey. that brought together peo-
ple from the campus with people 
from the communuy. 
In the past two years, the center 
has sponsored a weal!h of programs 
and conferences that explore diver-
slly, gender ISsues, and VIsual cul-
ture; including programs that focus 
on black aesthetics. Hispanic litera-
ture, hip-hop theater and adaptation 
among children of Asian inHnl-
grants." Elliot said. In addition, the 
Ford fundmg helped establish 1\!.0 
ne'A undergraduate classes: 
"African American and Lat1110 
Prison Narratives·· and "The Prison 
Industrial Complex." 
Patricia o·Brien. dean of the 
College of Humanuies, Arts ond 
Soc•ol Sc1ences. sa•d the Ford 
FoundatiOn grant has helped trans-
form the work of the college. "We 
now have new venue for transna-
llonal, cross-cultural scholarship, 
which will lead to a greater appreci-
ation for diversity and its muluple 
facets far beyond the UCR campus," 
she said. "We are deeply grateful 
for the Ford Foundation's vote of 
confidence." 
The new funding could be used 
to bnng about new scholarly work 
on the soc1etal impact of hip-hop 
music and theater, Native American 
arts, Latino film and opera and other 
examples of artistic diversity. 
Belo" are a few examples of pro-
posals under consideration at the 
center: 
• A group of faculty seek funding to 
explore the politics of citizenship 
that have come to the fore o,;mce 
continued 011 pa~e 14 
Three State Preschools Open in Chino 
Low-income families with pre-
school-age children have early edu-
cation opportunities in Chino. 
The San Bernafdino County 
Superintendent of Schools (SBCSS) 
has opened three new state 
preschools serving children ages 3-4 
in half-day programs. El Rancho 
State Preschool opened at El 
Rancho Elementary School, 
Dickson State Preschool at Doris 
Dickson Elementary and Walnut 
State Preschool at Walnut Avenue 
Elementary School. 
All three sites, with capacity to 
serve about 48 children each, are 
accepting applicants. 
The state-funded preschools are 
comprehensive child development 
programs offering classes three. 
hours a day, Monday through 
Friday, at no cost to parents. 
Priority for admission is given to 
families with the lowest per capita 
income. 
''The goal of our program is to 
promote the intellectual, social and 
physical growth and development of 
pre-kindergarten age children," said 
Becky Tharns, manager of state pre-
school programs for SBCSS. ''The 
program is a much needed service 
for low-income families who do not 
always have access to quality pre-
school programs." 
SBCSS operates eight 
preschools in Chino. 
For more information on the 
programs or to find out about eligi-
bility. call or visit El Rancho State 
Preschool at 5862 C St., Room 35, 
909-628-8057; Dickson State 
Preschool at 3930 Pamela Dr., 
Room 42. 909-628-6958; or Walnut 
State Preschool at 5550 Walnut 
Ave., Room 42,909-628-7860. 
MAY2002 
Edit:orial 
Attend the Women & Business Expo on May 24! 
Whether you·re a woman with a dream of starting your own business, 
moving up in the corporate world, expanding an existmg company or s1mply 
detern1ined to improve upon your personal development and leadership skolls, 
this conference is designed to meet your needs. 
Women w11l continue to have great impact on the future of the Inland 
Emp1re. ProJections on a national scale predict that by thos year 50 percent of 
all small bu~inesses nationwide w1ll be warne n-ov. ned. 
The purpose of the Women & Business Expo is to bring together profes-
sional women to learn, share ideas and esta~hsh quality_ relati~nshJps wllh 
other professional women who truly desire to 1mprove the or quahty of living! 
We Need Brulte's Blood Test 
It ought 10 be o no-brainer Rancho Cucamonga's State Senator, Jim Brulte 
has ontroduced SB 1242 allowong DNA testmg ot nolent felons. Sonce con-
victed felons base already lost many rights, there are few constitutional 1ssues, 
and as DNA tesung IS the current state of the detecting art, there can be few ele-
menL"i of evidence more positive. . 
True there have been several high-profile cases of accused cop kdlers 
whose rJNA evidence has gotten them off, but San Bernardino D.A. Dennis 
Stout has assured us that this is less than one percent of the cases and DNA is 
the strongest tool they have for convictions. . , . ? . 
So why would anyone in Sacramento want to question Brulle s b1IL It woll 
improve conviction rates and provide much needed closure for VJCtJms and 
families. 
San Francisco·s Senate President Pro Tern John Burton has questions, and 
thus he opposes the bill. We say, "Get over it." The courts, the prisons and the 
victims need this boll passed. Now 
Comment:ary 
The Right (or Lack Thereof) to Assemble 
by Georgine Lm·elaml 
Is the right to assemble reserved 
for just pnvileged groups? 
It certainly seemed so on the 
mornmg of April 12 when Judge 
Gloria Connor Trask chased devel-
opmentally disabled cnizens away 
from the Riverside County court-
houses steps because she was afraid 
the nmse would disrupt her court 1 
More than 300 members, clients, 
and supporters of ARC Riverside, a 
member of the California 
Rehabilitation Association, which 
was holding well-publicized rallies 
throughout the state on that day. 
attempted to assemble on the steps 
of the old Roverside courthouse. 
ARC of Riverside officials had 
sent the necessary letters and noti-
fied the Riverside Sheriff and Police 
Departments as required, weeks in 
advance of the event, and main-
tained dialogues with both depart-
ments. to be sure there were no prob-
lems. The sergeant in charge did not 
anticipate that the court would be in 
session that long, so no one expected 
the scenario that resulted. 
Transporting scores of develop-
mentally disabled adults in various 
conveyances - carriages, wheel· 
chairs, crutches ond walkers takes a 
tremendous amount of planning. 
Any difficulties have to be resolved 
prior to the rally. "No problem," they 
were repeatedly told. "Everything 
should be fine." 
It was not. The entire group had 
to re-gather. while those responsible 
for their safety scrambled to help 
their charges across the street! 
Tenth St. at Market - to the 
R•verside City Hall where they were 
finally allowed the1r right to assem-
ble, in a location out of the general 
public's eye, which was very unfor-
tunate. The rally was held to attract 
attention to the issues, which is why 
the courthouse was chosen in the 
first place. Just two legislative aides 
attended, and few media - no 
mayor, no assemblymen or women, 
no councilmen or supervisors were 
identified- no support. Where was 
everybody? 
The gathering was asking for 
support from citizens and legislators 
to block Gov. Davis' proposal to cut 
services to California's developmen-
tally disabled by an outrageous $60 
million for fiscal year 2002-2003 -
their ·•fair share" to balance the 
budget! The programs and services 
remaining cannot survive any more 
CUts. 
If passed. the results would be 
disastrous for the disabled, their 
families, businesses who employ 
them, and those who train and edu-
cate them would possibly lose their 
jobs and incomes. The entire com-
munity will lose. 
How many courtrooms does that 
courthouse have, anyway? I guess it 
would have been too much trouble 
for Judge Trask to move her court, 
even though she allegedly was 
informed about the upcoming rally a 
few days before. 
see story page 20 
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Top Five Ways to Optimize Staffing in Today's Market 
I. Understand How Quality 
Impacts True Supply and Demand 
Like most staffing managers, 
you've probably noticed that 1! actu-
ally gets a lot harder to staff during 
periods of h1gher unemployment. 
Yes, we said harder. As counter-intu-
itive as 1t may seem, finding the 
individual you're lookong for is like 
lookmg for a needle in a haystack 
with somebody pilong on more and 
more hay. 
The reason for thos comes down 
to qualoty versus quantity and u's 
important that you understand th1s if 
you are to avoid gelling trapped into 
making sub-optimal hiring decisions 
because of a false perspecuve of true 
employment conditions. 
Companies needong to scale 
back will generally release their 
weakest staff first. Certamly, any 
staffing manager worth the or salt woll 
do everything they can to hold onto 
· the real performers through even the 
most extreme cycles. because it\ 
always so much harder to find those 
people again when business picks 
back up. Additionally, strong candi-
dates- who may have considered a 
career change m periods of low 
unemployment - will tend to be 
more mclined to stay with a known 
company rather than nsking a move, 
so they don't move mto the market 
any longer 
2. Be Decisive 
If the perfect candodate IS sitting 
at the bottom of a pile of resumes, 
you have to be able to eliminate the 
others as quickly as possible so that 
you can conSider the keepers before 
another company has a chance to 
hore them out from under you. 
Employment services can be 
invaluable m shielding you from the 
glut of lower quality matches and 
allowing you to select from a small 
er, more manageable pool of candi-
dates. 
01smiss the wrong candidates as 
quickly as possible and don't fall 
into the trap of thonkmg you can take 
your time to make a decision about 
the keepers. Even in challenging 
employment markets. great candi-
dates get hored before you know it. 
3. Consider Temp-to-Hire as a 
Staffing Strategy 
Temp-to-Hire has always been a 
great way to get the best of both 
worlds, allow1ng you the time to 
evaluate a cand1date before commit 
ting to an employment deciSIOn. It's 
even better in today's market, partic-
ularly of you've been delayong a hir-
ing decosion. and here's why: 
Most analysts agree that a recov-
ery is imminent. It's important to be 
at full productivity in order to cap1-
talize on the recovery to the greatest 
extent possible. and that means hir-
mg no"' so that staff can be brought 
up to speed with complete domain 
knowledge on time to benefit the 
company. 
However, many people find that 
ot is still ddTicult to hire with confi-
dence given the current economic 
clomate Temp-to-Hore allows you to 
lock in those keeper candidates and 
bridge the productiVIty gap while 
shifting the hiring decision to a point 
where the economy will be clearer. 
4. Test and Validate 
Past employers are likely to feel 
bad about somebody who was 
caught up in a layoff, and may be 
inclined to present him or her in the 
best light possible. However, there is 
a reason most people are in the mar-
ket today, and n's important to 
understand what that reason is. 
Test for skills. and consider 
background checks to ensure you 
have all the onforma11on you need. 
Make sure the people checking on 
past experience have the experience 
and knowledge to get to the truth of 
somebody's history. 
5. Never a Wrong Time to Hire 
the Right Person 
The best people are d1fficult to 
find in any market. When you fond 
them; hore them. They are your most 
valuable asset on any employment 
cycle. 
The choice of thousands of North 
America's smarter companies, 
AppleOne delivers poweiful staffing 
solutions and results b.v combining 
leading-edge technologv and nearly 
four decades of expertise. 
Experience optimi:ed staffing and 
all irs adt•amages b_v calling us at 
(800) 564-5644 or by visiting our 
Web site at www.appleone.com. 
Formally Known as "The Franken Sisters" 
continued from page 3 
strength soon after she and her fam-
ily moved to the Coachella Valley. 
In a I 3-month penod, the family 
business burned down, and their 
grandmother and both parents doed. 
"That was such a hard time," 
remembers Debra, "But we realozed 
then that our parents' legacy to us 
was each other. They raiSed us to be 
together from the cradle to the 
grave." 
Nowadays, the sisters carry on 
the fam1ly tradition of uncompro-
misong solodarity in their personol 
and professiOnal lives. Dee's part-
ner at Creative Marketing 
Resources, Inc. in Palm Desert os 
Wayne Smith, Debra's husband. 
CMR focuses on TV programmmg, 
commercials and new media, and 
Dee takes great pnde 1n her com-
mitment to the business. and the 
excellence of their product. 
Among her responsibilities at 
CMR is that of host on the program 
"Your Good Health." which Dee 
created. The show features inter-
views with outstandmg med1cal 
profesSionals and members of non-
profit organizations m the valley, 
such as The Diabetes Center and 
The Arthritis Foundation. 
Dee cherishes this opportunity 
to share 1mponant information with 
televiSIOn viewers. but more than 
anything, she is fulfilled by her 
warm relationship with clients and 
colleagues. "If we all get along and 
do good work. we help each other 
- and thot's what makes the busi-
ness worthwhile." 
Debra agrees with her sistcr·s 
philosophy. She is known as the 
queen of The Queen ·s Deli. where 
she brings her nurturing, fun-loving 
nature to the world. She's a fabu-
lous cook and caterer, capable of 
overseeing major events, crushmg 
crowds in the restaurant. and fre-
quent CMR business funct10ns. 
And wherever she goes. she draws 
people 1n, making them feel at 
home feeding them body and 
soul. Debra is always thrilled by 
the fino shed product (that is, a satis-
fied customer), even if it's JUSt a 
guy at the lunch counter. havmg a 
sandwich and tolking about the 
weather. 
Both women find life in the 
busmess world tremendously ful-
filling- more now than ever. They 
describe a woman's role as one of 
confidence, strength and power. 
"People listen to women now, 
and it feels good to be accepted as 
an equal," says Dee. And both 
women continue to take great pride 
in their work, to learn from each 
other. and to seek out opportunities 
to give somethmg back to their 
communoty: for example, through 
sponsorship of the Desert AIDS 
Walk 2002, and the "One Night 
Only" fundrrusmg event hosted by 
Lily Tomlin at the McCallum 
Theatre in Palm Desert. 
Whether it's business or family, 
for the former Franken Sisters, the 
ethic is the same: unconditional 
commitment and affection makes 
personal and professional lives a 
tremendous achievement. 
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Anything Weather Increases Access to Weather Information 
locations in Palm Springs and 
Them1al. 
Localized and real-lime weather 
infonnation from eve') city of the 
Coachella Valley has been the focus 
for local meteorologist Gregg Pouer. 
co-founder and CEO of 
AnythmgWea~her.com. Potter com-
mented. "In the past. those seeking 
precise, up-to-date weather mfonna-
tion for Palm Desert. Rancho M.rage. 
La Quinta or even the top of the tram. 
were actually accessing current con-
duions and generalized forecasts for 
Palm Springs or Thermal. 
Any thing Weather is gl\ ing the other 
cities of the Coachella Valle} their 
own weather identlly whtle helping 
promote and market our host sites. 
such as The Lodge at Rancho Mirage 
and The Living Desert. We are still 
loolung for host sites in Desert Hot 
Springs. Indio, Indian Wells. 
Bennuda Dunes and Cathedral City." 
Now, with the help of 
AnythingWeather.com. The Lodge at 
Rancho M.rage and the Ltv10g 
Desert have a fully operational, site-
specific weather station. Visitors to 
w" w.Anything\Veather.com have 
access to lhe current temperature, 
wind d.recllon and speed. wind chill. 
pressure. dew point. the htgh and Joy, 
temperatures for the day. and much 
more. In addition to the current con-
ditions. Web broy, sers can look at a 
ll\e ptcture from The Lodge via a 
\Vcb camera a new live camera 
Y.ill soon be installed at The Livmg 
Desert. as Y.ell Anyth10gWeather 
host sites also recctve a localized, 
accurate five-day forecast. generated 
by AnythingWeather meteorologtsts, 
specifically for the host sites. 
"This helps put Rancho Mirage 
on the weather map. whtle promoting 
our hotel to \ isitors across the 
\O.Orld," satd Ralph Lane, director of 
communit} and media commumca-
tions for The Lodge at Rancho 
Mirage "With the weather station 
and Web camera actually on location, 
the conditions are exact and correct 
for The Lodge at Rancho Mirage. not 
some site six or 60 miles a"ay. Vv'e 
are now the only source for public 
weather information in the city." 
Partner Timothy Tonge pur-
cha<ed Skyview Weather in 1994 and 
continues to operate that company 
out of his office in Castle Rock, Colo. 
Tim Tonge joined Gregg Poner to 
fom1 AnythmgWcather 10 1999 and 
both Potter's extstmg compan). 
Wtdespread Weather Servtces. and 
Skyne" Weather "ill merge 1010 
AnythmgWeather 10 the near future. 
Tim graduated from the 
Umversll) of Colorado wtth a BS m 
Busmess 10 1979 and completed 
many meteorology courses After 
graduatmg. Tim worked wllh several 
firn1s in an operational 1nanagerial 
role. In 1982. Tim began worl. as a 
consultant for database program-
m10g, working extensively "llh large 
financial and customer databases. He 
formed his own company 10 I 988. 
de\elopmg. marketmg, and suppon-
10g a PC-based windows program for 
cable television customer analysis. 
The program ulumately generated 
sales over a 12-year period of several 
million dollars, and continues to 
enjoy a modest revenue income at 
this point. 
Tim JOIOed Skyview Weather in 
1994, with the goal of purchasing the 
company 10 1995 Upon JOining 
Sky VIC"- Weather. Tim was mentored 
by Paul Poner. and gamed extenSive 
forecasting experience working with 
Paul on a daily basis. Tim purchased 
Skyview Weather 10 1995. and has 
more than doubled Skyview 
Weather's revenue smce then. with 
growth continuing in 2002. Tim\ 
background in busmess and comput-
er databases is a perfect fit to mam-
tain dommance 10 today's high tech-
nology world of meteorology. 
In addllton to Tim's work at 
Sky\ iC\"- \\leather, Tim ha\ been 
active with the NatiOnal Weather 
Sen tce's Skywam program for many 
) ears. and ha~ been an instructor for 
se\ ere stonn spoilers for I 0 ) ear. 
Ttm is currently taking addllJOnal 
course work for National \.Vcather 
Association certification. and the 
American Meteorological Soctety 
Seal of Approval 
Gregg Y.as born 10 Cleveland. 
Ohio, but grew up m Castle Rock. 
Colo. He graduated from Douglas 
County Htgh School 1n I 99 I and 
kne" hy the age of 13 that weather 
was hts passion. Gregg graduated 
from the Uni\cmty of Kansas Y.tlh a 
bachelor of sctence degree 10 atmos-
pheric science in I 995. During hJS 
senior year in college. and at the age 
of 21. Gregg started his company, 
Widespread Weather Services 
(WWS). 
Along \\llh two partners. Gregg 
mo\ ed 10 Austin. Texas to begm 
operauons in the prt\ ate weather 
mdustry. The company found the 
private v.:eather bus1ness d1fficult and 
after Jess than a year, both of hts part-
ners dropped out for financial rea-
sons. Knowing he needed to find a 
niche in the weather market to com-
pete with Goliath companies such as 
AccuWeather. Gregg developed 
wireless technology related to weath-
er infonnation. WWS also prO\ ides 
daily forecasts. consulung. research. 
and nationwide hail infonnation. but 
WeatherPager was the mam marl.et-
ing and business focus 
After both hts partners left the 
company. Gregg moved WWS to 
Palm Desert, to get the help of hts 
family wtth WeatherPager. By the 
end of I 996. AccuWeather 
approached Gregg to purchase his 
WeatherPager semce. In September 
of 1997. after eight months of negoti-
ations and just over two years 10 busi-
ness. AccuWeather purchased 
WeatherPager from WWS. Gregg 
continued to serve wws· traditional 
radio and faxed forecast clients. but 
also worked "'11h Accu Weather for 
two years followmg the transfer of 
WeatherPager assets. The deal wllh 
Aecu Weather ended on Sept. I. 2000. 
Gregg has been developing the 
busmess model for AnythmgWeather 
Communications for the past three 
years. It was not unlll the 
Accu Weather deal was complete that 
he has been able to forge ahead with 
the new company. wllh the help of 
Jus partner. Tim Tonge. Thetr goal is 
to build AnythingWeather 
Communications mto the largest and 
most site-specific weather Web site 
111 the world. 
Gregg also launched a new serv-
ICe in 1999 called F5 Tornado 
Chasing Safaris. where he takes nor-
mal people and medta out into the 
central plains cha.~ing tornadoes in 
May and June. In the fourth year of 
this service, F5 (the strongest twister) 
has doubled in clientele and many 
media orgamzations ha\·e covered 
these exciting adventure vacations. 
the season runs for six months every 
May and June. Since he is a meteor-
ologist. Polter can usually spot 
'favorable conditions' for tornados. 
He is leaving for OJ-.Iahoma in early 
May. 
The safaris are booked for this 
season, so an)Oile interested should 
book early for next year. The photo 
on page I was taken near Lamar, 
Colo. Call him at. (760) 345-9789 
and Happy Hunting! 
University of La Verne Announces 
New Business School Dean 
Gordon J. Badovtck has been 
appointed dean of the School of 
Business and Global Studies at the 
Universit) of La Verne. according to 
Richard McDowell, provost and 
- vice president of academic affatrs. 
Dr. Badovick currently serves as 
dean of the School of Management 
at Marist College 1n Poughkcepste. 
N.Y. Hts appomtment at La Verne 
begins on July I. 2002. 
While at Manst College, Dr. 
BadO\ ick Jed the team that attatned 
the prc~tigious business program 
accreditation from AACSB 
International - the A'\sociation to 
Advance Collegtate Schools of 
Business. Onlme MBA and MPA 
programs were established and were 
the first in the state to receive 
approval from the New York State 
Educauon Department. HIS work 
has appeared m the Journal of the 
Academy of Marketing Sctence, the 
Journal of Personal Sell111g and 
Sales Management. the Journal of 
Marketing Theon• and Practice, and 
the Journal of Applied Business 
Research. 
Currently. Dr. Badovick serves 
on the Distance EducatiOn Task 
Force, New York $tate Department 
of Education. Pnor community 
service tncludes the Unned 
Ministries for Htgher Education. 
Dr. Badovick holds a bachelor's 
degree from Cahfornia State 
Untversny, Los Angeles and a Ph.D. 
in markeung from the University of 
Oregon . 
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Larry Marino's 'Modern Town Hall' Offers His 
Listeners a Chance to Voice Their Opinions 
by Georgine Lot•elmul 
KRLA newsJ.i!.!l 590 am 10 
San Bemardmo IS new to the Inland 
Emp.re, but " fast becmmng the 
favorite local talk radio de~tination 
for listeners to be informed. enter-
tatned. and to be offered the oppor-
tunity to ~.ohare the1r own opmions 
ami concerns. 
The Larry Manno Show. every 
weekday from 2-4 p.m. is a case 111 
point. Marino 1s a seasoned radio 
\eteran v.ho began his career in the 
Inland Emptre at the former KNTF 
country mus1c station, located 1n a 
trailer 111 Ontario at the base of 
Chaffey College, "near a soccer 
field." 1 I year> ago in the fall of '82. 
The pay Y.as so low, Manno 
remembers. "I had to do two shifts to 
make the money reasonably worth 
the t1me." He was on the air every 
weekend and would take naps 
between the !',hows. because there 
was no ume to go home. 
From there, Marino moved to 
Lancaster for his first full-ume radio 
job; then to Bakersfteld; Abilene. 
Tex.. and finally to Tampa. Fla. 
where he landed. happily. in talk 
radio. He had found his metier' 
Soon, he replaced the former 
a.m. host, and through the statton's 
hookup with affihated stations, had 
access to 80 network stations nation-
wide, whtch meant that through a 
station in St. George. Utah, he could 
be heard by his family in California. 
although at odd hours. like 4 a.m 
It was then that the doors opened 
and Manno had access to mterview-
mg famou~ personalities such as Jay 
Leno and Hlilary Clmton. whtch 
concluded w1th a questiOn regard1ng 
Newt Gmgrich's mom's infamous 
comment describing Mrs. Clinton 
wHh the "B" word. 
"She just laughed... he 
each weekdav. 
remarked. "but the White House was 
not amused. I never did get another 
1nternew!" 
Marino also twice interviewed 
George W when he was a candidate 
for the preSidency. 
"Things change," Marino said, 
as he detalied the course of his 
career, and he finally found himself 
"back home" on KPCC, a Pasadena 
City College talk show. FM 893 
"a good station." 
When Salem Communication\ 
purchased KIEV. a Glendale radto 
station. morphing KIEV 1010 KRLA, 
he found his niche, becoming opera-
tions manager and news d1rector of 
KRLA. Stx months later. the orgam-
zation acqutred 590 and on Jan. 7. 
thiS year, launched the talk show for-
mat and gave Marino h1s own sho'A 
-Photo h.Y Georgine Lore/and 
"I like on-<ur challenges," he 
grinned. "There are challenges tn 
both jobs, but I love 11 y,hen the 
lights are bhnk10g a\Ooay. My sched-
ule takes a lot of lime." he com-
mented. but it IS a lot of fun." 
(Marino also teaches JOUrnahsm at 
the Universlly of La Verne where he 
had earned a B.A. in arts and broad-
casting.) Prevtously he earned an 
AA degree m telecommunications 
from Pasadena City College. 
Marino is a sktlled host, pulling 
hJS guests at ease and comfortably 
fielding dtverse toptcs from hts call-
in audience m the Inland Empire and 
often outside the local area. due to 
the station's strong stgnal "A mod-
ern town hall," IS how he describes 
hts show. "The Inland Emptre is not 
all lied together; 11 IS a sprawling 
area. This way restdents have a 
vou.:e 
l-hs succe\sful fom1ula 1s: 
a. Chan toptcs - traffic gndlock. 
politu.:s. cnme. events. 1mmtgrat10n 
\lewpomh. the CHP's crackdo\\n 
on truckers. hoth stdes: d1scusstons 
on the mcrease of rudeness tn our 
culture and the ha1.ards of cell 
phones. medicine, etc. 
b. Hear from the people and guests 
in an infom1ati\<C and interactive 
style. 
Although Marino would like to 
someday have a national show and 
do some TV work. which he has 
done as well, he notes that on TV the 
story must be told so fast that 11 
becomes a blur. "'here radiO allows 
the JSsue to be explored. 
"This is a joy to do." Manno 
added. "In the Inland Emp.re there" 
a lot of call acllvity- a good buzz." 
Larry Manno and hts fellow 
KRLA talk show hosts, are great 
additions to Inland Empire radio. 
and even though we would never 
dash his dream to someday have a 
natiOnal TV opportunity, we hope he 
stays right here .. with us. 
National Housing Development Corp. Secures $160,000 Grant From Surdna Foundation 
Nauonal Hous10g Development 
Corporauon (NHDC), a nonprofit 
intermediary specializmg 10 the 
preservation of at-risk affordable 
housing nattonwtde, today 
announced 11 has been awarded a 
two-year, $I 60,000 grant from New 
York-based Surdna Foundation, Inc. 
The grant IS to be used as seed 
funding for NHDC's efforts to 
acquire and preserve housmg nation-
wide that is at risk of Jos10g its 
affordabtlity through the expiration 
of federal subsidy programs. Once 
acquired and stabilized, NHDC 
plans to then transfer ownership of 
the properties, at cost, to qualified 
local non-profit housing operators 
committed to maintaming their 
affordability. 
Surdna. a famliy foundauon 
established by John E. Andrus in 
1917, said NHDC can re-apply for a 
third year of funding m 2003. ''All of 
us at NHDC are deeply grateful to 
the Surdna Foundation for sharing 
our sense of urgency when it comes 
to addressing our nation's affordable 
housing crisis, as well as our vtsion 
of what can and must be done to 
solve it," said Jeffrey S. Burum, 
executive director. 
NHDC " currently raiSmg both 
debt and equity capital from a vari-
ety of public and private sources. 
Last October. the firm recetved a 
$10 million grant from Congress-
one of the largest direct grants ever 
awarded to a nonprofit housing 
organization - which is serving as 
milia) equtty for a revolvmg cap11al 
fund provtdtng panictpatmg banks 
and other investors with credits 
under the Community Reinvestment 
Act. The fund, known as "CaiPool," 
focuses on investment opportunities 
m California (home to one out of 
etght at-risk units nationwide), but 
the firm is also in process of devel-
oping additional investment pools m 
other states. Burum noted . 
NHDC has also received grants 
over the past several months from 
the New York-based Rockefeller 
Foundatton as well as the 
Washington Mutual Foundation in 
Seanle and both the Fanme Mae and 
Freddie Mac Foundattons. 
Accordmg to Burum, more than 
800,000 apartments nationwide are 
at risk of being convened to mar-
ket-rate rents due to expiring 
Section 8 rent . ubSidies and/or tax 
credits, or when owners elect to opt 
out of the Section 8 program to take 
advantage of rising market rents. 
Affordable housing IS avatlable to 
only about a quarter of those who 
need it, and the crisis surrounding 
expiring subsidtes threatens even 
more families. 
continued on page 12 
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Customized Incentives Brings Deals to Victorville 
hr Keith C. Medet: DeputY Durcror 
of Redel'elopment, City of Victorville 
Victon1lle has implemented an 
"out>ide the box" strategy to busi-
ness anract1on, in order to meet its 
goal of creat10g 10,000 jobs in 10 
year>. As a result, the city has 
become home to many world-class 
compames such as The Goodyear 
Tire & Rubber Company, 
M&M/Mars Inc .. BAE Systems. and 
Boeing Cap11al. 
Attracting Goodyear 
Search10g for a new Jogisllcs 
hub to service Southern California 
and the western states, The Goodyear 
Tire & Rubber Co. researched sever-
a! locations 10 the Inland Empire. 
Analyzing each location 10 tenns of 
availability and cost effectiveness, 
Victorville quickly rose to the top 
position. To sol1dify the deal, 
Victorville customized an incentive 
package that benefited the tire com-
pany's operations. 
The city's close prox1m1ty to 
crucial transportation modes, like 
major rail lines and the Southern 
California Log1st1cs Airport (SCLA), 
the former George Air Force Base, 
were major deciding factors, allow-
ing Goodyear to manage its supply 
network economically, as well as 
Victorville's commitment to building 
a ntil spur directly into the distribu-
uon cenh:r. 
Addllionally. Victorville prosld-
ed employee relocation packages 
that enabled Excel LogiStics. 
Goodyear's third-party JogJSIICS 
provider, to relocate three top level 
manage" and support staff to set up 
its new operations. Consequently, 
Goodyear SJgned a I 0-year lease for 
a S23 mi I lion logistics center encom-
passing 827.000 square feet on 46 
acre\ and was able to con~olidatc its 
operations and build a fac11ity tw1ce 
the siZe ong10ally proposed. When 
the deal was done, Goodyear execu-
tives praised Victorville's "busiOess-
friendly ens~ronment." 
"Victof\ille was the most cost-
effective location, from the stand-
point of labor. land and infrastruc-
ture, to locate our logistics center." 
said Ron Krivec, director of real 
estate for Goodyear 
Victorville Becomes Logistics Hub 
Goodyear's move to Victorville 
benefited the c11y significantly. The 
Ohio-based company, considered the 
largest global t1re manufacturer, with 
a total of 90 facilities around the 
world. became the first distribution 
facility to locate to Victorville and 
quickly produced more than 200 
jobs. The deal proved the city could 
attract high-profile companies to the 
region. 
Victorville soon began negotiat-
Wine Extravaganza 
silent and live aucttons to ben-
efit a local chanty- thiS year. 
Casa Colina Cente" for 
Rehabilitation's wonderful 
Outdoor Ad' entures program, 
which makes it possible for 
disabled adults and children, 
ages four and up, to experi-
ence exciting day trips and 
expand their horizons and abil-
. . rod lw. d' t d ities. 
competl/lon p ucf' me coo' ma or an Eileen Tillery is the 
business manager. respecl/vely, work behrnd NWJWC producer/ wine coor-
the scenes every year. along with their dedi- dinator; William J. Anthony, 
cated wine staff members, planning the business manager; Richard D. 
annual wine judging and celebration. Peterson. Ph.D., Master of 
continued from page 3 
adventure in fine wine provides con-
sumers with information on the best 
wines in every price range, produced 
and rnarlceled in the ··New World:~ 
1be Wine Extravaganza hosts 
Ceremonies and chief wine 
judge, and Larry Smith, who served 
as the auctioneer. More than 300 
volunteers worked to ensure the suc-
cess of this annool celebration of 
good wines and good will! 
ing deals '' ith other large dl..,tribu-
tion companie ... and became recog-
nized as one of Southern California's 
fastest-grov.,ing regtons. The city 
became a vwble location for busi-
nesses seeking to service the Los 
Angeles metropolitan area and the 
Western Un11ed States, because of liS 
affordable pnces and available land. 
Bisected by Interstate IS, Victorville 
ts situated within a 50-mile radius to 
eight Interstate corndor!-1 and is 
served by Burlington Nonhern Santa 
Fe and Union Pacific rail lines. 
For M&I\1/Mars, the decisiOn to 
build a 450,000-square-foot diStribu-
tion fac1hty was simple. Company 
executives first met with city leaders 
in March 2001 and within 60 days. 
both part1es negotiated the land 
acquisition and entitlement process. 
Six months later, M&M/Mars began 
opera11ng in a newly consolidated 
logistics center, distributing its vari-
ous candy products throughout the 
entire Western United States. 
Incentives Give Victorville A 
Leading Edge 
Victorville's pro-growth philoso-
phy has given it a Jeadmg edge loca-
tion among competitors. Last year, 
the city was named in the ''Kosmont 
Cost of Domg Business Survey" as 
one of the most affordable and buSI-
ness-friendly cities 10 Southern 
California and received the highest 
rating for business activity and eco-
nomic development incentives. 
Through Its incentive packages, 
the city has helped many busmesses 
relocate to the city and thnve. 
Economic incentives include: LAM-
BRA Enterpnse Zone, Foreign Trade 
Zone; land acquisition or construc-
tion subsidies: on-s1IC U.S. Customs 
service; infrastructure 1111provement 
subsidies; fast track perm11110g; per-
mit fee wa1vers or reductions; prop-
erty tax reunbursements: financJal 
relocation assistance; and capital 
equipment financing. 
Victorville has provided the 
community w1th a low-priced and 
reliable power source, contrary to 
other regions, given the recent 
California energy crisis. After form-
ing its own municipal utility, the city 
has moved forward with its produc-
tion of energy by constructing 
cogeneration facilities to benefit new 
businesses. 
Victorville's less restrictive air-
quality standards. regulated separate-
ly from that of neighboring areas, 
streamline relocat1on efforts and are 
Jess costly. The High Desert Power 
Project, the first major power plant 
built in Southern California 10 more 
than two decades, afforded the city 
an opportunity to create its own 
municipal utility, guaranteeing 
affordable, reliable power. 
James Force Appointed to Position 
of V.P. and Credit Officer 
D. Linn Wiley, president and 
chief executive officer of Citizens 
Business Bank, has announced the 
appointment of James Force to the 
position of VICe pres1dent and credit 
officer in the credit management 
division. 
Force's professional career 
mcorporates more than 30 years of 
banking experience with an exten-
sive background in credit, adminis-
tration. sales and marketing. Prior to 
his appointment with Citizens 
Business Bank, he was vice presi-
dent and manager of Wells Fargo 
Bank where he was responsible for 
portfolio management and the mar-
keting of business and consumer 
bank products and services. He was 
also formerly vice president and 
commercial loan officer with First 
Trust Bank in Ontario. 
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CLOSE- UP 
New CEO Builds Future Dreams on Solid Experience 
by Rod C. l<Kk.1on 
Pani Hoff is a woman on the 
move. a CEO w1th big ideas and an 
executive with ;J passion for her pro· 
fession. 
Five months ago, she accepted 
the job of ch1ef executive officer for 
the Inland Valley Econom1c 
Development Center (IVEDC), and 
every new day offers new challenges 
and rewards. 
"I d1dn 't really seek this JOb 
out," Hoff recently told The Inland 
Empire Buswess Journal. "It just 
sort of came to me, fell m my lap, 
and offered me new challenges on a 
grander scale." 
In January, Hoff left her position 
as economJc development manager 
for the clly of Fontana and SJgned on 
to head the IVEDC, a nonprofit eco-
nomic development organization 
based in Pomona. 
JVEDC's roots reach back to 
I 984 when the Pomona Econom1c 
Development Corporallon (PEDC) 
was created to promote economic 
growth w1th10 the clly of Pomona. 
At that ume. the organization had 
two relaHvely Simple goals: inven-
tory the available industrial, com-
mercial and office space in the c1ty, 
and fill that space by relocating busi-
nesses to the region. 
The national economic down-
town in the early I 990s, coupled 
with federal cutbacks in defense 
spending, prompted the PEDC to 
start expanding its scope beyond the 
municipal borders of Pomona. For 
example, the I 993 purchase of 
General Dynamics Corporation by 
Hughes Aviation, and the resulting 
loss of thousands of jobs two years 
later - when Hughes moved the 
operation to Anzona - impacted 
more than just Pomona - it hit the 
entire region. 
In I 997, the PEDC changed its 
mission, changed its appearance and 
changed its name. PEDC became 
JVEDC and the communities of 
Diamond Bar, Chino Hills, Chino, 
San Dimas, La Verne, Claremont, 
Montclair, Upland. Rancho 
Cucamonga. Ontario and Fontana 
jo10ed Pomona as the clients. Today 
that list also includes Los Angeles, 
San Bernardino and Riverside coun-
ties. 
"We're a resource for the cities 
and the business community.'" 
explains Hoff "We connect them, 
help them work things out, serve as 
a method of linking projects to sites, 
people to jobs, and sometimes even 
act as arbitrator." 
Hoff brings a wide repenoire of 
skills to her new position. Born and 
raiSed in Colorado, she graduated 
from Cal State Fullerton. Intrigued 
by the construction industry. Hoff 
obta10ed a Califorma general con-
tractor's license 10 I 975; IS a 
Cahforma state cert1fied arbitrator 
standmg of how the cities thmk, why 
they do what they do, and J' ve got 
msight in ways to minin11zc the 
stress and paperwork for the devel-
oper or contractor." 
Hoff says this IS particularly true 
when cities put out b1ds for public 
works proJeCts where she says the 
JVEDC, wllh lis one on-one 
approach, can help smooth over the 
rough spots. 
"A city. wllh all the regulauons 
and codes it generates. can slowly 
grind away at a businessman s1mply 
because of the process 1nvolved," 
she expla10s. "We can help the c111es 
Patti Hoff- CEO of /he Inland Valley Economic Development Center 
for construction, and IS. considered a 
construction industry expert for the 
State of California. 
She's not quite clear when the 
transition to economic development 
actually occurred, but tells The 
Inland Empire Business Jouma/that 
the combination of her construction 
skills and knowledge wllh first-hand 
experience dealing with the needs of 
local municipalities create a power-
ful force. 
"Because I had my own busi-
ness, I know what it takes to be a 
successful businessperson. I know 
where regulations, codes and 
bureaucracy can become more bur-
den tha~ benefit. and I can advise the 
troubled developer or entrepreneur. 
"Also." she continues "because 
of my experience with municipal 
government, I have a good under-
be more business-friendly, help 
them understand the needs of devel-
opers, and find a way around - or 
through - that process! 
The JVEDC has three stated 
goals: economic development and 
marketing; arbitration where neces-
sary, and it has created a new pro-
gram of work10g with communities 
to improve blighted or distressed 
neighborhoods. 
"Most of those involved in eco-
nomic development," states Hoff, 
"come to it from backgrounds of 
e1ther marketing or real estate devel-
opment. Unfortunately, some of 
them haven't been able to connect 
the dots between the two fields and 
sometimes there are missed opportu-
nities." 
So the IVEDC sponsors work-
shops and programs link the two. In 
the past. the agency has sponsored 
breakfast workshops to bring togeth-
er representatives of local compa-
nies and mumcipalllies. The subjects 
can range from human resource 
1ssues and e-commerce opportuni-
ties to business growth m minority 
commumties and investment 10 for-
eign markets. 
"It's amazmg what you can 
accomplish when you get two sides, 
frequently wary of each other, 
together over breakfast," Hoff 
chuckles. calling 11 the "nuts and 
bolts'' of economic development. 
Through its Business Retention, 
Attraction, Creation and ExpansiOn 
(BRACE) program, the market10g 
arm k1cks 1010 gear. The program 
prov1des economic resource and 
referral information. new business 
wdcome letters, and a variety or 
programs to attract ne\.\- business to 
the area. 
··we have an education program 
for all levels of government that 
beg10s with admimstration. We also 
work with experts in a variety of 
fields, wh1ch we offer to both the 
cit1es and the busmess community. 
In short. our goal is to make avml-
able services that no other economic 
development agency (of which there 
are several 10 the Inland Empire) can 
offer." 
One of those services is a new 
program at JVEDC - affordable 
housing. Hoff and others recognize 
the simple fact that fewer and fewer 
people can afford to buy a first home 
in Southern California. 
Skyrocketing prices. diminishing 
land resources for new construction 
and urban sprawl have combined for 
a nasty surprise for many cities in 
the region. 
"lf you look at some of the older 
neighborhoods in our more estab-
lished communities, you can see 
places which have been vacant for a 
long time," she notes. 
"Neighborhoods which were once 
highly anractive have become 
blighted as the more affiuent have 
moved out of the inner municipal 
cores." 
Hoff and the JVEDC decided to 
handle the problem on two fronts: 
continued on page 30 
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Pixels II, iP od III 
by J. Allen Leinberger 
(The headline is meant to mdl-
cate that this IS the second lime I 
have written about p"els (i.e. d1gllal 
cameras) and the th~rd lime I have 
written about the tPod M P3 muSic 
player. I mentton this JUS! m case you 
don't under:,tand some of my head-
lines, or if you missed the last couple 
of articles. -JAL) 
The Pixels 
In my last column about digllal 
cameras, I explained that the more 
megapixels your camera is rated for. 
the sharper the picture. four IS about 
as good as you wtll find on the open 
market today. Fifty is what the aver-
age snapshot camera provtdes. 
It " for this reason that I proba-
bly should have stressed to you that 
the 35 millimeter film roll will prob-
ably be around for a while. 
Smaller film rolb have come 
and gone. My old disk camera IS 
completely obsolete. Still today, they 
praclically give away cameras so 
that you will buy 35mm rolls of film. 
Actually. they DO gtve the cameras 
awa). I ju~t received one for renew-
mg a magazine subscripllon 
Another imponant pomt I feel I 
must stress IS that Kodak will proba-
bly not be going out of buSiness nght 
av.ay. For one thmg. they JUS! got 
their name on that nev. theater in 
Hollywood. (Not that means a lot. 
The Houston Astros play m Enron 
Stadtum.) 
More 1mportant for you to know 
ts that your dtgital photos can be 
pnnted "herever you get your regu-
lar film developed. Of course. you 
have to get used to taking in your 
computer disk Instead of a lilm roll 
But the discount ~tares are already 
competing for your busmess. 
The lesson here ts tv.o-fold. 
First. don't throw out your snapshot 
camera JUSt yet. Second, dtg1tal 
megapixel count will continue to 
nse. In a couple of years, you may 
find yourself giving your old 4 
megapixel cameras to the ktds for 
toys- tnstead of spendmg $400 for 
them l1ke you do today. 
iPod 
The iPod music player conlinues 
to develop e\'en as you read this. 
There are many parts of the comput-
er that are developing for your enter-
tamment. Gammg. fir~t and fore-
most, and DVD players most recent-
ly. But the abtlity to download muSIC 
from the ·net' and li~ten to it out in 
the lield h"' become a whole new 
sc1ence. 
The most recent de\·elopments 
include the doubling of the hard 
diSk. What was five gigs is now I 0. 
This means to you that you can now 
load twice as many songs into that 
little white box as you could before. 
tf you buy the new iPod 2. 
According to Apple's CEO, Steve 
Jobs. that means you can now ny 
from San Franctsco to Japan and not 
hear the same song for six round 
trips, if you are so Inclined to spend 
your time and money that way. 
And if you do. it would be wise 
to put your iPod into your suitcase so 
11 doesn't set off the atrpon metal 
detector 
Even the old tPod has been 
upgraded. Thanks to a new down-
loadable program, tl now can have 
an adjustable equalizer bu11t in. And 
like your Palm Pilot, you can now 
carry your contact list 111 it It will 
e\'en let you transfer the contact li~t 
from other programs. 
Then there are the thtrd party 
llems. We have already told you 
about the Dr. Bou kit that lets you 
hook your tPod to your home or car 
'tereo. Now such established but 
non-computer companies as J R Hill. 
the New England leather maker. has 
come out with a finely crafted tPod 
case complete wllh belt clip. 
Like other computer companies. 
Apple has gotten rid of the ewton. 
the Cube and other catalog llems that 
weren't profitable. But right now 
dtg1tal photography and MP3 play-
ers are hot - so you can expect fur-
ther development tn both areas. 
Fantasy Springs Casino Welcomes New Employees 
l I 
Gordon Dickie 
Employees with experttse tn 
gaming control, restaurant opera-
tions, advertising and information 
technology have recently been hired 
by Fantasy Springs Casino. an eco-
nomic enterprise owned and operat-
ed by the Cabazon Band of MissiOn 
Indians near Indio. 
Gordon Dickie of Palm Desen, 
has been named executive director 
of the Cabazon Gaming 
Commission. He is responsible for 
overseeing the surveillance, investi-
Da ve Gist 
gat1ons. licensing, compliance. and 
internal audit for the casino and its 
six-member commission. Dickie 
previously was general manager of 
Isleta Casino and Resort in 
Albuquerque, N.M. 
Dave Gist of Bermuda Dunes. 
has been named director of restau-
rant operations. He is responsible for 
operations of the Players Fine 
Dming and Fantasy Bar & Grille 
restaurants, tn addllton to all food 
and beverage programs for the casi-
J ohn Ca wley 
no. Gist previously was manager of 
Chef's Buffet. the 518-seat buffet at 
the Eldorado Hotel & Casino in 
Reno, Nev. 
John Cawley of Palm Desen has 
been named adventsing manager. 
He ts responSible for supervtsing 
and directing the casino's various 
advenising campaigns - for print. 
TV and radio media. The former 
operations vice president for the 
Green Bay (Wis.) Gamblers Hockey 
Club previously was general manag-
F rank Lewis 
er of Cellular Systems Inc. in Green 
Bay. 
Frank Lewis of Palm Desert has 
been named information technology 
manager. He is responsible for over-
seeing all aspects of the casino's IT 
department and related systems, 
including: point-of-sale, tracking, 
accounting, network, Internet con-
nectivity and wireless systems. He 
previously was branch manager for 
U.S. Computer Soluttons in Palm 
Desen. 
MAY2002 
At D eadline ... 
cowinued from page I 
New this year will be a "Jumor 
Player Option." Because of the tour-
nament committee's behef tn pro-
moting junior golf. each foursome 
may choose to add a JUntor player to 
their group. 
As of April 12. the foundation 
welcomed: City National Bank, 
Rivers1de Community Hospital. 
Lorna Lmda Children's Hospital. 
John son Mach1nery and Jerry 
Baxter, M.D., as maJOr sponsors. 
Entry fees are $250 per player 
''Non-golfers" may also wish to sup-
pon the tournament by part1cipatmg 
as a $250 "Par Sponsor." Additional 
sponsorsh1ps are also available. 
The Inland Classic will benefit 
RCHF's "M iles of Smiles" program, 
which is a collaboration among. 
RCHF: County of RtverSide Health 
Agency - Department of Publtc 
Health ; Riverstde, Alvord. and 
Jurupa Untfied School D"tnct. and 
Community Health Systems Inc 
"Mtles of Smiles" was formed to 
address the oral health problems 
R1vers1de children are experiencing. 
Access America Focuses on 
Women, Minority Businesses 
The United States Chamber of 
Commerce will launch a new initia-
uve to foster diversity within exist-
ing chamber programs and bolster 
minority- and women-owned busi-
nesses by tackhng tradillonal barn-
ers to thetr grO\Vth - secunng 
access to capttal. forgmg strategtc 
pannersh1ps, and tdentifying new 
opponunilles. 
"Access Amenca" wtll provl(.le 
tangible assets to help mtnority and 
women bus1ness owners succeed," 
satd Thomas Donohue, chamber 
president and CEO. "ThiS landmark 
program will be the cataly" for the 
nation's fastest-growing business 
sectors to JOin forces with the U.S 
Chamber to the benefit of both." 
Minority-owned bus1ne~ses are 
growing four limes faster than the 
natiOnal average. and employ 4.5 
million worker> and generate $591 
billion in annual revenues, accord-
mg to the Census Bureau. Women-
owned busmes~es are growing twice 
as fast as the natiOnal a\'erage, 
employ more than 9.2 million \\Ork-
ers and generate annual sales <.;or-
pasSing $1 trillion' 
To find out more, t•isit: 
u·a-u·.uschamber.com. 
Rancho Cucamonga Announces 
STE TEA Grant Application for 
the Pacific Electric I.E. Trail Will 
be Funded 
The City of Rancho Cucamonga 
announces that the STE TEA grant 
appltcation for the Pacific Electnc 
Inland Empire Trail has been select-
ed for fundmg by the California 
Transportation Comm1ssion. The 
$3.79 million will be used to deSign 
and construct approximately three 
miles of the trail between Haven and 
Etiwanda A\'enues. Cal trans District 
8 IS the state agency partner for the 
prOJect. 
The STE grant program under 
TEA IS a htghly competitive process. 
John Haynes of Caltrans Ofnce of 
Local AsSistance, calls this an "out-
standing proJect." because 11 
achieves statewide goals to reduce 
traffic congesuon. Compleuon of 
thiS port ton of the trail IS ant1c1pated 
in 2003/2004. 
In 2000. the City of Rancho 
Cucamonga. acting as the lead 
agency jomed with surrounding 
ciues. developed a master plan for a 
21-miie-long multi-purpose trail 
that would link the ciues of: 
Claremont, Montclatr, Upland. 
Rancho Cucamonga, Fontana and 
R 1alto. The trail follows the former 
Pacific Electric Railway railroad 
corridor. In recent years. rail serv-
ICe has been discontinued and most 
of the tracks removed. 
Rancho Cucamonga has estab-
liShes a Web slle lor the Pacific 
Electric Trail project. at: 
"\\ \\ .ci.ranchocucamonga.ca.us/pl 
annmglpetrail.htm. 
Complaints ... 
Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us @ 
iebj@ busjournal.com 
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EXECUTIVE NOTES 
Helen Chavez has been named to 
lead the new U.S. Bank branch 
office in Ontario. as v1ce president 
and branch manager. Chavez' pro-
fessional career mcorporates more 
than 24 years of bankmg expenence 
with extenSI\"e knowledge in admm-
!Stration and commercml lending. 
She comes to U.S. Bank from 
CillLens Busmess Bank. where she 
was \ice president and branch man-
ager. Prior to her work at CitiLens 
Bank. Chavez v.as at Bank of 
America, where she managed retail 
and commerc!al sales for Se\.·eral 
offices throughout the Southern 
Cahforn1a regiOn. as well as the 
sales and serv1ce for the bank's 
national consumer Joan center .. The 
way Laurie Flynn looks at 11, 
almost evcrythmg m her career has 
been 1n prepar<Jtion for her newest 
JOb dtrector of Services to 
Students with Disabilities (SSD) at 
Cal State, San Bernardino. Pnor 
10 bemg appointed 10 the post. 
Flynn worked for 15 years wtth the 
State Depanment of Rehabilttatton 
in various capacities, most recently 
as a rehabilitation supen 1sor 10 the 
depanment's San Bemardmo office. 
In all. she ha; 25 years of experience 
111 pmate and public settings work-
ing wllh people tvtth a variety of 
disabilities .. English Professor 
Margaret Doane is Cal State, San 
Bernardino's "Golden Apple" 
Award-" mner for 2002. chosen by 
the Outstanding Professor/Golden 
Apple Award Committee. accord-
tog to Sanders McDougall, chatr of 
the selectton committee A faculty 
member since 1976. Doane. who 
li\'es in San Bernardino. has devel-
oped I 0 new courses at CSUSB. 
includtng Regt<mal Amencan 
Literature. Shelly and Brownmg. 
Utoptan Lllerature and The 
Victortan Nose!. She also created 
the htghl} successful English 
Honors program and EPIC. an 
advismg center for undergraduate 
Engltsh maJors Janet C. Epstein 
has heen named Portfolio Manager 
by Spectrum Property 
Management for the firm's 
Temecula ofltce. Epstein has '" 
excess of 12 years of property man-
agement expenence. She IS respon-
Sible for oversee1ng the manage-
ment of Spectrum's Temecula 
development ponfolio. which con-
SISts of more than 390.000 square 
feet of commercial 
properties Windermere Real 
Estate is pleased to announce the 
addttion of the followmg associates 
to its Palm Springs-Coachella 
Valley office· sales associate 
Jeffrey M. Grohs was pre,iously a 
realtor wtth Becher & Becher 
Realty. He was a member of the 
Chicago Associauon of Realtors. 
Sales assoc1ate Linda Raio JS a co-
owner and fom1er agent of Raio 
Realty. She is on the Mizel Senior 
Center Board of Dtrectors, IS a 
chamber member. and is actively 
mvol\'ed 10 c1ty 1ssues and cam-
paign committees. Associate broker 
Rick Raio was previously head of 
the commercial di\.ision with 
Prudential Realty, and is a co-owner 
of Raio Realty. He is a member of 
the Knights of Columbus. Rotary 
Club. is a chamber member. and IS a 
miniSter of service at Our Lady of 
Solitude Windermere Real 
Estate is pleased to announce the 
add1110n of associate broker Jeanne 
Burke to 1ts Palm Springs-
Coachella Valley office. Burke was 
prev1ously an associate broker with 
ClasSic Homes Inc, and has been tn 
the busmess investment and real 
estate mdustry for 31 years. She 
holds the Associate Broker (AB) 
designation Pre"dent/CEO of the 
Annenberg Center for Health 
Sciences. Michael Landes, has 
been named to the newly created 
posllton of preSident of the 
Eisenhower Medica l Center 
Foundation. A graduate of Stanford 
Uni>ersit}. Landes spent the 14 
years prior to hts_ mvolvement \\ith 
the Annenberg Center growmg 
one of the nation's largest ltve 
recordmg firms. the Landes S lezak 
Group. Landes has also been 
mvohed in local politics. serving on 
the Indian Wells City Council from 
1996 through 2000 and as mayor 
from 1997 to 1998. 
B II.~land Empire } us1ness Journa 
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Unleash Your Team's True Leadership Potential 
by Loren Slocum 
What has the strongest impact 
on your company's success? The 
economy? The market conditions? 
Current events? In reality, it's none 
of those things. Regardless of out-
side factors, your company wtll only 
be as successful as you allow your 
employees to be. The fact ts that 
when you mhibtt your employees' 
natural abilities, your company prof-
its are sure to drop. However, when 
you encourage your employees' per-
sonal development, your revenue~ 
will soar. 
Today's most successful compa-
nies didn't attain that status by acci-
dent. Rather, their visionary leaders 
had the abtlity to tap into their 
team's talents so that their employ-
ees could lead the company in the 
right direction. Unfortunately, many 
business owners are afraid to let 
their employees exhibtl control. 
They don't trust their employees to 
make the right decisions. and they 
mistakenly believe that leadmg a 
company is a solitary venture. 
However, when you enable your 
employees to dtscover their 
strengths and then encourage them 
to use their n~tural capabilities most 
effectively, you breed a team of 
leaders who each contribute mean-
ingfully to the company's ultimate 
success. 
To get your company operating 
at its maximum potential. it's essen-
tial that you promote an essence of 
leadership at every departmental 
level. The following suggestions 
will guide you through this process. 
Connect rather than correct. 
Look around your organization 
and you're sure to lind that your 
employee~ are doing some amazing 
things. Whether they're securing 
new client relationshipS. creating 
new procedures that save bmh time 
and money, or raising the bar for 
customer service. your employees 
are working hard to make a positive 
contribution to your company's bot-
tom line. The question is, how often 
do you acknowledge your team· 
mates for doing such tasks? 
Very often supervisors focus 
only on aspects where thetr employ· 
ees need to improve. Instead of 
acknowledgmg all the thmgs thetr 
employees do to attract more cus-
tomers. save money, and increase 
customer retention; they focus on 
the sales deficiency, the decltne m 
profits, and the customer attrition 
rate. Whtle knowmg the gaps is 
indeed important, focusmg solely on 
the negattve IS not the way to 
encourage employee leadership. 
To foster a team of leaders. ere· 
ate systems that acknowledge your 
team's accomplishments. This does 
not necessarily have to be a btg eel· 
ebratory event; even the smallest 
gesture makes a btg tmpression on 
your team's morale and willtngness 
to contribute. For example, you 
could post sales ligures or new cus· 
tomer contracts on the department 
bulletin board, organize a company 
luncheon, or even offer a stmple 
"good JOb" the next time you talk 
with your employees. When you 
connect with your team and get 
them excited about work and about 
what they can accomplish. they 'II go 
above and beyond your expectations 
to demonstrate lite kind of leader-
ship initiative that makes a positive 
contribution to the organization's 
goals. 
Create a goal rather than assign a 
task. 
Do you know which activities 
each employee on your team excels 
at? Most supervisors do not. Despite 
this lack of knowledge, though, the 
majority of managt!rs continue to 
assign tasks to thetr employees with· 
out any regard to the person's ability 
or interest. While it"s true that there 
are certatn tasks and procedures 
each employee must perfom1 for the 
company to be successful. tt's equal-
ly important that your employees are 
taking on responsJbilitJes that excite 
them and give them a sense of pur· 
pose. 
To realize the full leadership 
potential your employees have to 
offer, allow them to tell you what 
they feel they'd be good at so they 
can best utilize those strengths on 
the job. Then, help them understand 
how their abilities and interests can 
contribute to the company's success. 
After all, it's quite possible that your 
next great marketmg tdea could 
come from someone m the mail-
room, or that someone m IT has an 
innovative way to thank repeal cus-
tomers. 
When you allow your employ· 
ees to work outside their written job 
description and demonstrate their 
creativity and talent, they'll have 
greater job satisfaction and a sense 
of purpose. As a side benefit, you'll 
gain a better understanding of what 
motivates your team and inspires 
them to perform. You can then work 
together to lead the organization 
onward instead of merely requiring 
your employees to work from a pre· 
scribed to-do list. 
Lead by example rather than 
procedure. 
To instill a sense of leadership in 
your employees. you must do more 
than simply tell them to take on new 
responsibilities. You must demon-
strate your ideal of leadership and 
your willingness to trust their judg· 
ment in all that you say and do. Go 
beyond what your employees expect 
of you so they can experience the 
kind of leadership you want them to 
display. 
Unfortunately, many business 
owners and managers believe that 
there can be only one leader in any 
given company or department. The 
fact is. though. that everyone can 
lead at different times depending on 
the organization's current need or 
direction. As a supervisor. you can 
foster leadership in your employees 
by knowing when to step back and 
let a qualified individual lead the 
group. Realize that during this time 
your guidance is still necessary; 
however, instead of dictating the 
group's direction according to stan-
dardized procedure, your role is to 
support your employees and help 
them uncover their true potential. 
One of the best ways to support 
your team during this time is to 
encourage them to question their 
assumptions and feelings about a 
given situation. Some questions for 
them to consider would be, "What is 
unique about this current situation?" 
"What talents or abilities do I have 
that can contribute to a solution?" 
"What do I love about my role in this 
project?" "What can l leam from this 
experience?" and "What can l do to 
best demonstrate my expertise m this 
continued on page 3 I 
National Housing Development Corporation 
continued from page 7 be earmarked for new Section 8 eral subsidies, tt will acquire any portfolio of 533 at~risk units located 
In addition to avoiding the dis- vouchers or other types of subsidtes. other properties that can be kept in the greater Los Angeles area, 
placement of thousands of low· and NHDC has also developed a affordable via acquisitton and trans· which are currently in the process of 
moderate-income families and sen· careful screening process to assure fer to local ownership, Burum said. being stabilized and repositioned 
iors, NHDC is committed to makmg that local nonprofit purchasers have "Our efforts will help thousands of prior to being offered for sale later 
efficient use of the funds it receives the necessary capacity and skills to families secure affordable shelter this year. NHDC expects to acquire 
through the rigorous application of own and manage the properties they and. at the same time, help tum up to 5.000 units during 200 I, with 
business principles and large-scale acquire and preserve thetr afford- around entire netghborhoods that are an emphasis on portfolios ranging 
capital raising. The firm also ability. deteriorating due to blight and neg- from 500 to 5,000 units, and plans to 
believes its approach will save tax· While NHDC's focus is on lect." acquire a total of 50,000 apartments 
payer money that would otherwise housing threatened by expiring fed- To date, NHDC has acquired a nationwide by 2004. 
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Have Trunk-Will Travel-Love Me, Love My Elephants! 
older ones are dymg due to the 
problems m the1r native Asian habi-
tat and not enough bab1es are 
bemg born to replace them. I'm 
afratd tf we don't breed them in the 
United States, the Asian elephant 
will become extinct. We need to 
save them' The humans are takmg 
up the Asian elephants' natl\e land. 
and the animals have fewer and 
fewer places to go. The encroach-
ment ts a btgger problem for these 
elephants than poaching," she 
explained. 
Very few elephants are born in Part of the Ha1•e Tmnk. Will frard "dann• lroupe," this group of rhian l'iephal!ts fort'S w pt•rform 
captivtty. Amos. the ranch's baby, So how dtd thts love affatr of first." 
was born on Aug. 21. 1998. Thetr begm? Well II mtght be a to>Sup tf When Jones was hired to tram 
you ask Kan or Gary who ts the love elephant\ for shows and commer· other elephants Tat, Dtxte. Kitty, 
Rosie, and Becky are all Asian 
females. Their ages are from 16 to 
36 years. Young ladies, by elephant 
standards. they ' lllive to be 60 or 70 
years old. Hetghts are from 7-1/2 to 
8-112 feet tall Weights range from 
6,000 to 8,500 pounds! 
Each elephant has a very distinct 
personality. They are all highly 
mtelligent and very playful. At 
home on their ranch. they enJOY 
bathing and soctalinng. Tai, a 33-
year-old Asian knows more than 70 
voice commands. 
Two hundred pounds of food 
every day, for each elephant, tS aver· 
age. Hay is the main course. Fruits. 
vegetables and grains round out the 
feast. Carrots and apples are favonte 
goodies. Groommg and exercise are 
important. The daily bath is some-
thing to see. Trimming of footpads 
of thetr lives. Gary might say tt's 36· cials by the Holter Ranch (Holter 
year-old Dtxie, and Kari. posSibly, Movte Land Antmals), the family. 
could say tt's a male named Tai. 33, mcluding Tika. moved to Colton. "! 
or baby Amos, who, at I 0 days old, was about 15 when I met Gary at 
wetghed more than most FL ltne- Holter Ranch," she remembered. 
backers. 
"It's hard to say," laughed Kari. 
"But Gary is a pretty cute guy." And 
Gary admits it was love at first "ght. 
But, IS he talking about Kan or 
Dixie? "Kan, of course," he 
announced. This is, indeed, a love 
story. A love between Gary and Kari 
and the all-consuming love the cou· 
pie has for their fanuly of Asian ele· 
phants. 
Born in Lou1s1ana and raised 
between California and Texas. Kari's 
love affatr wtth elephant\ began after 
her mother mamed Smokey Jones, a 
well-known elephant trainer. "When 
l was about 14. Smokey bought a 
"He had become fascinated with ele· 
phants and wanted to be around 
Smokey to learn a\ much a\ he 
could." 
Born Ill Tacoma, Washmgton, 
Gary was raiSed in Orange and 
Riverside counties. His family 
raised horses, but it wa\ the ele-
phants that captured htS heart, that 
tS ... the elephants and Kart, so as a 
teenager. Gary bought hts first ele· 
phant. 
Gary's and Kari's paths contm-
ued to cross as they both parttcipated 
in pamdes and shows. By then. Gary 
owned two elephants; however, it 
wasn't until Gary moved to Texas 
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GETTING ORGANIZED 
Managing Information for Increasing 
Productivity, Profit and Peace of Mind 
One's 
by Barbara Hm1phdl 
Research shows the average 
pel'ion spends 150 hours per >ear 
lookmg for misplaced mfonnauon. 
Your ability to accomplish any task 
or reach any demed goal is directly 
related to your abilit} to find the 
right thmg at the right 11me! Ask 
yourself: uDoes my office work?" 
and "Can I find what I need?" If 
you have other people on your staff, 
HDoes il "ork for others?" 
If the answer to any of these 
questions is u~o~" here are five 
suggestions to seriously consider: 
1. Cluner JS postponed decisiOns 
(Desks and filing cabinets become 
inundated w1th paper - and com-
puters wnh files - because we fail 
to make declSlons. In reality, there 
are only three chmces. I call Jt The 
FAT System: File, Act or Toss. File 
means, "I don't know if I will ever 
need it, but I don't have the nerve to 
throw it out!" "Act" means, "The 
ball is in my coun to do it or dele-
gate it," and "Toss" speaks for 
nself! 
2. Pracuce the "an of waste bas-
ketry" (on an on-going basis, and 
encourage others to do the same. 
When I first staned as a consultant, I 
used to have mghtmares that some-
one would call and say, "When you 
were here we threw out ... and 
(something terrible) happened." In 
20+ years, I've never received such 
a call' Research shows that 80 per-
cent of what we keep, we never use, 
but how do you dec1de what you 
really need? For each piece of 
mfonnation (paper or electronic) ask 
these questions: 
Does this require action? 
• Does 11 ex 1st elsewhere? 
• Would it be difficult to get again? 
• Are there any tax or legal implica-
tions? 
• Is it recent enough to be useful' 
If all the answers are, " o," but 
you're still not sure, ask one last 
question: "What's the worst thmg 
that could happen 1f I didn '1 have 
this'?" If you can live with the 
results- toss 1t. 
3. Implement a fa1l-safe system for 
contact mfonnation. Many of the 
p1eces of paper that cluner up your 
life are deemed valuable because of 
a name. address or phone number. 
Choose a system for tracking thiS 
information, and use it consistently 
-and make sure to back it up! For 
business owners today. a computer 
program. such as ACT!. to manage 
your client database is essential 
Use the notes section of the program 
to track information you can use to 
build relationships, and the alarm 
feature to trigger Important 
remmders and decision dates. This 
could be the decidmg difference 
between you and your compelllor. 
4. Turn your tiling system into a 
"Finding System!" If your tiling 
system IS not working. ignore 11 and 
start over' It is unnecessarily 
depressing and time-consummg to 
spend time orgamzing infonnation 
you'll never use. Clean out your 
most accesSible file space, and put 
unused tiles mto less accessible 
space if you are not comfortable 
10ssmg them. Begm your new sys-
tem, and as you need mformauon 
from the old tiles, mcorporate 11 mto 
the new system. 
The key 10 the continuing suc-
cess of your tiling system IS a File 
Index ·- a list of your tile titles. 
You can create a File Index with a 
word processing or spreadsheet pro-
gram. or you can use Taming the 
Paper Tiger software (www.thepa-
peniger.com), which allows you 10 
cross-reference your files, print out 
an alphabetical mdex automatically, 
and enables anyone in your office to 
find 1nfonnation in the tiles in five 
seconds or less! 
5. Manage your paper on the 
road as well as you do in the office. 
Turn your briefcase mto a "mini 
office.'' Carry tile foldel'i labeled by 
specific action. For example. "Act" 
is for papers you'll work on while 
you travel A "Call" tile makes 1t 
easy to use the 15 mmutes before a 
flight to make one or two quick calls 
- which can impress your clients 
and save you from unnecessary "chit 
Ford Foundation Grant 
continued from page 4 
Sept. II, buildmg on a serie> of 
events and speake" called 
"September II· War, Terror and 
Tolerance.'' 
• Carlos Monon. professor of theater 
at UCR and Kathryn E" in of 
California State Univemty, with 
playwright Rickery Hmds. seek 
funding for a hip-hop theater festival 
enlitled "Double 0 Deuce," during 
the 2002-2003 academic year. 
• Professor Monon is also seeking 
funding 10 screen the film "Sail of 
!he Earth" and produce the opera 
"Esperan7.a" m early 2003. with per-
fonnances in both San Bernardino 
and Riverside. Both events would 
be followed by panel discussions on 
the poliucal and historical aspects of 
the 1953 film and the operatic adap· 
tation. Monon wrote the lyrics for 
"Esperanza." 
• Faculty members from dance, 
music, history, poliucal science, reli-
gion, and English. with members of 
Native American communities. seek 
fundmg for a conference called "Red 
Rhythms: Contemporary 
Methodologies in Amencan Indian 
Dance" during the 2002-2003 aca-
demic year. 
The relationship between the 
Ford Foundation and the UCR 
Center for Ideas and Soc1ety origi-
nated in 1998 with seed funding for 
a landmark conference called 
"Aesthetics and Difference: 
Cultural Diversity, Literature and the 
Ans." That conference drew schol-
ars from all over the world to UCR 
and resulted m "Aesthetics in a 
Multicultural Age," a collection of 
essays just published by Oxford 
University Press. 
Founded in 1936, the Ford 
Foundation is an independent, non-
profit organization that provides 
grants and loans mthree broad areas: 
asset building and community devel-
opment; education, media, ans, and 
chat." 
"Discuss wnh ... (your assistant)" 
contruns papers he/she can handle 
when you return. "On-hne" con-
tains papers you need when you· re 
logged on in your hotel room. Be 
sure IO include ''File"- woth a copy 
of your File Index As you get 
papers along the way that you want 
to tile, check the File Index for the 
keyword or number; write it m the 
upper right hand corner. When you 
return. tiling will be easy. (If you 
have a home office, consider hiring 
your 10-year-old') 
So, where do you stan? A good 
place 10 most offices is to organize a 
"File Clean-Out Day" with all the 
members of your staff. Get plenty 
of trash bags, wear comfonable 
clothes. and order pizza. Based on 
my experience. the results will deti-
nnely be wonh the mvestmeut in 
productivity and peace of mind -
both of which lead to more profit' 
Barbara Hemphill is CEO of 
Hemphill Productivity Institute, 
located in Raleigh, N.C. Author of 
Kiplinger's Taming the Paper Tiger 
series and Simplify Your Workday, 
she provides speaking and consult· 
ing serl'ices to help individuals and 
organi:.ations increase productin'ty. 
She can be reached at 800-427-0237 
or ar lt:~~w.thepapertiger.com and 
wwu-:producth·iryconsu/tants.com. 
culture; and peace and social justice. 
The Umverslly of California, 
Ril'erside is one of the 10 University 
of California campuses, generally 
recogni:ed as the preeminent public 
university system in the world. The 
1,200-acre campus offers under-
graduate and graduate education to 
more than 14,000 students in areas 
that benefit society in education, 
business, agriculture, engineering, 
the arts and other fields. UCR is the 
most ethnically diverse and fastest-
growing campus in the system, with 
enrollment projected to grow to 
20,000 students by the year 2010. 
umque source isn t the only reason our walar IS cliflwent Wor. webdlliidCine>diillll 
you because we believe our customers are as -ntial as our cryataklecl 
that's what we bring to you-fresh, original products that are as enjoyable to drink as they en easy to 
use, Exceptional service, exceptional water, refreshingly new-deliwred directly to your home or olfice. 
t 
You go the extra mile. 
TOYOTA CAMRY 
Highest owner loyalty. 
' 
What does the car you 
drive say about you? 
You 're someone people can count on. 
TOYOTA SIENNA 
Highest safety rating. 
Customer loyalty based on the number of owners who replaced a new vehicle with a new vehicle of the same model, 
based on a sampling of personal-use new-vehicle purchases and leases from 10/98_ Sienna test date: 12117/97 
Minivans evaluated to date: 14 (40-mph 40'%, frontal offset crash test). Ratings are only meaningful when 
comparing vehicles in the same weight class. 
' You 're an over-achiever. 
TOYOTA HIGHLANDER 
Car-like r ide and unparalleled utility. 
' You 're a team player: 
TOYOTA SEQUOIA VB 
Fits 8 full -size adults. 
TOYOTA DEALERS 
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
WE MAKE IT EASY. toyota.com 
IF You MAKE 
JusT ONE 
INvESTMENT 
YEAR, MAKE 
IT IN YOURSELF. 
Chris Alexander 
Chns i.~ a rrnl).,nt'd Ipeukrr. author and 
Of'Rani:atwnal bt'hal·ior .lpt"CialiSI. Ht' IS 
tht' w~thor of '('r,.atmR £uraordinary Jo_\" 
and ~ S)'m!f'Ri;:.mg lOur 
Busmt'SI .. and SJNOb 
"·orfdwidt' on lt'oder 
sh1p. tt'am bulfdmg 
and f'_n·udinR cus· 
wmrr U:JWctatlons 
H1s dri\'t' 1/mt' raJ10 
talk sho'" on KUCJ 
Rlt. 9 trocht.f mo" than 
wu.t lie lwsn Adt'lphia's 
7V Jhm1· ··o,·nml111fl8 tlte Odds," and m 
1999. cllong ,,·ith a tt'tJ/11 of t'ducari.onol spe-
nali.tu. wonlht• LA. arru EmmyAwarrlfor 
o\·erafl t'Kt'llt'nct' m bu.1me.u t'ducarion 
ViSit hu \\f:b !>Itt' Of 
'1\"Ww.Synt'l'fl,)Li/t'Mastt'rr.t·om 
Judy Ames 
Judl. O'l\-nt'r of StarHrod:. Pn>dut·tioru, l.f an 
ar.t.arJ-'1\inninR muiu-ul nllt'rtaJnt'r and 
s~·oku fla d1namic work 
1hop.1 U\t' lpt't~kmR w1d 
.tin.~.:m.s: prmeHe5 for 
improl't'd pt"rfomt(lnct 
.1/(1/h, tt'am huildinR 
and stugt' fri!(ht solu 
tiom. Sht' /_\ a urti 
/it'd nm;tronal rf'it'a..lt' 
fac·iliwtor and is pat· 
sionlllt' about ht'fping 
othU.\ mo1·r hl'mnd tht'ir 
fears to tuccniful St'lf·UpT"t'S 
sum. Visit hu w~b 
k'WII"-)IUlyaml's.com 
Marla Benson 
Marla hns conduoed more rhan 
seminnrs in 48 states and 
Canada and has 
authored. "Shortcuts 
to Creating 
Organi:.ed Files &. 
Records. " After 
spending years as a 
confinned Packrat 
and Procrastinator. 
she finally figured it 
out, .. ,Tiu!n are just 24 
houn i11 a da)·. It's what 
you do with thoSI:! lrours, an·d how )"Oil 
orgaiH4l' within them tltat marur. 
Marla~- 20+ years of business experi· 
ence offer her audiences rral-/ife solu-
tions to real-life is.sues to DeC/utter 
vou. Visit her Web site at www.mar· 
iabenson.com 
Jonnetta Chambers 
Jorant'tta Chambus. MA HRM i.t o Sl'minar 
tramu, profnsionol coach 
and spt'aku. Chambl'rs 
has authoT"t'd thru 
books. mcluding 
''SUCCESS Oot'.f Nor 
Comt on a SILVER 
PU1T£R. 71 'Must 
Know' Strategits of 
21st Ctntun· SUC· 
CESSFUL PEOPLE!' 
matac txpn'it'na.J, as 
_fun throu.fch hu r)"l's 
as a ..... ifl', mothn; and 
mw:stigotor Sht' is tht 
light at tht' t'nd of your runnel. 
Htr mo/lo is '"Ctlt!brott' Uft!"s Challtngt!S· 
Don't Ut Tht!m Conuvf Youf" 
Carolyn Cox 
Corol_wr i.s a via pft'.ridtnr 
at Otiuns Busint'SS 
Bank w1th o~·tr 17 
)"t'ars of tx~rit!nct m 
tht finannol stn·•as 
o~na. Carol)·n s~· 
ciofiu.s in wor~ing 
"K"ith mdi~·•duaiJ and 
busin~H o ... ·nns ... -uh 
th"r lrUSI and t'JIOII! 
plannmg as Wt!ll as th'" 
ft'lirrmtnl pfonninR. Sht' auists htr ditnll 
m idtnti_h·•ng tht'ir finannol goab and iden-
tif>·ing lht' tools n«tssary to achit~·t th~WL 
Margaret P. Develey 
Margaft't u a consullonl, SJNoMr and wnlt!r. 
Hn compon)', tht Dt'vt'lty 
lnttmalional Group, spt'· 
ciali;;.l'J rn bu.Jintss eti 
quttle, dininR sl}·lts and 
intemauonal protocol. 
Hu txpt'riti!Cl' in tht' 
abovt fitlds tnabln 
hu tn work sucetssfully 
wuh c/lt'mt from of/ pro· 
ft'Ssions, agt's and back· 
grounds. She has a ma.fttrs 
dLgrt't in businl'H admmistratlon 
coupftd "l'.'lth 20 y~ars of managtrial t!XP'ri' 
tnCl' tn tht' lwspiraltl)' indu.flry. Visll hu 
Wl'b sitt or "1'.""""-...·.dt'\'tll')intl.com 
l(t'iNO'ft SYt!\KtRS 
Ma-vis Leno 
Carrie fisher }Aitni Donaldson 
FEATURE SPEAKERS: Juliet F1111t • Cy11tlzia Kersey • Jodi Walker 
If you make just one investment all year, 
make it in yourself... and join the other 
dynamic women who are taking action to 
reach their goals. 
Cynthia Kersey 
(\nthw A:t'r.11'")', lwM-sC'"IImg author nf 
·urutoppahil'"_ Jf't'al..t'r. notoonul nJ/urtrll/lt tmd 
{tJrml'r mp .wlrJ f"_frn•til·r .._.a, a .. urdn/"2()()1 
EmrTt>rl'nl'ur of till'" ti-c~r"' br till' Nmirmul 
Foundutwnfar Hfmll'"n Ugulutor.•. Cn1thit1 Juu 
Uflp~art'tl on h1mdrl'd.1- of rudio mul 7V silo..,. .I 
rndudmR "'Tht' Oprah \Wnfr~y Show. •· a11d 
p.,hJulrt'r :. n't't'ki.Y namt'd "U11:stoppablt' •· cu Qllt' 
t>f tlu· bcH-lt'llt>n of th~ )'cur VtJit lll'r wt'11 Jlt~ at 
\\.,.lltmslop!>Ub/~ n~t St'J:Jion 1-C &. 1/1-C 
.OO.•~Iut'r of Allm Fwu. cmlk.lrof tht- "(<utd~tl C:unlt"ro · 7V 1hr~><: Julin 
ltw .~ Mr /if~ vb• .. n·uiR tilt' lu.J.krt tnnlu ,....,.,,uh our .'f•-noU .uoh•n 
llt'rdiv~r"'lt" ""'* hA.vor.-hw li.Wn Nr lhrom:h u nnru.Jd <'jltkl 
(;l("fl'l'".U. U'lprtAifuhclnUf Cf~-UII(} 1111/('t''. JnT'"(••!(t' UnistunJ 
JO(l(] :k-uip•or. humtln l'l'"luiioru tr"Ulltt'r ft.,- lilt' I .A !'viM. r /)l'pf thlf>UI(h 
lht' MWMWn of7i:>lt'runt:t'. and nonr kl lmJ!t'IIU u l1<11.v>n Ul u 
P~srut'hpt'O(t'l'fVJt'N- Jlt'rCU!'If'l'&fi)LU.Jdpnmlll"'lf"''llftlm. 
'TuiJcmR on Pu~·· ht'/psptfflpJt' Ulld IJ'1f<IIU.'J•t~t.U h.Uf'lt"J.J flv pt""-'f!r 
of norn· .. ord lhl')· r:hoast' by n•muWIRlilf' bJmJ .'fl(>l.t hr>l.du!R llll'm hade. 
\.1.rllhl'r~:sllt'UI"v.-...:jul~.com St'nuii'IIH.J/-C, /11-H 
Jodi Walker 
Jodi b· an im~rnatirmal !ipt'ul..rr. lratnl'"r und wulmr Slrt' /_f pri"J 
rdt'•lf of S~tC<'"I'"H 1'.1/itmcu m1d l1rrnJ(.1 mon· thm1 :ZU v.-un of 
:succcufi•l bu.Jinf'.l_\ I'".Xpf'nt'm:r w tile plmform Sht' 1.! a mt'm 
bcr oftht" Nutionul ~)'"''k,r:. l'.nm urf/mr. r.-npu·nt of tht' Gold 
M{(mph<ntt'Al<CJrd, CJntl knol<njoril.-r trmiN>IarJ.. ilixh-C'"trt'rlf)' 
pros ram.\ \'r.1r1 ht'r Wrb .!Ill'" 01 .. .,..,,. Jm/iWcrll<l'"rt·om SrHiOn II 
B &.111-A 
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Address------------
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SESSION SPEAKERS 
Terr~,P,.~~.?.~ h<mg •• 
author and pmfeuional 
s,naku; iJ also tht' pT"t'r 
rdt'nt of Shapt tilt' 
Connt'ction. Inc·. Htr 
compun)· ojJuf per· 
smml dt'~·t'lopmt'rll 
ummars for womrn 
C"Orlct'rnmg tOpiCf 
ranginR from l~udt'r 
slup to corur plannlrlfl 
to lt'om bmfdmfi: and com 
municotion_ Ter,...-:, acdwmt'd um1nor 
FUNdam~mal.1 of Spt'ukmg has hun 
offued consift~mh for tht< poit 10 'rart 
"1\"Jth grrol succt'H. Ht'r St'mmors orr 
RtOft'd to ... ·orrb ht'lpmR wom~nfind tht'ir 
\"t>ic~s and styl~s m ordu to ~ncounlu tht' 
world wuh full poHtHicm of thnns~h-e 
\-hit ht'r \-t-{<b Jlte Of "1\'WW.!hnptCOnntc 
twn.com 
Nicole Giauque 
Niwl~ is a uasonedfinan· 
ciof comultanr wuh a 
"hantlfon" 
approach to tn\"t'JI 
menr plannmg 
Sptcializing in 
asst't accumulation 
and rrtirtm~nl 
planmng for mdr· 
1·id!tOis and small 
busint.Ht!s. Nrcole IS 
d~dicatt'd to prrmdmR 
sound gutdona. t.r:ptrtrw and p~nonal 
ott~mion thai u rl'"quiredfor t~"t!f)" pho1e of 
a dit!nt"s finonouf p/(111 10 ht _\uccrufi•l. 
Sht' worh with Fmunriol N~twuri foc-uttd 
at C!ti::.t!tts 8lHtnt'.H Banl 
Carolyn 
Gross 
Carolln is pusidtnt 
of Crtatil·t Lift! 
Solu11oru. Sht' is a 
Ct!rtifil'"d t1me man 
og~menttrointr for 
Da\··tlmt'r.f. prt'Sidtnt 
of tht' National Speakus 
Associatum in San Dit'go. 
and a CranioSaaaf thuopi1t 
Cli~nrs likt' Marriolt. Allstatt F1nancial, 
and Womt'n5 Council of Rtaftors tXpt'rt· 
enu ~xctll~nr I?SuftJ from hu programs 
including hiRhtr pmductmt)· ond profits. 
Sht' IS tht' author of thl' bool; ~ Sta\·tnR 
Calm in thl' Mrd.rl ofCNws." Hut hu 
"eb sir~ or ..... ..,.."'·.Crralllt>l...l{t'So/utwm.wm 
Joyce A. 
Kovelman, Ph.D. 
Jo_Rt! is a Klt'ntist, psy· 
clwlogist. coach. author 
and int~motwnaf 
t{Nol.t'r. Sht'un·es 
as ECOSOC "P"· 
unrat1re 10 tht 
Unitt'd Notiom. is 
presidt'nr of Tht 
Millt'nnium Proj~ct, 
and CO·CI?ator of 
GronJmoth,rs' Circle. 
Sht i.f dup/_,. commm~d ro 
ht'lping women ui;:t' th~ opportumti's 
thest rctroordmorr tim~s pn:widl', and 10 
ft'ofiu Ju/fiffmg and 'mpowtnnR Inn 
Visit hn "tob .fi" at .............. -.tsuntialsforo 
soul. com 
Paula Larson 
Paula dra .... ·s upon a 
history m patrol . 
cnm~ prr~·C'"r1Jion. IWi'hn~:::.~~~~';_,~:,:a . tufminis.tration .. CUS· tody and ltadu!hlp dt't·tlopm~nr ro h~lp ,·au sta)· .wf~ HI'"' on.gmng Jaw tnforu-t'nt ~XfNn~nc:t! rn rdo· 
tionsh1p issu~s and pnwMf 
gro .... ·th is a wmnmR choiu 
Greta D. Sonnier, &.<t 
Gnta Sonniu is an Oltomt'v 
s~Cialiung rn famil) 
and civil law martus. 
Shl' is tht 0"1\."ntr and 
formdtr of Step·b) 
Stt'p Lt'gal St'n·•cts, 
a law firm c~?atl'd 
for tht' purpmt of 
mcrrasmg access to 
tht' judicial .t)"St~m. 
Sh' groduat~dfrom th~ 
Uni~·trsrtJ of La V~mt, 
Colf~gt of l..o"K m 1996 Sht I?Cl'l\"'d th~ 
Pro Bono St!n·acts award 1n 1995, and 'oms 
award~d ''Tht' Most Ouwondmg Studtrll 
AYI·ard" 1n htr graduating class m additiOn 
to I?Ct!n·rng Moot Court honon H~r low 
proctict' is dtdicattd to prm·idtnR acctss to 
th~ lt!gal n·sttm. Visit her Wtb sit~ at 
.......... -.....·.st~pbyslt!plt!gal un·•cncom 
Steve Stewart 
Ste~·~ Sttwort is a humorous 
writtr on nicht' markets 
Yl"llh /J boob and 
2,000,000 oudiotapt'S 
sold on tht' .rubj~ct of 
markt!ting. Sinct 
1985. St~vt! has spa-
Ant prof~uionolfy 
clast to 3.000 firMs in 
all but two statts of tM 
U.S. throughout Canada. 
Mt!xico and Frana, Visit 
hu "~b slit at .... -.....-......Stt'\"~·Sttwart.com 
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Proposed Budget Cuts Will 
Wound the Developmentally 
Disabled and Place Vital 
Services in Crisis 
Carrying Placards proclaiming: "~Vith Your Support I Hm·e a Chance" and 
"Without Your Support We Don't Hm•e a Chance. "Members and supports of 
ARC Ri••erside gathered April 12. to proresr Gov. Dm•rs' proposed $60 million 
budget cuts for programs benejiring people wirh de~•elopmental disabilities. 
by Jim Stream. £recuril-'e Director. 
ARC Ri1•erside 
Advocates for people with men-
tal retardation and other develop-
mental disabilities panicipated in II 
regional rallies throughout 
California during the week of April 
8 to call on Gov. Gray Davis to 
reconsider portion of the 
2002/2003 fiscal year's budget. 
These demonstrations took 
place at county counhouse; and 
other public places, publicizing the 
proposed cut of $60 million the gov-
ernor is recommendmg for the 
developmental disability serVJce 
system. 
Executive director for ARC 
Riverside, Jim Stream. commented, 
"It IS hoped that the Legislature will 
convince the governor to reinstate 
these funds in his revised May budg-
et, and find other ways to balance an 
energy-depleted, recessiOn-ridden 
state economy. 
''These proposed cuts aren't sur-
prising, given the trend of the last 
decade. In the past 10 years, people 
with developmental disabilities have 
endured cuts and freezes - whether 
the state has had a deficit or a sur-
plus." 
Historically, California's system 
had been looked to nationally as a 
model for funding programs and 
services for people with develop-
mental disabilities. Other states 
have long waiung lists. but 
Califorma's legislation, known as 
the Lantem1an Act. grants a range of 
services to anyone who qualifies, 
with no waiting list. 
For years. the state's service 
providers have somehow endured 
cuts, freezes and lack of cost-of-liv-
ing adjustments - without signifi-
cantly impacting the people receiv-
ing these services. 
Now, the system that was once 
seen as the best in the nation is 
unraveling, because the state is no 
longer committed to fundmg the 
services and suppons at the level 
needed to mamtain quality and 
ensure the health and safety of peo-
ple with developmental disabilities. 
The cuts will cause people with 
disabilities to lose jobs in the com-
munity and keep others from taking 
them. It will hun the programs that 
create the most independence for 
these mdiv1duals and the ones that 
are most cost-effective for taxpay-
ers. 
And. at the same time, health 
and liability insurance premiums are 
increasing astronomically for many 
businesses, ARC Riverside included, 
which had contracted with two 
HMOs that have gone out of busi-
ness and is now contracted with a 
third carrier at a 75 percent premium 
increase. 
The employees dedicated to 
working with and training the dis-
continued on page 22 
MAY2002 
REAL ESTATE NOTES 
The sale of a 32-unit apanment 
complex was announced today by 
Kevin Assef, regional manager for 
the Ontano office of Marcus & 
Millichap Real Estate Investment 
Brokerage Company. The proper-
ty sold for $1,285.000. The princi-
pal-; were represented by Bruce 
Rajaee of Marcus & l\tillichap 's 
Ontano office The propeny 1s a 
multi·residential complex locatt!d at 
7440-7458 Magnolia Ave .. 
Rl\'erside ... David Hsu, represent-
ed by David Knowlton of NAI 
Capital Commercial. has pur-
chased a 19,860-sq.-f!. mdustrial 
building at the Norco Business 
Center at 2050 Fifth Street from 
Norco Network LLC. The value of 
the transaction is $1,177,350. The 
seller, Norco Network LLC. was 
represented by Larry Null of Lee 
& Associates ... The real estate bro-
kerage firm, Wilson Johnson 
Commercial Real Estate. repons 
the sale of an office complex locat-
ed at 43-645 and 43-725 Monterey 
Avenue in Palm Desert. The 
18,349-square-foot property was 
sold to Oakmont Properties for 
$2,613.000. Scott R. Wilson. a 
Palm Desen resident and a found-
mg panner of Wilson Johnson 
Commercial Real Estate, repre-
sented the seller, Jiro Investments, 
in this transaction ... The sale of a 
96-unlt apartment complex was 
announced today by Kevin Asscf, 
regional manager for the Ontano 
office of Marcus & Millichap 
Real Estate Investment 
Brokerage Company. The proper-
ty sold for $2.500,000. The princi-
pals were represented by Alex 
Mogharebi of Marcus & 
Millichap's Ontario office. The 
propeny is a multi-residential com-
plex located at 222 East 17th. 
Street. San Bernardino ... Ridge 
Realty Group is pleased to wel-
come Calico Brands as a new ten-
ant to Ontario Ridge Commerce 
Ce nter. O nta r io R idge 
Commerce Center is a new devel-
opment cons1sting of three, high-
clear, distribution center buildings 
totaling more than one million 
square feet at the southeast comer 
of Haven Avenue and MISSIOn Blvd. 
Ill Ontario. Ridge Realty Group's 
Long Beach office is the developer; 
RKZ in Tustin, is the architect; and 
Fullmer Construction in Ontario 
is the general contractor. Chicago-
based Kensingtion Realty 
Advisors 1s Ridge Realty's panner 
on the proJect. Calico leased the 
free-standing, 228.23-square-foot 
budding 2. Calico is doubling its 
space needs from its current loca-
tion in Ontario ... Marcus & 
Millichap Real Estate Investment 
Brokerage Company. the nation's 
largest real estate investment bro-
kerage tirm. recently announced the 
sale of the Lancaster Commerce 
Center in Lancaster for 
$35.300,000. Alan Krueger, 
Gregory Brown and Edward 
Hanley, senior sales associates in 
the firm's Ontario office, represent-
ed the buyer, Passco Real Estate 
Enterprises in the transaction. The 
seller was Lancaster Commerce 
Center ... The sale of Rosemead 
Avenue Apartments was 
announced today by Jonathan 
Weiss, regional manager for the 
Encino office of Marcus & 
Millichap Real Estate Investment 
Brokerage Company. The proper-
ty sold for $4,020,000 to Margaret 
Sedenquest. Positive Investments, 
the seller. has owned the property 
smce 1995. Greg Harris represent-
ed the buyer in the 
transaction ... American Products 
Company, represented by Kevin 
Chapin of NAI Capital 
Commercial, has leased a 232,724 
square foot mdustrial building on 
13.8 acres at the Wildrose Business 
Park at 22324 Temescal Canyon 
Road from Ridge Properties, Inc. 
The value of the I 0-year lease is in 
excess of $12,000, 000. The lessor, 
Ridge Properties, I nc. was repre-
sented by Larry Null of Lee & 
Associates ... The 'commercial real 
estate brokerage firm Wilson 
J ohnson reports the sale of Indio 
O ffice P laza located at 82-500 
Highway Ill, Indio, consisting of 
8,280 square feet, was sold by 
Brian L. Ward for $725,000. 
[ B Inland E~npire 1 usiness Journa 
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CORNER ON T:U:E lVIAR:KET 
The Trust Factor: Three Steps to Uncovering 
the Missing Link to Sales Success 
by Sam Christensen 
By now we all know the cardinal 
rule of sales: clients only buy from 
salespeople they trust The quest1on 
is: How do you build a client/sales-
person relationship that's grounded 
in trust? 
While many factors help build a 
trusung relationship, the most impor-
tant one happens before the deal is on 
the table. Before any client can fully 
trust you, your products, or your 
services. you first must trust yourself 
When you trust yourself, you do 
more than just believe 10 yourself 
and your values. Self-trust builds 
self-confidence. Th1s m tum builds 
the confidence others place 111 you. 
Once you are sure of the impressions 
you create and the impact you have, 
all the other trust issues between you 
and your clients will fall mto place. 
Unfonunately, most salespeople 
have a different perception of \\.ho 
they are versus what they display to 
others. For example, a salesperson 
who goes into great detail about the 
benefits and features of a product 
may think of themselves as being 
talkative. Why? Years ago a parent or 
teacher may have criticized them for 
a penchant for gab. Now as an adult, 
the salesperson may make a con-
scious effon to stop talking and cut 
the interaction short. What this sales-
person may not realize. however. is 
that others may regard thiS same 
character "flaw" as an asset and 
believe the salesperson is actually 
very aniculate and knowledgeable. 
The Discovery Process to Who You 
Really Are 
The key to sales success is to 
Integrate the perceptions others have 
of you, with the self-image you cur-
rently possess. You can then develop 
a vocabulary about yourself that 
shows you know who you are and are 
comfonable being yourself. 
For example, the "talkauve" 
salesperson mentioned previously 
could put his or her clients at ease by 
saymg up front, "Sorry. but I ne,·er 
Jea\·e a stone untumed. I wouldn't 
want to bore you. but 1 believe m this 
product so much that I sometimes 
tend to get overly detail-oriented." 
Th1s takes the burden of the relauon-
ship off the clients and lets them 
know that you are "onto yourselr' 
and that your pitch is smcere and 
genuine. They will then feel more 
comfortable doing business With 
you. 
If you're not sure 1f your inner 
and outer perceptions match. the fol-
lowing guidelines will help you get 
them in alignment. 
l. Uncover the perceptions others 
have of you 
Listen carefully to how people 
refer to you. Look back into material 
from your past where you've been 
described such as annuals. year-
books. greeting cards, job evalua-
tions. personal letters, etc. Take note 
of descriptive words or phrases that 
reappear lime and time agam. Also. 
ask your family and friends to 
describe your personality and charac-
ter traits. Be sure to document both 
the positive and seemingly negative 
thmgs they reveal. To make this 
process more infonnative. keep it 
anonymous. Suggest to others that 
they not hand you their comments, 
but rather mad them 10 a self-
addressed, stamped envelope you 
provide. 
2. Organize and analyze the 
descriptive material 
Group all the infonnat10n you 
gather together accon.l1ng to theme or 
category. You may choose to Jist pos-
itive and ncgati\·e attributes separate-
ly, or you may decide to organize the 
information according to personality 
comments. attributes. characteristics, 
etc. Whatever works for you 
Keep m mmd that 1t's 1mportant 
not to react to the mfonnatlon \com-
pliment or lack of compliment. 
Rather. look for the general truth 
within the comments. For example, 
you may loa• through an old year-
book and find that one person 
referred to you as being "outgoing." 
A few pages later. another person 
may have written that when they first 
met you, they thought you were 
"pushy." Whtle one comment sounds 
positive and the other negative. they 
both indicate that you are an assertive 
person. These are the kind of neutral-
ly descriptive themes you want to 
uncover. 
3. In tegrate these newly discov-
ered perceptions into your inner 
self-image 
Find words and phrases that feel 
comfonable to you and are similar to 
the perceptions others have of you. A 
simple way to accomplish this is to 
use a thesaurus and find adjectives 
you would like to use to describe 
yourself For example, if people tend 
to call you "pushy," "outgoing," or 
"assertive" and you don't like any of 
those words. you may choose to 
descnbe yourself as "in your face," 
"don't miss a trick," or "big plans." 
Each of these statements is com-
parable. as they all refer to someone 
who is actively striving toward the 
attainment of some goal. The more 
articulate you are when you describe 
yourself. the more successful you'll 
be. 
4. Make Your Words Matter 
Use these descriptive words and 
phrases when you're referring to 
yourself. Your clients will then reai-
IZ.C that you are honest with yourself 
and others, and appreciat1ve of the 
opm10ns others have of you. The 
trust will flow naturally from there. 
and you'll soon reach new levels of 
sales success. 
Sam Christensen is an image and 
personal branding coach for busi-
ness execwires and celebrities. Now 
the managing partner of Sam 
Christensen Studios, Sam got his 
starr as a Hollywood casting direc-
tor. His many television and film 
casting credits include "M*A *S*H" 
and "Clash ofrhe Titans." For more 
infonnation, please visit his Web site 
at: wwu~SamChristensen.com. 
Local Marketing Company Earns Top 
Awards at Industry Banquet 
Creative Marketing Resources. 
Inc. is among the advenisers who 
contributed more than 60,000 entries 
to the Addy Awards competition-
the largest advertising competition in 
the nation. CMR received a Brand 
10 award for a local television adver-
tisement, and a superlative, Best of 
Electronics award, one of only three 
Best of Show awards offered to par-
ticipants. The award-winning mate-
rial will proceed to one of 14 region-
al competitions, and if successful, to 
a round of natiOnal finalists. 
Creative Marketing Resources. 
located in Palm Desert. focuses on 
broadcast and new media; producing 
television programs. Web sites and 
interactive CO-Roms, as well as 
more traditional marketing material. 
Wayne Smith, founder and president 
of the company describes his busi-
ness as "a network of local writers. 
artists. engineers and technicians 
working together to produce innova-
tive and effectiVe marketing tools for 
our clients." CMR serves an eclectic 
blend of clients. including: The 
Living Desert, Dyson & Dyson and 
Hooters. 
The local Addy Awards banquet 
was held March 23 at The Tiki Club, 
a private art gallery located behind 
Big Hom Country Club. The func-
tion included cocktails, viewing, din-
ner and presentation of awards. 
Proceeds of the competition go back 
into the industry, especially towards 
advenising for education and public 
service concerns. 
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HEALTH CARE 
California Hospitals Oppose Legislation 
Mandating Charity Care Requirements 
Hospitals urge expansion of Healthy 
Families, Medi-Ca/to address needs 
of uninsured-by C. Duane Dauner, 
president. California Hea/thcare 
Association. 
The viSion of the Callforn1a 
Healthcare Assoc•auon is an "opll-
mally healthy society." The associa-
uon's goal 1> that "Every Californ1an 
has equ1table access to affordable, 
high quality. med1cally necessary 
health care ." These long-standmg 
princ•ples guide CHA's polic) d•rec-
uon m both California and 
Washmgton D.C 
NOlwllhstandmg these gu1dmg 
pnnciples. however. CHA must 
strongly oppose SB 1394 (On•z. D-
Sacramento) that, if enacted, would 
tmpose onerous new reqUirements 
relaung to charity care on all 
California hosp1tals. 
We agree w1th the sponsors of 
SB 1394 that the unmsured face a 
heavier burden than the rest of the 
population when it comes to both 
acces!;ing necessary pat1ent care 
services, as "ell as paymg for these 
services. We also concur that the 
uninsured should not face personal 
financial rum as a result of their 
health care needs. And, we agree 
that th1s is a problem that IS crymg 
out for a solution. CHA has been 
advcx:ating for univer..,al coverage 
for more than a decade 
However. we disagree with the 
nouon that hosp•tals should be 
required by a blanket edict to pro-
nde care for less than what it costs. 
If the state w1shes to address the 
problems faced by the umnsured. it 
should contmue to enact pollc1es and 
prOVIde funding to expand coverage 
(through Healthy Families, Medi-
Cal. etc.) rather than dumping the 
burden on hospitals. 
There 1s no question that we 
have a growmg cns1s surrounding 
access to care for the unmsured. 
Nearly seven mdhon people-one 
out of every five Cahfornians-<lo 
not currently have health msurance. 
Of thiS populauon, 85 percent are 
employed or are related to a person 
who is employed. Many work for 
employers who do not offer health 
msurance; others choose not to pay 
for coverage available to them. And, 
according to a recent UCLA ;tudy. 
an estimated two million unmsured 
Califormans are currently eligible 
for. but don't have. government-
sponsored coverage. 
Accordmg to data from the 
Office of Statewide Health Plannmg 
and Development (OSHPD). in the 
year 200 I. hospitals in California 
provided $3.5 billion in uncompen-
sated care (based on actual costs). 
Total operating costs m 200 I were 
Proposed Budget Cuts 
continued from page 20 
abled are grossly underpa1d as it IS 
and may have to wait yet another 
year for a pay mcrease ... maybe. 
Many will be forced to take better 
paying JObs. 
Why not proVIde real mcen-
tives for keepmg people content and 
committed to their jobs by increasing 
their wages? With the pending cuts, 
many agenc1es serving these mdlvid-
uals will be asking the1r employees 
to do the opposite - take a cut in 
pay. 
The governor's viewpoint IS 
that we must all bear a portion of the 
burden for balancmg the budget. 
ARC's view is that the burden of a 
balanced budget has been borne over 
an entire decade on the backs of peo-
ple with developmental disabilities 
and the1r families. 
" We simply ask the gover-
nor that any mandated employer-
incurred costs be accompamed by 
correspond1ng increases to the 
prov 1ders who must pay those 
mcreases." said Jim Stream. 
"Better yet, table those initiatives, 
put the $60 million back m the budg-
et. ·as the Assembly Budget 
Subcommittee has recommended, 
and we will live yet another year 
w1th no mcreases We believe this is 
more than fa1r." 
$35.6 billion. ThiS " at the same h1ghest rates of the umnsured. 
lime that more than 66 percent of California has made great strides 111 
hospitals m Cali forma are operating 
in the red. According to OSHPD. 
the pat1ent care margin (net patient 
revenue less expenses) in 2001 was 
a negative SIX (-6) percent. Nearly 
30 hospitals '" Califorma have 
closed m the pa.vt six years, all 
because of senous fmancial prob-
!ems. 
If the Legislature enacts SB 
1394, hospuals will face even 
greater financial problems m the 
short-term. because of revenue loss-
es mandated by the bill. Those hos-
pitals that do survive will be forced 
to pass these losses on through 
mcreased charges to those patients 
who have health insurance. 
SB 1394 will essentially create a 
"back-door" scheme that requires all 
California hospitals to subsidize 
reduced-cost health care for those 
mdividuals who currently do not 
qualify for gov·ernment-sponsored 
coverage. even though some of them 
ma) have substantial financial 
resources of the1r own. If SB 1394 is 
enacted. any person from anywhere 
m the world could receiVe electiVe 
care at a subsidized rate. 
We are all frustrated by the fact 
that California offers among the 
lowest-cost health care services m 
the nation. but maintains one of the 
the past couple of years m expand-
Ing eligibility for the Healthy 
Families and Medi -Cal program-
but millions of people still lack 
affordable access to health care serv-
ices. We believe the Leg1slature 
should stay the course and continue 
to expand these governmental pro-
grams to ensure that more uninsured 
people receive health care coverage. 
CHA also believes that other 
avenues must be explored to extend 
coverage for the wor).jng uninsured 
Hospitals every day work with 
uninsured patients-assisting them 
with the1r hospital bills, developing 
payment plans for those who need 
them and discountmg the fees on a 
sliding scale, accordmg to the finan-
cial status of the patient. Hospitals, 
however. have bills to pay too. 
Hospitals must pay nurses and other 
workers, suppliers and vendors . We 
must purchase expenSive pharn1a-
ceuticals and diagnostic equipment. 
And. if hospitals don't pay thm 
bills, they go out of business. When 
this happens, access to care is fur-
ther jeopardized. 
CHA supports public polic1es 
that increase access to health care 
coverage. SB 1394, however, is the 
wrong solution to a very real prob-
lem. 
Kessler Alair Insurance 
Welcomes New Specialist 
Kessler A lair Insurance Services 
welcomes Floy B1ggs as the•r long-
term care specialist Ms. Biggs 
comes from a background of more 
than 20 years in management and 
superviSIOn m long-term care. She 
has a master's degree in public 
administration w1th an undergradu-
ate degree 111 gerontology. After 
working as an administator in sever-
al convalescent hospitals and long-
term care facilities. Ms. Biggs 
became well versed m the benefits of 
long-term care insurance She is 
available to help those who w1sh to 
plan for a comfortable future by 
rev1ewmg the vanety of options 
available for long-term care. 
Kessler A/air Insurance Services 
Inc. is locaU>d at 2335 W. Foothill 
Bt.•d., Suite #/, Upland. You may 
call 909-93/-1500 or ww~>:kess/er­
alair.com. 
Subscribe Now! Call Todav 
Inland Empire Business Journal 
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INVESTlVIENTS & FINANCE 
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL I DUFF & PHELPS, LLC STOCK SHEET 
TilE <;AINERS 
'l"'op live. hy pe1·centage 
Company Current Beg. of Point 
Close Month Change 
Channell Commercial Corp. 8.100 5.540 2.560 
Modtech HoJdjngs Inc. 12.810 10.940 1.870 
Hot Topic Inc. 23.750 20.900 2.850 
Provident Financial Hldgs. 33.050 29.590 3.460 
Foothill Independent Bancorp 14.600 13.150 1.450 
%Change 
46.2 
17.1 
13.6 
11.7 
11.0 
THE LOSEI-tS 
'l'op live. hy percentage 
Company Current Beg. of Point %Change 
Close Month Change 
Watson PharmaceUiicals Inc. (L) 24.210 27.090 -2.880 -10.6 
Business Bancorp 14.000 14.090 -0.090 -0.6 
Life Financial Corp. 3.220 3.190 0.030 0.9 
Aeetwood Enterprises Inc. 10.980 10.800 0.180 1.7 
CVB Financial Corp. (H) 20.600 20.160 0.440 2.2 
'·lllll' Jkkt.•r ~/2~102 J/2NJII2 tc Ch~. 52 \\l'ck 52 \\L•t.·k Curn.·nt 1·\dl<lll).!l' 
l'Ju.,t.• l'rh:t.• Opt.•n l'rin· \lunth lli~h Lu\\ J»JJ·. l{~ltiu 
Amencan States Water Co. (H) AWR 38.180 35.250 8.3 39.60 28.50 19.1 NYSE 
Business Bancorp BZBC 14.000 14.090 -{).6 14.75 10.75 11.7 AMEX 
Channell Commercial Corp. (H) CHNL 8.100 5.540 46.2 8.60 2.20 NM NASDAQ 
CVB Financial Corp. (H) CVBF 20.600 20.160 2.2 22.00 11.92 17.5 NASDAQ 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc. FLE 10.980 10.800 1.7 17.25 7.60 NM NYSE 
Foothill Independent Bancorp (H) FOOT 14.600 13.150 11.0 14.75 11.72 12.1 NASDAQ 
HOT Top1c Inc. HOIT 23.750 20.900 13.6 25.47 14.34 27.4 NASDAQ 
Keystone Automotive lnds. Inc. KEYS 18.850 17.180 9.7 20.44 7.80 30.9 NASDAQ 
Life Financial Corp. LFCO 3.220 3.190 0.9 4.40 0.80 NM AMEX 
Modtech Holdings Inc. (H) MOOT 12.810 10.940 17.1 12.90 6.76 15.6 NASDAQ 
National RV Holdings Inc. NVH 13.460 12.220 10.1 15.10 7.80 NM NYSE 
PFF Bancorp Inc. (H) PFB 33.850 31.200 8.5 34.20 20.39 12.7 NYSE 
Provident Financial Holdings (H) PROV 33.050 29.590 11.7 33.52 19.23 12.2 NASDAQ 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc. (L) WPI 24.210 27.090 -10.6 66.39 23.00 14.8 NYSE 
Noles: (H)-Stock hit 52-week high during !he monlh, (L)-S!ock hn 52-week low during !he monlh, (S)-Siock splil during !he monlh, NM -No! Meanmgful 
FiH· \lust Acth c Stocks 
Stock Month Volume 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 22,242,400 
HOT Topic Inc. 14,318,700 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc. 8.318,700 
Ketstone Automot1ve lndusUles Inc. 1,774,500 
Modtech Holdings Inc. 992,000 
\lunthl~ Sumnwr~ -l/2-l/U2 
Advances 12 
Declines 2 
Unchanged 0 
New Highs 7 
New Lows 
Duff & Phelps, 
LLC 
One of the nation's leading invest-
ment banking and financial advisory 
organizations. All stock data on this 
page is provided by Duff & Phelps, 
LLC from sources deemed reliable. 
No recommendation is intended or 
implied. (31 0) 284-8008. 
VIB Corp. Declares 3 Percent Stock Dividend 
V!B Corp. (NASDAQ: VIBC) 
has announced that its board of 
directors has declared a three percent 
stock dividend to be paid June 14, 
2002 to shareholders of record on 
May 24, 2002. Followmg the stock 
dividend, VIB Corp. will have 
approximately 13.5 million shares 
issued and outstanding. Cash will be 
paid in lieu of fractional shares. 
"This is our 23rd stock div1dend 
since 1991," said Dennis Kern, pres-
ident and chief executive officer. 
"During 2001, we improved operat-
ing efficiencies and grew net income 
by seven percent. This stock divi-
dend is one way to share that success 
with our shareholders." 
On Jan. 18, V!B Corp. reponed 
fourth quarter net income grew to 
$2.6 million, or $0.20 per diluted 
share. Net income for all of 200 I 
mcreased seven percent to $9.2 mil-
lion, or $0.71 per diluted share. 
Total assets increased to $1.2 billion; 
net loans grew to $828 million and 
deposits were $885 million at Dec. 
31,2001. 
VIB Corp., www. vibcorp.com, is 
a bank holding company providing 
financial services primarily in 
California through its subsidiary, 
Valley Independent Bank. Both are 
headquartered in El Centro, CA. VIB 
Corp. strives to achie"•e enhanced 
shareholder value through strong 
financial performance, increased 
market share, superior customer 
service and operating efficiencies. 
VIB Corp. supports its subsidiary by 
fostering capital adequacy, strategic 
management, financial community 
relations, marketing and sound man-
agement practices. Valley 
Independent Bank, whose accounts 
are insured by the FDIC, also does 
business as Bank of Stockdale and 
Kings River State Bank. 
Find the Latest Duff & Phelps Stock Sheet E\er~ i\Ionth In the Inland Empire Business .Journal 
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INSURANCE 
21st Century Releases "Insider's Guide" to Help Consumers Navigate Auto Rates 
-Guide is Latest in Series of Consumer Education Tools from 21st Century-
The latest California 
Department of Insurance premium 
survey reveals that auto insurance 
rates for the typical mdividual vary 
dramatically - often by $1,000 or 
more - among leading companies. 
To help consumers quickly and easi-
ly find the combination of coverage, 
price and servtce that is best for 
them, 21st Century Insurance 
(NYSE:TW) has launched its latest 
consumer education and advocacy 
guide, the Insiders Guide to Buying 
California Auto Insurance. 
The Insider 's Guide recom-
mends all consumers take the time to 
compare the coverage, pnce and 
service offered by three leading 
companies. Consumers must do this 
themselves - because no agent or 
broker represents more than two of 
the leading companies. All of the top 
I 0 companies have raised rates in 
the last eight months, so shopping 
now is highly encouraged. 
To make shoppmg easier, the 
Insiders Guide includes actual price 
comparisons, phone numbers and 
Web sites for the top 10 companies. 
In one simple booklet, auto insur-
ance buyers now have the resources 
to obtain the combination of cover-
age, price and service that is right for 
them. 
"Too many people are confused 
and frustrated by the insurance shop-
ping experience and end up with the 
wrong company, the wrong cover-
age, and pay too much," said Bruce 
Marlow, president of 21st Century 
Insurance. ..But auto insurance is 
just not that complicated. 
"21st Century Insurance is pro-
viding the Insider's Guide to give 
people the information they need to 
take control and make a good deci-
sion for themselves," Marlow added. 
21st Century has a long history 
in producing meaningful educational 
materials for consumers, helping 
ensure safe and smart decisions. In 
addition to providing consumers 
with guidance on selecting the best 
auto insurance, 21st Century also 
worked with the Insurance Institute 
for Highway Safety to produce a 
handy Crash Test Ratings Guide that 
provtdes consumers with nationally 
recogmzed safety rankings for 2002 
vehicle models. 
The mforn1ative and easy-to-use 
brochure is tntended to assist con-
sumers in evaluating potential new 
vehtcle purchases. In addition, the 
company sponsored the develop-
ment of the award-winning public 
service program, "A Driving Need," 
which provides senior drivers, their 
families and caregivers with useful 
tips tO ensure continued safety 
behind the wheel. 
Copies of 21st Century 
Insurance's consumer guides can be 
obtained by contacting the compa-
ny's corporate headquarters or visit-
The new KRLA, 
ing its Web site at www.i21.com. 
Ask the Right Questions 
Many people spend too much on 
comprehensive and collision cover-
age and not enough on liability and 
uninsured motorist coverage, leav-
ing them exposed to substantial 
financial risk. It's better to pay a 
conrinued on page 43 
your 
legendary talk station. 
590am 
new stalk. 
MAY2002 
S. Earl Statler is the Inland Emp1re Business Journal emerwimnenr critic and reporter ami has 
been the entertainment editor of the "In/ami Empire TV New.\·" for the hat fi\'e years. He has reponed the Inland Empire enter-
tainment scene for more than 30 vears am/ is also Wl accomplished .Haxe and TV actor. as h·e/1 as em intemationa/ly-knou.:n magi-
cian and menwlist. Ched;. out his elllerwinmerll Website at wwu·Statlt'rTVcom or h'hW.tra\'eltremls.u:s. 
The Stater Bros. 87th National Orange Show 
"Lasso the Memories," May 23rd- 27th 
by S. Earl Starter 
For this 
"almost local" boy 
I ask the questton, 
"Where have all 
~~~~~~~~;~!~iBernard1no's ~ ,.~ •• ..::.....-.... , 111 celebration of 
the orange . For 
a nostalgtc look 
back at the his-
the oranges gone·>" tory of the cit-
Time has marched rus mduo.;try in 
on and the Inland our valley. all 
Empire has lost you have to do 
most all of tis cit- Su_.ijfy Swine Racing & Swinu;Ting is go to the 
rus industry - an Pigs-Swifty and friends, including N a t i 0 n a I 
industry it once Jean Claude Van Ham, Spamela Orange Show 
touted around the Anderson, Kevin Bacon, and more, expos1L10n. 
world. All we are !Jack ro delighr crowds of all ages The Orange 
have left of our cit- '--w_i_th_r_Jz_e_ir_,_11_1t_ic_s. _______ __r Show still has a 
rus heritage nowadays are the color· 
ful orange box labels of a bygone era 
on display once a year at San 
Earl Statler 
Protocol Officer, CMS, Inc. 
25 years Protocol & Etiqelle Trai11er 
by S. Earl Sratler 
My observallon in the last 
decade has been that etiqueue has 
gone the way of buggy whips and 
high-bunon shoes. In this fast-
paced, two-mcome-household 
atmosphere, parents have not had 
the time to learn the basics of good 
manners and euqueue, and so have 
failed to pass it on to their children 
and grandchtldren. Basrc things -
like not weanng a hat tn the house 
- let alone at the dtnner table! If I 
see another moron eating a meal at a 
few oranges around ... you' II find 
them in the Orange Pavilion butldtng 
in a series of displays called the 
restaurant weanng hts baseball cap, 
I'll scream! (backwards or for-
wards!) 
Etiqueue ... what do you thmk of 
when you hear that word? Emily 
Post? Miss Manners? Or confusion 
because the do's and don'ts of 
acceptable soctal behavtor some of 
us learned when we were young 
don't fit into today's business envi-
ronment') 
The business world our parents 
knew was predominantly 
Eurocentric, male environment and 
homogeneous - where everyone 
automatically understood the code 
of conduct 
The business environs has 
changed ... the civil rights movement; 
the mass entry of women into the 
workplace in the '70s. And it contin-
ues to evolve with passage of the 
Americans wuh Disabilities Act and 
globalization of the economy. To 
successfully navigate the hazardous 
waters of the business arena of the 
2000s and communicate successful-
ly with all the diverse elements tn 
that environment, mastering busi-
ness etiquette has become an tmper-
comimred on page 47 
E x t r a -
ORANGE-inary 
Pavilion. Mark 
your calendar ... ! 
The 87th 
National Orange 
ShO\'-·. presented 
by Stater Bros. 
and themed 
"Lasso the 
Markets, the 
2002 Show will 
FREE 
admission for the 
unprecedented 
Sixth year in a 
row National 
Orange Show 
general manager, 
Bradley C 
play day, pot-bellied pig shows; 4-H Randall explains, 
and FFA competitions: "Around the ''Families com-
Farm" game show, where comestams ing together is 
can win pri:.es, and the livestock. what communi-
Memories," IS 
scheduled to run 
from Thursday, 
May 23rd 
! h r 0 u g h '--.<l_w_e:..p_,_h_ea_r_r_ng::._d_e_m_o_s_a_n_d_"_w_c_e_' _ __r ties are all about. 
Monday, May 27th. 
Thanks 10 the generous title 
sponsorship support of Stater Bros. 
If we can gtve families an outlet by 
providtng free admtsston, then we 
continued on page 35 
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario 
Mon / Thur I 1:30 a.m. -9:30p.m. 
Fri I 1:30 a.m. - ro:3o p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m. - IO!)O p.m. 
Sun 4:00p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended 
It's New York without the attttude! Thts award-winnmg 
restaurant is where famous fare ts finely defined. Our menu 
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted 
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood 
specialties. join us for Jazz tn our Manhattan Room where 
acclatmed artists have made us the Inland En;pire's most 
intimate Jazz experience! We take care of every derail with 
innovative menu ttems, specialty dishes, dramatic des errs, 
outstandmg wmc selection and entertainment to comple-
ment your dining experience - and discover our magnifi-
cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event. 
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Largest Credit Unions in the Inland Empire 
Haul..~ d h\ \' "''' 
Namt or Crtdlt Union ASS<b Loaos Membtrs Emplo}teS IJraiK'hfS Key Ex~uthe 
Add"" $ $ Title 
City, State, Zip Pbone/lo'ax 
E-MaiiAdd rtSS 
........... <12.772.000 Jl7,170 .. !J) 98.000 J ll 
" 
Larry R. Sharp 
I. PO Bo11lS PrbideoUC'E.O 
San Jkomardlno. CA 92401 (90'1) .. J.)J5Sil79·0199 
an\lwhelldc:uClrg 
Ri~ersidt Counties 29Un2.1~8 202.9H%S o.U~ 158 MarkHa\o\oki~ 
2. 640J RJ\ ers1de Me ~~1dent!CEO 
Rt,·el"ilde, CA 92506 (881:1) 883-7228/(9{)q) ~1-3434 
~c_,_.;~ .W5.003,69S 134.956.487 30,39) 67 Robtrt Cameron 
l. PO Bo,Q~ PmukntiCH> 
~ao Vatk). CA 9~52-~ (')()9) 656-441111)56-2119 man:~uftllffilltchccu.org 
Nonon Communit} 119.6::!~.047 8~.390.012 13.077 <2 Debra Ganna~ota) 
PO Bo' 10847 Pre-" dent/CEO 
San Bemard!no, CA 92423.-0847 (909) 182-79(X)(382-7901 
non:omcu.org 
H!atoo-r1 F- 5b.826.o84 3<>.530.'l'll 10.2.10 47 Tbomas J, Brown 
5. PO Box 1669 Pmidrot/CEO 
Appl< Volle). CA 92307-00lO (760) 24).164<>/242·5042 bd((.-u /4tgre.net 
The Mrmber.i' (),. n Ftdtral 56.4 28.00J 42.412.00) 9.:106 26 Mary C. RiddeU 
6. \4!507lh St CEO 
Vidon1lk:. CA 9!392 {760) 245-04{lln.~5-6714 tmofcu~mem~r.o~~~n.org 
.._~F'*nll 49. J.N.:SS3 32A45,009 6.789 23 Berneta Titw. 
1. 1209 Umwnaty AW!. President/CEO 
Rwm>dc. CA 9251J7 (9091 68(). 1998n8H 699 
ern;ul 14>n:lt.-u.org 
LaLoma FtderaJ 42.977.915 NJ36.111 10.201 20 Todd Murdoch 
8. 1113 I Anderson St President/G M 
l..oml Lmda. CA 92354 (909) 796-020W799-6858 
llfcu.org 
-.--,..,.._r.a. 42,;~ 1)0 !3.9"N.tl71 o.:\.B 
" 
Robertllamm 
'· 
IS20 N. PaltrdoAve Pre~ idem 
Omario. CA ill7t.'1 1900) 98)-1959Nl<S.5130 
Cbaft~y r•ra1 35.692.tXXl 19.925 9.600 20 Catherine M. Randauo 
10. PO. Box 660 P'n-'>!ckntiC'EO 
Ont.ano. CA 91762 (909) 986--IS52x222/986--3844 
cathyr((llchaffey.com 
v.M - F- U.4S2.4611 16.472.743 8.050 II RkbardG . .<,ala 
II. S40S E Amw Hi(lhway President/CEO 
Moatclarr, CA 91763 (909) 946 .... l'}(Wl! I 7055 
umfcu@l()! com 
Su BtnaanliDe Sc:bool F..mplo}teS FedmlJ• 27.676.65 1 17.1!6H.476 4.807 14 Linda Fo)' 
12. 1441 N. S1em Way CEO 
Sian lkmarchno .. CA 92405 (909)882-291Jnl8 1-4 162 
-Eiofioo 27.CXXI,OO) lb.((>.J,(ffl 7.1100 17 ~E. IY--· CP.\ 
ll. <OOIE.SuoodSt. ~tdcnt/CEO 
-CA 91766 (909) 865-265514@-1()95 staff@lnlandtmpttm~ org 
lalaad Valley F..tenl 25.300.<XX> 14.2SO.lKXl 6, 150 II Charles J. Papenrus 
14. PO Box 547 Man3ger 
Fontana. CA 92334-0547 (909) 150-5500'357-3005 
--~ 22.895.814 16J30,9rtl 6.37b 16 Marjori<M..,.. 15. IS031odioooA'<. Pmiden<K'f!J 
Rmnido.CA9~ (909) ).IJ.J2S().'14J . I6.19 miTIOICtflri"~>tmpcu . org 
San S.rwmllao City Eloploy..s 12 .~.888 9.196.542 3.900 12 Grtgg Stockdale 
16. 401 We$1 2nd St ~IdeO! 
SAn Bernardino. CA 9240 I (909) 889·0!31!11!89 7973 
grtgg@\bctcu.org 
--~,- 20.000.000 12J47,00J 2-.f\26 Don Robe""'" 1'7. llJIIOO>IooolliiAve. M-trK:EO 
Rmnido.CA92l07 (9091 781 ·5600f181 ·545l befcu(ltboum ... t:om 
Searlos!M<C-yF- 13.18R,7S4 9.:!9-1 .088 2.358 13 Cynthia Hair 
Ill. p_Q_ Bol 247 Manager/(' EO 
Trona. CA 93592 (760) 372-40011372-4447 
--
10.536.214 7.984.505 3.076 BoAaicWaM 
IJ. 61176llqlolla Avc. Presidenii'CtV 
IMnldt.CAmo6 (900) 682155~1682-4252 
l'rloodoc ... ... _.. 7.900.000 4.750.000 2.900 c.nos Vasronctlos 
:11. P.O. Box I 50S CEO 
RMnlclo.CA92502 (909)781-0981 
--
7.800.000 3.900.000 2.~ 
-.-
ZL 11ZJ5 _.Bhd. Mano&er 
.CA 'l'Zm (909) 822-44871822-2035 
--.a,. ]J:!0.)-12 5.661.290 1.203 Mk:hatiS. RuiTalo 
21. PO &o.ll46 CEO 
llanlow.CAm12 (760) 256·2591n56-2504 
nonops@ltwhs ne! 
i1llt ,.,......,.lfM)•_'*'_*'•*"..-.t'Oid,.....,.,WO>_,.,.,..,._F_tqt>Md_,.../999)Tiw..,.,_illlht.,_IUt...,obttiiivd_,...rlw,..,..;nllsW.71>tht,...,tf_ 
_,..,,_..,..,._,.., ___ _,.,.,.&..,..,_.,.,«<Wfff:JR....,.....<f•IUt.-a~mon-omv __ .,.,..,.._,.,.-,.,_. 
___ ,.,.,.,..,.,.._...,__ltot)IIRIAw .-~-....a.-.,..01917104J52.-*by ~<rry-.~mzlnloltdEmpt .. -.~oonto~. 
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BANKING 
Centennial First Financial 
Services Announces Record 
First Quarter Earnings 
Centennial First Financial 
Services (OTC BB CFFX) parent 
company of Redlands Cen1enn1al 
Bank m Redlands. and Palomar 
Communily Bank in Escond1do, has 
announced fir~t quarter operattng 
results. The company reponed earn-
ings for the quaner endmg March 
31, 2002, of $426.000. compared 10 
earnings of $182.000 for the firS! 
quaner 200 I, represenling a 134 
percent. or $24-l-.000 mcrease. Basic 
earnmg~ per ~hare were 37 cents for 
the current quarter compared to 25 
cents for the same period last year. 
Return on average a~set~ and return 
on average equ ity for 2002 were .84 
percen1 and 11.03 percenl, annual-
ized, respecltvely, compared 10 .74 
percen1 and I 0.58 percenl annual-
ized. respectrvely, for 1he same pen-
oct Ill 200 I. T01al a sse IS reached a 
record h1gh of $210 million as ol 
March 31, 2002. 
Total loans 1ncreased $69.5 mil-
lion. or Ill percent. to $132 million 
from March 2001 10 March 2002. 
DepOSilS, a1 $180.3 nullion. repre-
~ent an 1ncrea~e of $84.4 million. or 
88 percent for the same period The 
growth in as ... ets. loans and depo..,tts 
was pnnc1pally due to 1he Aug. 17, 
2001 acqu1Si11on of Palomar 
Community Bank.. The wcrea~e m 
earn1ngs ... urpassed management'.., 
expectations. and is due to strong 
loan demand m the market ..,ector 
served, as well as 1he bank's abliuy 
to capitalize on certain non-interest 
income sources developed dunng 
2001. 
Timolhy P Walbridge, preSidenl 
and chief executive officer. stated. 
continued on paRe .J8 
UNITED 
WE 
STAND 
FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK 
····~'11<3 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
coURIER SERVICE 
• • ' ~ c.~} ... TWO WEEKS ONE WEEK ? SAME DAY 
Your Intra-County bt.siness mail will be picked up by couner 
1WlCE a day ard hand delivered on our next route. 
• Same Day Delivery 
• Couriers 
• Special Messenger 
• Bag Exchanges 
• Tailored Delivery Systems • Overnight Letter Service 
• Parcel Delivery 
~P. 
For Service in the Inland Empire call: 
1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM 
Serving all of Southern California 
Q World Trade Finance Inc. O 
Export Financing Specialists ~ 
Working capital /or raw mal~Zrials, labor, & servic{lS 
Udtln' o/ crdit and purchase ord..,. financing 
0p~Zn account & accounts NlCIZivable financing 
Tel (323) 660-1277 Fax (323) 660-1470 
875 N. V1rgil Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90029 
www. wtfinc.com 
The Ophelia Project 
continued from page 3 
noon a1 Mane Callender's Restauranl 
in Rancho M~rage. Mentor trammg 
is offered to volunteer me ntors. No 
pn or experience is necessary. 
The Opheha Project is dedicated 
to helpmg g~rl s set goals for their 
fu1Ures by ex plonng the many 
options ava il able 10 lhem and learn-
ing how education is a key to achiev-
mg a bright fu1Urc. A mentor's role is 
to Jis1en and lead by example and by 
helpmg girls develop posuive self 
tmages. Mentors serve as sounding 
boards. ro le models, guides and 
above all act as objective friends who 
open new avenues of thinking to 
young women. 
To Jearn more about how you 
can be a mentor. plan to attend lhe 
monthly luncheon. For more infor-
mation about The Ophelia Project, 
call (760) 776- 1600 ext. 115 or v1sit 
www.jfkfounda110n.org. 
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You,re 
an 
expert 
In 
agribusiness. 
MAY2002 
Shouldn,t your 
bank be, too? 
listening. understanding. creating solutions. 
it's part of what has helped united california 
bank grow to become the third-largest bank 
headquartered in california. 
(909) 627-8665 
unitedcalbank .com 
Member FDIC 
1 
I 
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Put the whole~rld 
in your hands 
Airport Central to all southern California attractions-sail in the morning, 
ski in the afternoon. :--:ewlv expanded Ontario 
International Airport only 
10 minutes away. 
One of the safest cittes tn 
California, excellent schools, 
150 miles of trails. Did we 
mention the golf? ~---~~ 
Available Sites 
Space availability 12.6% in 
sites ranging from 5,000 to 
1 00,000+ s.f. at an average 
of 32¢/s.i. 
Call us toll free at 877 5-RANCHO or cru1se ou 
Web s1te, www ins1derancho c m or g eal 
throu h our Fax On Demand n mber 
Employees 
63% of workers 
have some col-
lege with 21% 
having bache-
lors or 
graduate 
aegrees. 
This skilled 
workforce is 
available at wage 
rates 
7-9% be\oy, 
Los Angeles and 
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A gua Caliente Donates More Than $1 .. Million 
COIItinul'll from pagt' I perhaps more than any other, our PatroL . needs. said Dee lark, executive 
the ceremony. the tribe donated comm•tmcnt 10 g" mg back to the • Desert Hot Spnngs Senior Mulll- d•rcctor of the Desert Blind and 
$1.06 million 10 more than 60 chari- communuy " more 1mportant than Semce Center. and the Handtcapped AssociatiOn . "Thctr 
table. ci\ 1c. communit) and non- ever before.!.'' • Braille Institute. efforts maJ...c a tremendous differ-
profit organizattons throughout Palm Donations were prm ided to a "Today\ contrihuuon makes an encc, allowing our organization to 
Spnngs. Rancho M1rage. Desert Hot dh crse group of organizations at this enonnous difference to the children acqutre another car 10 prov1de much 
Spnngs. Cathedral City and the year's ceremony. mcluding (partial we serve ... sa1d Stephanie BraLil. needed transportatiOn services." 
greater Coachella Valley. list): executive director of the Boys and Over the last seven years, the 
In add1l10n to dozens of commu- • Desert Hot Springs and Cathedral Girls Club of Palm Spnngs. who Agua Caliente Band of Cahu•lla 
nlty-based organizauons 111 atten- City Police Departments; commented that the tribe's donation Indians has provided more than $6 
dance. a nun]bcr of state and local • Palm Spnngs Fire Department; wtll help support the club\ Keystone million 10 contributiOns to local 
elected olltcials were present to • Palm Spnngs. Cathedral C11y and Club youth leadership program. as organizations as part of Its comnut-
htghlight the Agua Caliente Band of Rancho M1rage Ltbrarics; well as the opemng of its new teen ment 10 the greater Coachella Valley. 
Cahuilla lndtans'long-standing com- • Palm Springs. Desert Hot Spnngs. center next month "We arc \cry for- The tnbe has also been active beyond 
mttment of supportmg local commu- and Cathedral City Boys and Girls tunate to have the Agua Caliente as the local desert community. donat1ng 
mty \ervJce orgamzallom, Club\, neighbors m our community. Their $:!50,000 to numerous organuations 
"Our tribe has a long-standing Barbara Stnatra Children's Center; loyalty and dedtcatlon to our City and after the Sept. II. 200 I tragedy. 
tradition of proV~dmg for the basic • Desert Healthcare Foundation; the people V'ho live here ts truly "We arc privtleged to have the 
necessitie:.. of our tnbal members. • Desert Blind and Handicapped 1nspiring. and without their contribu- conunued support or our community. 
and also believes that 11 is e.xtremely Association; twns. we couldn't pro\ idt: many or elected orficJals. and others that back 
important to give back to our neigh- • Special OlympiCs of the Southern these programs and semces to the our efforts and make these donations 
bors. especially groups like those California Desert, area's disadvantaged youth," Branl possible." explatned Cha~rman 
here today who arc doing such cru- • Palm Springs Police Officers stated. Milanovich. "We arc very proud of 
ctal work throughout our communi- Assoctatlon. "The ongmng support of the these organ1zations here today and 
ty." sa~d Agua Caliente Tribal • Palm Springs Fireman's Agua Caliente Tribe allows groups the tremendous work they do to 
Council Chairman Richard M. AssociatiOn: like ours to expand services for com- make our community a sarer and 
Mtlanovich. "We feel that thiS year. • Rancho Mtrage Pol1ce Cttlzens on munity members who have spectal more vital place to live." 
New CEO Builds Future Dreams 
col!tii!Ued from page 9 
rehabbmg and outnght construction. 
In the first case. existing hous-
mg stock is purchased in areas need-
mg revitalizatiOn and then those 
homes are "fixed up." Once they've 
been successfully rehabilitated they 
are resold in the housmg market and 
slowly but surely. the troublesome 
neighborhood " on the way to 
recovery. To date, the IVEDC has 
completed nearly 50 such proJeCts 
-all smgle famtly homes. 
The second approach, new con-
!-Jtrucuon, is a new element in the 
IVEDC's plan. In these cases. the 
orgamzat10n actually buys vacant 
land in an older, established neigh-
borhood and then builds a new 
home from scratch. Two single-fam-
ily homes have already been com-
pleted and ground was recently bro-
ken on a th•rd. The organization is 
also tn the discusston stage wllh 
Riverside County for a much larger 
prOJeCt. 
"We're committed to addressing 
the commun11y's needs and imple-
mentmg strateg1es that will effec-
tively rev11alize these netghbor-
hoods and at the same tune make a 
dent in the affordable housmg prob-
lem," says Hoff. "In two years, I 
would like to see this agency 
expanding its affordable housing 
program exponentially and become 
'the name' in the field within the 
Inland Emp1re. 
"We in the Inland Empire," 
summames Hoff, "have come to 
expect a certam quality of life for 
the reg10n. We all have our ideas of 
what our communities should look 
like, what our schools should be 
like, what JObs we want and what 
we're willing to do to keep our 
commu111ties safe." 
"My goal, our goal at IVEDC is 
to help shape the fulfillment of 
those dreams by guaranteeing that 
the economic mechanism necessary 
to pay for those dreams is kept run-
ning- and growing." 
For further information on the 
Inland Valley Economic 
Development Corporation you may 
call (909) 623-1946 You can also 
find the organiZation on the Web at 
http:l/www.tvedc.org. 
M.B.A. Students Take Honors at Business Simulation Competition 
A team ·or five Cal State San 
Bernardino students. workmg toward 
their master's degrees in busmess, 
walked away with top honors during 
a four-month business strategy Simu-
lation game against 31 other teams 
from universities around the world. 
The team, consisting of Beverly 
Delker Gentry, Brett BrosSta, Nathan 
Miller, Joan Rudder and Carla lssa. 
competed tn the 38th Annual 
International Collegiate Busmess 
Strategy Competition. The team's 
win also marks the stxth time m SIX 
years of competmg that a Cal State 
San Bernardino team has come home 
with a trophy. "ThiS year's team is 
one of the hardest working groups of 
M.B.A. students I have ever worked 
with. They have put in many long 
hours. even before the competition 
started last January," sa~d CSUSB 
Management Professor Sue 
Greenfeld. who served as an advisor 
to the team. "ThiS is one of the most 
enthusiastic teams I have coached '" 
five years. and the1r success is very 
renectlve of the h•gh standards that 
we have here at Cal State's MBA 
program." 
Greenfeld satd the team met II 
of the 12 specified goals to ensure 
their win. 
The game SimulatiOn had the Cal 
State team compete in its own level 
that included teams from the 
Universtty of San Diego, Western 
Kentucky Untvers!ly, University of 
the Pacific. Idaho State and a team 
from Mexico, said Gentry, who was 
a member of Cal State's M.B.A. 
team laJ>t year. 
The competition began in 
January and culminated w1th a final 
contest on April II, 12 and 13 in San 
Diego. "We play half the game from 
January to March and the other half 
in San Diego," Gentry said. "Before, 
you had a week to make a business 
decision, but in San Diego you have 
only two hours or less to make those 
decisions. It was very intense." 
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DESERT JOURNAL 
D iana Martinez Named Presid ent of Building 
Industry A ssociation Desert Chapter 
Local construcuon executive 
Diana Martinez was recently named 
president of the board of directors of 
the Bulld1ng Industry Association, 
Desert Chapter Martine/ works as 
strategtc planning manager for Roel 
Construction, one of Southern 
Cali forma's leading contractors for 
commercial projects. 
Mart1nez has been a member of 
the Rocl family since 1995. Though 
she was born tn Florida. she has 
spent the maJOnty of her life 1n 
Palm Spnngs. Dtana attended the 
College of the Desert for two years 
where she studted public relat1ons 
Diana Martine:.. president of the board and law. 
of the desert chapter of the Building She has been in the commerctal 
Industry As.mciatwn com.truction field ror more than 20 
years and has considerable experi-
ence and expertise in labor relations. 
Recent prOJects for Roel include 
the new Agua Caliente Casmo, as 
well as its current major expansion; 
a 42.000-square-foot clubhouse for 
Indian R1dge Country Club; a 
15,500-square-foot fitness facility 
for Eldorado Country Club; a 
destgn-asstst 20.000-square-foot 
golf project for Landmark Golf, a 
20.000-square-foot remodel for 
Spotlight 29 Casino: a 32,000-
square-foot clubhouse and office 
fac1lity for PGA West, and a 30.000-
square-foot country club renovation 
proJeCt for MormngSide Country 
Club. 
Martinez's community and pro-
fessional involvement mcludes 
board and membershtp positions 
with the Desert Contractors 
Association, Northwest Indian 
College, the NatiOnal lnd1an 
Gammg Association, the NatiOnal 
Association of Women 10 
Construction, Shelter from the 
Storm, and Theater Mirage. 
She is a mother of two boys and 
is involved with fund-raising for 
several children-oriented organi7..a-
uons, as well as participating in pro-
grams that work with children. 
Martinez can be reached at Roe/ 
Constmctwn, 78401 Highway I II, 
Suite S, La Qui11ta, CA 92253. 
Phone: 760-564-0322. E-mail: 
DianaM@roel.com. 
William L. Evans Named Vice President/General Manager 
of Coachella Valley CBS Network Affiliate KPSP 
Veteran broadcaster William 
Evans has been named vace presi-
dent/general manager of the new 
CBS affiliate KPSP it was announced 
by Jackie Lee Houston. owner of 
KPSP Desert TelevtSIOn. 
Evans began his career more 
than 30 years ago as on-atr talent tn 
radio and segued mto management. 
In 1986. he was named operations 
manager for KPSI radio in Palm 
Spnngs. Credtted for renammg KPSI 
FM Power Radio, the station with its 
new label moved from the number 
four position in the Coachella Valley, 
to the number one market posit1on, 
achieving a record 21.9 share 
Bill Evans JOined the Coachella 
Valley ABC televtston affiliate 
KESQ as general manager 1n 1991 
He strengthened the station's market 
leadership in news, added innovative 
sales programs, produced significant 
profits for the company and 
embarked on an aggresSive commu-
nity outreach program. 
In 1996, he was named vice pres-
ident/general manager and began an 
unparalleled program of acquisitions, 
including KUNA-TV Telemundo, 
KDFX-FOX, and WB, creating one 
of the first multi-network broadcast-
ing entities in the country. During his 
tenure at KESQ-ABC, Neilsen rat-
ings consistently placed the station's 
local news programs in the number 
one position m the Coachella Valley. 
In January 2000, Evans went to 
San Otego (DMA #25) as head ofTV 
news planning at KUSI-TV. In 
September 2000. Evans was named 
general manager ror Communication 
Corporation of America in Baton 
Rouge, LA. where he oversaw a 
fac11ity with four network television 
stauons: WVLA-NBC, WGMB-
FOX, WBBR-WB and WZUP-UPN. 
Evans and the staff he assembled 
took only nme months to deliver 
unprecedented sales, resultmg tn 
profit growth during a period of eco-
nomic downturn. when most broad-
casters were experiencing profit 
declines. 
He served on the board of direc-
tors of the California Broadcasters 
Association from 1994-2000 and waJ> 
chairman of the United Way of the 
Desert from 1996-1998. He was 
honored by the Annual Hispantc 
Awards for betng one of the first 
broadcasters to mainstream news 
coverage tn the Hispantc market with 
the creation of KUNA-TV and 
KUNA-FM. 
Evans was appointed to the 
board of the Palm Springs Tramway 
Authority, where he served from 
1997-2000 and was part of a team 
that undertook the $9.000,000 expan-
sion and modernizauon project. In 
1994, he JOined the board of d1rectors 
of John F. Kennedy Hospital in lnd1o, 
and became cha~rman of its govern-
mg board in 1997. Dunng thiS pen-
od, the hospital raised enough funds 
to complete a $13,000,000 expan-
sion. 
Bill Evans was born '" Aspen, 
Colorado and raised tn Southern 
California. He IS married and has 
three children. Evans will be rclocat-
mg back to the Coachella Valley and 
expects to soon be tn the desert full-
time. 
"The Coachella Valley is a 
unique market and thts top manage-
ment position requires someone with 
first-hand experience and knowledge 
of our community. Bill fulfills all of 
these reqUirements. I am pleased he 
will be joining the KPSP-CBS fami-
ly [which was] effective April 21," 
stated station owner Jackie Lee 
Houston. 
KPSPICBS-TV is located at 1000 E. 
Tahquir: Canyon Wav, Suite C, Palm 
Springs. 
True Leadership Potential 
continued from page 12 
area?" The more you demonstrate 
how mdividual involvement can 
advance the company's m1sS1on. the 
more eager your team wi II be to take 
on leadership responsibilities. 
Embrace the Talent Each Lead er 
Has to Offer 
All busmess owners and man-
agers have a duty to uncover the tal-
ents each employee brings to the 
mtx. When you promote your team's 
divers1ty and employ thetr inherent 
abilities m the most productive 
ways. your company can achteve 
incredtble results. You'll soon dis-
cover that the more you allow your 
employees to showcase the1r leader-
shtp abilities, the better your 
chances of creating an organization 
that even your competitors will want 
to follow. 
About the Author: Laren Slocum is a 
wife. mother. and author of "No 
Greater Love.. Being an 
Extraordinary Mom." Loren li\.•es in 
Portla11d, Oregon with her family 
and speaks at seminars nationK·ide. 
She can be reached through 
www.lorens locum.com 
503-860-0428. 
or at 
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How to Prevent the Most Common Legal 
Challenges that Can Plague Your Business 
by Patricia S Eyrt!s 
Business professionals 10 every 
industry make presentations every 
day. Whether they're addressing the 
board of directors, speaking at a 
company staff meeting, or reviewing 
assignments with a few key employ-
ees, they're delivenng a message to 
those who need to hear it. When 
prepanng for these bus10ess presen-
tations. most people focus on sub-
stance and delivery. They want to get 
their point across 10 the most effec-
tive manner. Unfonunately, during 
their presentation planning phase, 
• many professionals overlook the 
legal risks and responsibilities that 
may impact their presentations at 
meetings and conferences. 
The fact is that organizations are 
legally responsible for all activities 
that occur in their workplaces - or 
at company-sponsored events- and 
the presenter may also be personally 
at risk for unlawful content. That's 
why planning what you're going to 
say and knowing the possible legal 
ramifications of your words and 
actions are so imponant. Below are 
the three most common charges that 
fall upon the business community. 
Familiarize yourself and your staff 
with them so you can avotd these 
legal inctdents in the future. 
Workplace Harassment 
Most professional meetings are 
mandated or integral to work-related 
acttvilles. When attend10g one of 
these meetings. employees have a 
legal right not to be forced to hear 
unwelcome language or to view 
inappropriate graphtcs that are offen-
sive due to sexual, racial, religious, 
or other questionable content. 
Harassment lawsuits arising 
from a business presentation typical-
ly involve jokes, insults, comments 
of a sexual nature. or blatant innuen-
do. Visual harassment claims arise 
from canoons, props. or other graph-
ics that are demeaning. insulting, or 
patronizing. In one recent incident, 
presenters f£om the U.S. Drug 
Enforcement Admmistration were 
sued individually over the content of 
their presentations to law enforce-
ment officers. which included sexual 
innuendo and demeanmg references 
to women 10 general and female 
audience members in particular. 
Cenifying a nationwide class action. 
the Judge concluded that the presen-
tations created a "sexually harassing 
traming environment." 
In addition to ovenly inappropri-
ate language, even subtle demean10g 
content can tum audiences off the 
presenter's message and onto litiga-
tion. These include mtmicking 
accents, using reference tn stories or 
hypothetical> to marginal performers 
by fictional names such as : "Pedro" 
or "Biondie." referring to older peo-
ple as "dinosaurs" or the "Geritol 
set," making a panicular group of 
people the brunt of jokes either ver-
bally or with a visual canoon or 
prop, and using 10tolerant gestures to 
mimic people with vanous physical 
disabilities. 
While jokes are often used in the 
workplace as icebreakers or to estab-
lish rappon, it's imponant to know 
that some humor is inappropriate and 
may backfire when the subject is 
serious, such as violence prevention, 
change management, or downsizing. 
For example, jokes about an aging 
workforce - when apparently con-
doned by management- can lead to 
litigation during later downsizing. 
Although personal liability for a 
single speech gone awry ts rare, 
don't succumb to the "it could never 
happen to me" syndrome. You may 
be proud of the laughs you get at a 
meeting, but a videotape of your per-
formance may be Exhibit A in a dis-
crimination lawsuit...and the jury 
may be less amused. 
Content That Damages 
Repu tations 
If you falsely refer to a person's 
business abilities, work perform-
ance, or lifestyle, you may face a 
defamation of character clatm. A 
statement is considered "defamato-
ry" in most states if it causes injury 
to a person's reputation, exposes the 
person to public hatred, contempt, 
ridicule, shame or disgrace. or has an 
adverse effect in trade or business. 
Even comments that an employee 
"suddenly resigned" or was terrni-
nated for unspecified reasons consti-
tuting "unsatisfactory performance," 
have been considered sufficiently 
negative to be construed as defama-
tory statements when they are false 
or made with reckless disregard of 
the truth. When customizing your 
materials to include anecdotes or 
other stories about real people in the 
organization or industry - past or 
present, carefully verify your facts in 
advance. 
Absence of intent to harm won't 
be a complete defense if a private 
indivtdual challenges you. 
Presenters who make false state-
ments of fact about a private person 
may be liable for resulting damage, 
even if the errors are from careless 
fact checking. Presenters enjoy 
wider latitude with statements about 
public figures, however. because the 
public figure must prove both falsity 
and malice before they can success-
fully sue for defamation. In either 
case, hyperbole and figurative state-
ments ar' not unlawful in most cases 
because. when taken in context, a 
reasonable person understands lhe 
presenter is usmg language to 
emphasize a point of view. Even so, 
disparaging remarks cast as fact 
about people or products are risky. 
A photograph can also be defam-
atory if it doesn't accurately reflect 
the original image or ts displayed in 
a context suggesting a false fact. 
Alterations of photographs have 
been considered defamatory in print 
media. such as where a picture of a 
woman was altered to make it appear 
that she was bald, and where a pho-
tograph of a female model was JUX-
taposed with a picture of an elderly 
male holding a "diny book." 
With new technologies, photo-
graphs can be scanned into digital 
forma, then altered or displayed with 
offensive or false captions. 
Presenters should carefully consider 
the legal ramifications of using pho-
tographs either for amusement or to 
make serious points. Some ways to 
limit the potential for a lawsuit or 
workers' compensation stress claim, 
include obtaining permission from 
anyone depicted in a photograph 
before displaying it during a presen-
tation; making sure captions or 
descriptions of a photo are accurate; 
not using technology to diston the 
picture or alter it without express 
pennission and a clearly appropriate 
continued on page 35 
c·oMMITMENT. 
\-Vith over 40 years of commitment to our people, pass1on for our products 
and the dnve for mnovation, Wienerschmtzel remams the industry's mche 
leader' If you're considenng expandmg your mult1-unit restaurant, or retail 
busmess, you can count on our demonstrated success for exCiting franchise 
opportumties throughout Cahfomta and the Southwest 
Currently our franchiSe program includes smgle and multt-umt restaurant 
opportunities, a comprehensive 6-week traming program, finc1ncing 
asststance through the SBA. as well as on-gomg opera!tons and adveniSmg 
support Our liquid asset requtrement 15 100-lSOK 
For more 10formatton, send your letter of mterest. or call Frank Coyle. 
Director of Franchise Development at 
800- 764-9353 ext. 609 
PO &:.7460• Newpcr1Beach.CA92658-7460 
WWWwteneractnzel.ean 
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Preventing Common Legal Challenges 
cominued from page 32 
purpose, and not making the subJeCI 
of the photo the brunt of a joke 
unless you have express permission. 
and it advances a relevant substan-
tive pomt 1n your presentatiOn. 
Public Disclosure or Private Facts 
People have !he nght to expec1 
that the1r pnvate affairs will remain 
private. If a presenter Interferes with 
an mdividual's righl to be free rrom 
unwarranred publrcity, he or she may 
be liable for rnvasion of pnvacy. 
Unfortunately, invasion of privacy 
claims are a growing trend in law-
suits involving presentation content. 
Wh1le liabrlity JS generally limit-
ed to advertisements or promotions 
of products or services, rather than 
substantive presentations. unautho-
rized use of a person's likeness or 
name for the presenter's commercial 
advantage can result in an invasion 
of privacy lawsun. Addruonally. 
attributing specific vtews to an md1-
vidual thai he or she does no! hold -
or describmg actions the person did 
not take may also result in a legal 
challenge . 
Even inadvertent disclosure of 
mformation about a particular 
employee has resulred in legal 
action . In one recent case. a trainer 
randomly accessed an e-mail mes-
sage for .demonstration purposes. 
The e-mail message, which belonged 
to !he plainliff, conlamed informa-
tion of a personal, sexual nature. 
Afrer the mcident was reported to 
management. the plaintiff's e -mail 
messages and those in her work 
group were rev rewed . All employees 
who had misused the e-mail system 
were issued written warnings. 
The employer prevailed by prov-
ing thai Jts employees had no reason-
able expectallon of pnvacy rn their 
e-mail messages. The court's deci-
sion was based on a specific written 
pohcy rhat no<ified employees their 
e-mail was subJeCt to random 
employer monJtonng. The affected 
employees had signed waivers srat-
mg "I! is company policy thar 
employees and contractors restrict 
their use of company-owned com-
puter hardware and software to com-
pany business." This saved the day 
for the employer, bur presenrers 
should be alert to potenlialrnrrusions 
for which !he subJeCt may assert a 
reasonable expectalion of pnvacy. 
The courts balance the business 
justifications for the dtsclosure 
against the subject's reasonable 
expectation of privacy. Therefore. 
your legal mk of liab1h1y depends 
on rhe extent and degree of the mrru-
sion and the justification for use. 
Protect yourself by eslabhshing a 
specific reason to dtsclose the infor-
matton m your presentatton, evi-
dence of your reasonable safeguards 
against abuse of private information. 
or express permission from the sub-
jecl. 
No company can afrord the 
monerary or negauve public1ty costs 
of a lawsUit. To keep your company 
safe, educate your employees on the 
legal risks and consequences of any 
presenlation they make. The more 
your employees know about what to 
avoid, the sarer your company will 
be from legal act1on. 
Patricia S. Eyres, an experienced lit-
igation allomey, is a professional 
speaker and author on proacti~·e 
legal management of the workplace. 
She is president of Liligalion 
Managemelll & Training Services, 
Inc., in Long Beach, call 1-800-LIT· 
MGMT. Her newest book, "The 
Legal Handbook for Trainers, 
Speakers and Consultants: The 
Essential Guide to Keeping Your 
CompD11)' and Clie11ts Out of Court," 
provides more detail for business 
presemers. 
Stater Bros. 87th Nation Orange Show 
cominued from page 25 
will gladly contmue the philanthrop-
IC efrorts !hat our partnership with 
Stater Bros. allows." 
This year's theme, ·'Lasso the 
Memories," was designed to capture 
the essence of the 87th National 
Orange Show, which will hrghlight 
memories of shows gone by while 
also creating memories for children 
of all ages. The enure show has 
undergone a transformation, mclud-
ing a new layout, new exhibits and 
attractions, and additions and 
changes to exisung exhibrls and 
attractions . 
New allractions include the 
Krd's Clown Corral, featunng race 
pain!mg and free crafts and activi-
ties for children Also new, Macy 
Moo's Milk Review puppel show, 
African Heritage Village, Natrona! 
Orange Show 
Memories 
Exhibit, Baby 
Barn. Milkrng 
Parlor With 
demonstrations, 
Model Train 
Exhrbrt, Keeping 
Comers Frisbee Dog Show. Swifty 
S" me Racing & Swrmmmg Pigs. 
Xtreme Lagoon. schools mvolve-
ment program, 
art show, com-
munlly 
Jest m 
stages, 
Time 
Circus of Fools, 
pony rides and 
petting 1.oo, and 
the RCS 
the West Western Carnival to 
ropmg ~RA;C~S~C':?ar.;;,-:,i-l·a-1-:_-'R::-r-:d-:e=s."'g"a"',"'.e"'s"'. "a"'nd"':-:fl"'m-1 name a few. 
demonstrations. to include spectacular new rides and The 87th 
c o m m u n 1 t y old ftn·vrires. (Addiliona/ charge for National Orange 
exhrbrts. and Lr:..:i.::t/.::'·':..· a.::':..:'d::....e.=.=!.._ ______ __, Show is sched-
much more. uled May 23·27 Gate hours are I 
Returning allractions mclude p.m. to 10 p.m., Thu"day and 
the ever popular Rocket's K-9 Friday, and II a.m ro 10 p.m .. 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. 
Admossoon IS FREE. Pay-one-price, 
nde all day camJVal wnsrbands are 
$6.00 on Thursday, Fnday and 
Monday, and $8 on Saturday and 
Sunday. For general infonnauon. 
call (909) 888-6788. 
The Orange Show 
Speedway, ··where Aclion is the 
Attraction." will hold au!omobile 
racmg during the annual celebration 
of the orange on Sat., May 26th, 
gates open ar 5 p.m. and racing 
begms at 7 p.m. High energy. heart 
pumpmg, NASCAR sanctioned rac-
mg and an action-packed, edge of 
the seat Destruction Derby, 
(Add1tional charge for speed-
way.) 
Wilma Chan Tapped to Lead New California-Asia Trade Effort 
Calirorma Assembly Majority 
Wh1p Wilma Chan has been named 
chair of the new Assembly Selec< 
Committee on Asian Trade. 
'Tm delighted to have the oppor-
tunity to expand trade and investment 
between Calirornra and Asra," said 
Chan. She noted that SIX of the 12 
California offices on international 
trade and investment arc located in 
Asian countries. 
"Nine Asian countries are among 
the top 20 markets for California 
ex pons. I think we're JUSt seeing the 
start or !he economic opportumty 
available 10 California businesses," 
noted Chan. "As the fif!h largest 
economy in the world and the top 
exporting state in the U.S., we need 
to move aggressively to promote 
Cahrornia businesses. California 
exports alone are responSible for 1.28 
million JObs in the state." 
California ·s immigrants may 
give the state an advantage m going 
after business opporruniries. "In 
many cases, immigrants <o Californra 
retain ties to their country of origin. 
Many were small business owners 
before immigrating and they bring 
that sk11l plus the ability to speak two 
or more languages wirh !hem." 
California·s top rradmg partners 
are Japan and Mexico. Chan intends 
to use her position as chair of !he 
Selecr Comnuttee on Asran Trade 
and as a member of the Select 
CommiHee on California-Mexico 
AITairs to encourage more Pacrfic 
Rim economic cooperation. 
California's top exports include: 
compurer and eleptronic producrs, 
machinery. fabricared metal prod-
ucts, food and agriculture products 
and transportation equipment 
The state operates trade offices 
in: China. Hong Kong, Japan, Korea, 
Singapore. and Taiwan. Among !he 
top 20 export countries for California 
goods are: Japan, Korea, Taiwan, 
Singapore. Hong Kong, China, 
Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand. 
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Olive Garden's Culinary Leaders Travel to Italy 
- Local Resident Participates in Culinary Training Program -
to share hJS passiOn for Italian 
cooking with master Italian 
chefs through Olive Garden's 
mnovatn:e approach to ongoing 
culinary training. Cardona is a 
culinary manager at the Olive 
Garden at 12330 Armagosa 
Road m Victornlle. 
Cardona was part of a team 
of Olive Garden's culinary man-
agers from around the country 
that traveled to Italy to enhance 
their knowledge of tradillonal 
cookmg at OI1ve Garden's 
Culinary Institute of Tuscany. 
They also visited the Olive 
Garden Risena di Fizzano 
restaurant. located in a restored 
lith century village overlookmg 
Tuscany and near Florence. 
Romana Neri, /eji. head chef at Oli1•e 
Ganlen Riliena di Fi:::.ano in Ttt.scmn; 
Ira/\, with Olive Garden culinary manager. 
Manny Cardona 
hal) The restaurant serves as 
the msplrallon for many of the na-
vorful dishes featured on Olive 
Garden's menu, such as Pork 
For Manny Cardona. a recent 
viSit to llal) "as more than the tnp 
of a lifeume. II was an opportumty 
Protect Your Company's 
Most Valuable Asset, Hire 
a Chief Customer Officer 
by RichardT Hebert 
Is the customer always right? 
Probably not. but customers cenain-
ly are the lifeblood that keep compa-
nies in business. Without a loyal 
customer base and effective cus-
tomer retention and satisfaction 
strategies. a ~orporation is vinually 
doomed to fail. "If your customer 
satisfactiOn is decreasing, you're in 
a death spiral," comments Douglas 
Allred, senior vice preSident of cus-
tomer advocacy for Cisco Systems. 
"Customer satisfaction equals cus· 
tamer loyalty." 
Spurred by technology and the 
integration of customer relationship 
management (CRM) programs as a 
board-room initiative. today's mar-
ketplace is rapidly shifting from 
product-centric to customer-centric. 
and customers are demanding a 
higher level of service and satisfac-
tion. Consequently, corporations are 
beginning to re-think customer 
philosophies and restructure opera-
tions to accommodate new customer 
care methodologies. 
For many compames, the first 
step " to adopt a CRM program to 
track customer trends and answer 
inquiries to increase productivity 
and fulfillment levels. However, 
without a de,gnated leader and 
proactive customer advocate/liaison 
to organize. oversee and ultimately 
expand 5uch programs. the success 
rate can be minimaL 
To combat this problem, many 
companies are starting to explore the 
option of hiring a chief customer 
officer (CCO). A CCO integrates all 
aspects of CRM and customer infor-
mation and retention programs into 
one smooth operation, to ultimately 
provide the customer with the best 
experience possible and render them 
immune to the pull of competition. 
Internally. the CCO is responsi-
ble for unifying the company's mar-
keting communications, sales mes-
continued on page 46 
Filenmo and Tonellom d1 Fizzano. the hands-on mstruct1on 10 the 
Oli'e Garden Riserva di Fizzano and kitchen of the culinary mstitute to 
the Culinary Jnstllute of Tuscany thell' visus to the tune-honored al 
were established in cooperation with fresco markets of Florence, culinary 
the Zingarelli's, an Italian family team members were Immersed 10 the 
that owns and operates the Rocca tradition and sp~rit of Italian cook-
delle Macie wmery, one of Italy's mg. 
leading producers of Tuscan wines. The team traveled throughout 
"Working side-by-s1de master Italy VISiting restaurants. meetmg 
Italian chefs was an amazmg e'peri- with local chefs and touring reg1onal 
ence," Cardona said of the five-day wineries Special emphasiS was 
trammg. "It really remforced Italian placed on food and wme pa~rings. an 
cooking techn1ques, like the 1mpor- important feature of Olive Garden's 
lance of 'al dente' pasta and how the menu. "We came away with a bener 
freshest mgredients can make the understanding of how pa~ring the 
most navorful sauces. I can't wait to right wme wnh delicious food 
get back to the restaurant and share enhances the navor of both," said 
what I have learned \VIIh my team Cardona. "Our menu lists wme pair-
and my guests." mgs for everytlHng from appetiters 
At the Culinary Institute of to desserts." 
Tuscany, Cardona and the other culi- Cardona was chosen by his gen-
nary managers also learned about era! manager and director of opera-
regional "1nes and Italian culture, lions to participate in the culinary 
all from local master chefs. From rominued on page 47 
Ontario Completes Air Cargo Market 
Study for ONT and Launches Strategic 
Marketing of Air Cargo 
The c1ty of Ontario's A~r Cargo 
Market Study for Ontario 
International Airport (ONT) by 
Leigh Fisher Associates has been 
completed. The comprehensive 
repon has prepared the cuy and 
ONT, a part of the Los Angeles 
World Airports (LAWA) system and 
the city's partner in air cargo devel-
opment, to implement an informed 
and strategic cargo marketing pro-
gram. 
"Los Angeles International 
Airpon's capacity is the most signif-
ICant factor shaping ONT's cargo 
development potential." explained 
Ontario Mayor Gary Ovitl. "One of 
the conclusive findings of the report 
is that freight operators clearly per-
ceive ONT as the principal Southern 
California alternative to LAX. 
Ontario has no peer and is uniquely 
positioned as the favorite." 
'The study included the analysis 
of integrated carriers, freight for-
warders and trucking companies -
as well as an analysis of the all-cargo 
airlines and combination passen-
ger/cargo carriers." Mayor Omu 
continued. "One of our most formi-
dable advantages IS our well-estab-
lished cargo and passenger airport 
- hosting major operators such as 
United Parcel Service w11h its dual 
mr and trucking operation, and 
FedEx, the world's largest airfre1ght 
express company. Our superior 
access to the Los Angeles market 
and the rapidly growing surrounding 
communities also present direct 
advantages, espec1ally for time-sen-
sitive integrators." 
As detailed and suggested 10 the 
Air Cargo Market Study, LAWA is 
considering and reviewing proposals 
for the development of adduional 
cargo facilities at ONT. Meanwhile, 
the city of Ontario has engaged the 
services of senior consultant, J. 
Michael Webber to market Ontario 
to the air cargo industry. With more 
continued on page 47 
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WINE REVIEW 
Double Your Pleasure at Wabi Sabi 
by Joe Lyons 
The name alone should tell you 
somethmg. Wab1 Sab1 Teppan Steak 
House and Sushi Bar is actually two 
restaurants in one To your right as 
you enter is the sushi bar where it 
helps to k.nol' what you want to 
order. You are dealing with some 
very bas1c seafood items. 
Octopus, luna, shnmp. eel, 
mackerel, halibut and sea urchin. to 
name a few. It's true that they are 
mostly raw and mostly wrapped 1n 
rice or seaweed. For example, the 
tuna was not unlike a tuna sandwich. 
I ate the whole thmg. Each order 
comes wnh a linle tray holding a 
small salad and some ginger and 
wasabi. Wasab1, you should be 
warned, looks for all the world like 
guacamole. But it 1s even hotter than 
raw horseradish One bite will bnng 
tears to your eyes. Did I mention it 
was hot? 
As it turns out, there IS actually a 
second menu for the sushi bar, and it 
carries some favorites including the 
ever popular California Roll and the 
bestseller at Wab1 Sabi. the Fire Roll, 
made with spicy tuna. Of course. it 
also has a Crazy Carrot Roll and a 
Spider Roll. (Made "llh deep fried 
soft shell crab. not real spiders.) 
It is onl) a few steps from the 
sushi bar to the teppan table~. \\·here 
strangers gather to watch the chefs 
toss knives and eggs and pieces of 
shrimp around m the air 
You know one popular chain for 
th1s type of d1nmg, but we have wnt· 
ten before about other locations that 
don't have the reputatiOn. but do have 
the serv1ce. 
The dinners here (or lunch 1f you 
prefer) come in several combinations 
mcluding the deluxe list. These are 
the Mikado, the Imperial, the NinJa. 
the GenJI and the Heike. Such dinners 
come with a shrimp appetizer, soup. 
salad, vegetable, streamed or fried 
rice and ice cream. 
The soup is a Japanese onion 
Top Chefs Win at 2002 Date Chef Competition 
Four top area chefs came away 
winners at the 2002 Date Chef 
Competuion at The Lodge at Rancho 
Mirage on April 7. More than 200 
attended the reception and awards 
event benefitmg La Qumta Arts 
Foundation 
First place wmner was Frdncois 
Gaertner, pastry chef at The Lodge at 
Rancho Mirage, for h1s imaginative, 
mtricate dessert 
Second place was awarded to 
Tiburcio Neri, pastry chef at 
Marrion's Rancho Las Palmas Reson 
for hiS "Date Mousse Parfait." 
Third place winner was Tania 
Paneno, chef/owner of The Polo Farm 
bed and breakfast mn. for her "Date 
Courvoisier" 
People's Choice award went to 
Thomas Horner, chef at Marriott's 
Desert Springs' Ristorante Tuscany for 
his "Spiedi of Grilled Lamb and Veal 
wllh Portobella. Cipollini and Roma." 
"The Winegrowers of the 
Cucamonga Valley" 
Galleano Winery 
Wine Tasting Daily 
Tours Every Sat. & Sun. 
Private Labeling 
Custom Baskets & Mail Orders Available 
4231 Wineville Rd., Mira Lorna, CA 91752 
(909) 685-5376 
soup that is very much like a wanton 
soup and absolutely delicious. 
Ordering at the teppan table " 
easier than at the sushi bar becau~e 
your choices are a little more west· 
em--chicken. steak, shrimp. etc. You 
can get appetizer\, children's dinners 
and even a vegetarian entree v.1th 
tofu steak in place of the shnmp. 
This style of eating can provide a 
vei) romantic setting or let you meet 
new people. Of course, I know too 
many people 10 Rancho Cucamonga 
so half of the re!'>t<turant cons1sted of 
people I ha\'e met before. 
Incidentally, you do not have to 
chose between the sush1 and the tep-
pan. You can take your seat at the tep-
pan table and order sushi plates to 
mbble on while you wall for the show 
to !)tart. 
In Las Vegas. dinner comes with 
a shol'. At Wab1 Sab1. dmner IS the 
show The head chef here trams the 
others on the staff and they prac11ce in 
the k1tchen for as much as six months 
before they go out to perfom1 for the 
public That's why the) never miss. 
You may feel the need to use the 
chop sticks or you may use the west-
em style k.n1fe and fork.. Either way, 
eating here promises to be a very dif-
ferent experience. 
Wabi Sabi Teppan Steak Ho11se & 
StHhi Bar is located in the A-las£ 
Pla:.a at the comer of Foothill and 
Rochester in Rancho Cucamonga, 
near the Quakes Epicenter Stadium, 
just west of Interstate 15. Phone: 
(909) 581-1055. 
... ! 
Wine Selection 
& Best Rated 
Alexander Valley Vineyards 
Pinot Noir. ..$20.00 
2000 - Estate Souled, California 
Syrah... $20.00 
1999 - Estate Souled. Califom1a 
Allora Vineyards-Bordeaux 
Blend .............. $60.00 
1999- Napa Valley California 
Tresca 
Bar>~ang Muscat ............. $60.00 
Rivenna New South Wales. 
Australia Red Frontlgnac 
Tawny Port.. .................... $20.00 
R1venna New South Wales. 
Australia 
Brian McGuigan 
Chardonnay. ...$13.95 
2000 - Hunter Valley. Australia 
Old Vine 
Cabernet Sauvignon . .. .. $13.95 
1999 - Hunter Valley. Australia 
Old Vine 
Columbia Crest 
Chardonnay.. . .......... $9.00 
2000 -Columbia Valley, 
Washtngton 
Chardonnay... .. .. $11.00 
2000 - Columbia Valley, 
by Bill Anthony 
Washmgton Grand Estates 
Concannon 
Petite Sirah .. $11.95 
1998 - Central Coast, California 
Selected Vineyard 
Petite Sirah.. .. ......... $23.95 
1998 - San Francisco Bay 
Califom1a Reserve, Prestigwus 
Red Table Wine 
Rhone Blend ..................... $16.95 
1998 -Contra Costa County 
Califom1a 
Rhone Blend White .... $15.95 
1999- San Francisco Bay 
Califomm 
S)rah....... .. .............. $16.95 
1998 - San Francisco Bay 
California Serious Table Wine 
Dr. Konstantin Frank 
Riesling ......................... _,$11.95 
2000 - New York Johannesburg 
R1esling, sem1-dry 
Estrella River 
Cabernet Sauvignon .......... $5.99 
1999- California Proprietor's 
Reserve 
Sauvignon Blanc ................. $5.99 
1999 -California Propnetor's 
Reserve 
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EIVIPI_.,OVER ISSUES 
Violence Prevention Techniques for Today's Over-Stressed Workplace 
the bottom line possible. As a result 
whenever a violent act occurs a; 
work, the company's sole focus is on 
how the event will impact profits 
and/or productivity. When employ-
ees experience th1s sort of response 
to violence, they feel further victim-
ized and want to take justice into 
their own hands, which only triggers 
more violence. 
by Vicki Sandeiford-0 'Connor 
Mention the words "workplace 
violence" and horrific images come 
lo mind. People 1mmed1ately think of 
shootings like the one at a mail pro-
cessing facility in Southern 
California where Bruce Clark, a 22-
year U.S. Postal Service veteran, 
shot and killed hiS supervisor. Or 
they envisiOn mc1dents like the one 
at a manufacturing plant in North 
Carolina where James Davis k1lled 
and injured four people. 
While such portrayals of work-
place violence dominate the media, 
they actually account for a small per-
centage of occupational violent acts. 
Emouonal harassment, physical 
aggression, sabotage, va~dalism, and 
theft are the more common violent 
acts that, combined with incidents of 
workplace homicide, cost companies 
approximately $35.4 billion in legal 
expenses, lost profits, and negative 
publicity annually. 
Who is to blame for such violent 
acts? The offender? The vicl1ms? 
The company? Society? Perhaps we 
need to re-examme our perception of 
crime and pumshment lo get to the 
root of the problem. 
In the United States, we operate 
under the "myth of redemptive vio-
lence," meanmg that we justify any 
violent act that punishes or controls 
violence itself. This approach is not 
only ineffective, but it also tnggers 
more v1olence. If we want to reduce 
or even eliminate workplace vio-
lence, we need to take proactive 
steps that do more than simply pun-
ish the violent offender. We need to 
adjust the very culture in which we 
work, so that we no longer have a 
breeding ground for violence. 
Regardless of your industry, 
warding off the precursors of work-
place violence not only makes sound 
business sense, but it also positions 
your company on the cutting edge of 
employee security and safety issues. 
Use the following guidelines to 
begin a workplace violence preven-
tion initiative in your own organiza-
tion. 
Embrace new ways of managing 
conflict and disciplining employees. 
Shame and degradation are at the 
root of all violent acts. 
Unfortunately, the maJonty of com-
panies madvertently promote such 
emotions. which in tum can lead to 
violence, in the very disc1phnary and 
conflict resoluuon tactics they 
employ. Berating employees for not 
meeting deadlines or sales goals, 
threatening job loss m response to a 
behavioral j5roblem, and ignoring 
\I.Ork well done are all ways that 
managers and business owners cause 
the1r employees to feel undervalued 
and humiliated 
Rather than instill negative emo-
tions in response to a problem. those 
in leadership positions need to set a 
new model for conflict resolution 
and discipline. For example, 1f you 
encounter an aggressive employee 
who routinely threatens co-workers, 
steals supplies, or even shows Signs 
of phys1cal violence; first talk with 
the person privately 10 an attempt to 
uncover the root of the violent 
behavior. Perhaps the person is hav-
mg marital problems at home and IS 
taking those emotions out on co-
workers. Or maybe the person does 
not have the proper skills and train-
ing to competently perform h1s or her 
work duties and is using aggressive 
behavior to mask the embarrassment. 
The key is to show compassion and 
understanding so people will be will-
ing to open up and release their pent-
up emotions. 
Create an environment for honest 
communication 
Each company has a unique cor-
porate culture. And just like societal 
cultures, corporate cultures instill 
certain values and goals into those 
people 1mmersed in them. Those cor-
porate cultures that prohibit honest 
communication between depart-
ments and/or employees or that 
reward people for "going with the 
flow" and "not making waves" breed 
an environment of fear, ISolation, and 
mistrust. As a result, employees feel 
as though they must always keep 
their guard up and never reveal their 
true opinions. This is when work-
place violence dominates. 
Employees need to feel and 
believe that they can openly commu-
nicate dissatisfaction , frustration , 
and opposing opinions to their super-
visors and co-workers. They need to 
know that supervisors will respect-
fully hsten to their concerns and will 
give each person's suggestions seri-
ous consideration. This does not 
mean that employers must act on 
every suggestion employees make, 
but it does require management to 
acknowledge each person's concerns 
and reveal why the company won't 
remedy certain situations. 
This is the basis of creating a 
company culture of Discerning 
Follower;hipTM, wh1ch means that 
employees have the ability to per-
ceive or recognize that something is 
different from the norm, can measure 
that difference against the yardstick 
of right values and pnnciples. and 
then can consciOusly make a deci-
sion whether to follow or resist. Only 
when employees feel that they have 
choices and are being treated fairly 
and with dignity will they be less 
prone to violent outbursts in order to 
make their pomt. 
Focus on the people in the com-
pany, not on the company itself 
Many company leaders are so 
concerned with the bottom line that 
they forget 1t's the people who make 
In any workplace violence act, 
the company is not the victim. The 
people harmed or the relationslup 
destroyed is the true victim. As such, 
these true victims need to be the 
focus of any violence resolution 
process. For example, 1f an employ-
ee is verbally abusive or is threaten-
ing co-workers, instead of talking to 
the person about how such behavior 
mhibits productivity and causes prof-
its to drop, explain to the individual 
how his or her actions are causing 
hurt feelings, humiliation, and fear in 
certain individuals. 
Bnng the ramifications of the 
person's behaviOr to as personal a 
level as possible. Since people iden-
tify with other people, and not with 
contmued 011 page 46 
.-.hello? 
===== 
Your company may not leave callers 'on-hold' this long . 
But i1lX. ~'on-hold' can seem like an eterrury. unless you 
provide them with valyable jnfonnalion thai can help them 
make informed decisions about do1ng hus1ness wllh your 
company 
Little Bear Enterprises 
1-714-899-9310 
Contact Teddy 
"Helping people create a better future" 
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FACES IN BUSINESS 
Robin Sclimenti Appointed V.P. 
and Business Development Officer 
D. Linn Wiley, president and 
chief executive officer of Citizens 
Business Bank, has announced the 
appointment of Robin Sclimenti to 
the position of vice president and 
business development officer of the 
Upland busmess financ1al center. 
Sclimenti's professional career 
incorporates more than 20 years of 
banking experience, with a strong 
Devin Samaha Is Appointed 
Assistant V.P. and Business 
Development Officer 
D. Lmn Wiley, 
president and CEO 
of Citizens Bus. 
Bank has announced 
the appointment of 
" Devm Samaha to 
the position of assistant vtce presi-
dent aod business development offi-
cer m the Small Busmess 
Admmistration Dept 
Samaha's career incorporates 
more than 10 years of commercial 
sales experience. 
Paul Stratton Is Named V.P. 
and Banking Officer 
Paul Stratton has been named vice 
president and bank-
ing officer of the 
Upland Business 
Financial Center. 
Stratton's pro-
fessional career 
spans more than 19 
years of banking expenence, with an 
extens1ve background in business 
and commerctal lending. 
background 10 busmess develop-
ment, as well as the development 
and management of loan and deposit 
relationships. Prior to her appomt-
ment with Citizens Business Bank, 
Sclimentl spent I 0 years m various 
semor pOSlliOns at Vineyard 
National Bank Her most recent 
assignment was senior vice presi-
dent and relationship manager m the 
Commumty Bankmg Group. She 
was also a former branch manager 
with Emp1re Bank. 
Sclimenti received a bachelor of 
sc1ence degree in busmes~ adminis-
tration from the University of 
La Verne. She is currently studying 
at the University of LaVerne where 
she will receive a masters of buSI-
ness administration in 2002. 
Sclimenti is actively involved in 
the Chino, Rancho Cucamonga and 
Upland Chambers of Commerce. 
She is also a member of Financial 
Women International. 
Ray J, Koopman Appointed 
V.P. and Agribusiness Officer 
Ray J. Koopman 
has been named 
vice president and 
Financial Center. 
Koopman earned a B.S. degree 
in agricultural business management 
from Cal Poly Pomona. 
Jeannine Antus Koncar Named 
VPofLANG 
Jeannine Antus Koncar is the 
new vice president of advertismg for 
the Los Angeles Newspaper Group 
(LANG), replacing Jim Pollard, who 
has JOmed the Dallas Business 
Journal, according to Tracy Rafter, 
senior vice president of advertising 
and marketing for the Los Angeles 
Newspaper Group. 
Koncar's responsibll1t1es will 
include overseeing entertainment 
advertising and major accounts. She 
was formerly director of diSplay 
adverllsing for the Denver 
Newspaper Agency, LANG's siSter 
publication, and the Denver Post's 
vice president of display advertismg. 
John Faheem 
Suites Fai 
Rejoins 
Staff 
Sheraton 
~iiiiiiia::l 
There's a familiar face 10 town. 
John Faheem, employed from 
1992-2000 as banquet manager at 
the Sheraton Suites Fairplex hotel, 
has returned to the facility as the 
director of food and beverage. 
Faheem's duties include overseemg 
the kitchen, banquets, restaurant, bar 
and room service for the 247-suite 
facility. Faheem was one of the on g-
ina! staff at the Sheraton when it 
opened m June 1992. 
Faheem began hiS hotel career at 
the Atlas International Hotel '" h1s 
native Egypt in 1979. He came to 
the United States in 1985 and was 
employed by the Anaheim Marriott 
and the Sheraton SUites Fairplex. 
After leaving the Sheraton in 2000, 
Faheem worked at both Hilton and 
Marriott propert1es in Southern 
California. He and his family relo-
cated 10 Australia from early 200 I 
until February of 2002. He res1des m 
Alta Lorna w1th hiS wife, Delores, 
and the1r four children. 
The Sheraton Suite Fa1rplex 
Brass Ring restaurant is open dally 
for breakfast, lunch and dmner. The 
Carousel Ballroom can accommo-
date large, moderate or small groups 
for special functions; the add1t10nal 
II ,000 square feet of meeung room 
and ballroom facilities complements 
the needs of the year-round Fa1rplex 
promoters and event attendees and 
the annual L.A. County Fair. 
The Sheraton Suites Fairplex 
hotel is owned and operated by the 
Los Angeles County Fair 
Association. The hotel is located 
adjacent to Fatrplex 's exhibition 
area. 
For more information on the 
Sheraton call (909) 622-2220 or 
visit the Web site ac www.sheraton-
suitesfairplex.com or www.fair-
plex.com. 
Ken Clark Named V.P. and 
Banking Officer 
D. Linn Wiley, president and 
ch1ef executive officer of Citizens 
Busmess Bank. has announced the 
appointment of Ken Clark. to the 
pos1tion of vice president and bank-
mg officer of the Ontario Airport 
Business Financ1al Center. 
Clark's professional career 
incorporales more than 28 years of 
commercial lending and financial 
management experience. Prior to his 
appoimment with Citizens Busmess 
Bank, he was regional v1ce president 
for Manufacturer 's Bank in Los 
Angeles, and was formerly vice 
president and regional credit manag-
er for Foothill Independent Bank in 
Upland. 
Clark attended Oregon State 
University and received a Certified 
Management Accountant certifica-
tion. 
www.iebj@ BUSJ OUNAL.com 
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RESTAURANT REVIEW 
Castellis' Andreinos 
bv Bill Amhnn\ 
\llchael and John Castellt have 
created the ulttmate ltaltan dining 
e\penence. If you are lookmg for 
an Ita han restaurant that features the 
best. freshest and btggest portiOns 
thts SJde of Italy .. you wtll find tt 
nght here It may be a little out of 
the way tf you do not Jive near Palm 
De..,ert. but It is\\ onh an O\ ernighter 
just for the espenence (and what a 
great excu\e for a "' eekend trip to 
the desert)' Castelli\ has been 
there for 18 years and that alone may 
tell ll all. As locals. ""tors. sports 
legends. and entertamers have all 
dlsCO\ered. th1.., liH~ly restaurant is 
deftnttely the desen·s own 
Originally knov..n a\ the Andreino 
House of Fenuccine. Guess what? 
.. yep;· fettuccme is sllllthe signature 
diSh of the house 
Let me share wtth you a deep. 
flavorful (little known) secret. .I 
love to eat. I kno'" lwh· to eat. ~I) 
\HXst meal ever \'•·as great. and my 
meal at Castelhs" "'as one of the 
very. very best m many years. My 
only difficulty ts trymg to rate the 
many menu cho1ces against eilch 
other; therefore I will not. 
Those m my dmner party can 
most definitely recommend the fol-
lowmg as among the best of the best 
menu item\. Appeuzef\ .. do not 
mtss the Shnmp Dijon and 
Portabello Alit Gngha. The Best 
entree.., Osso Buco. Rack of 
Lamb .Veal Chop ( 10 out of 10). 
this \\a ... my ~hoice and the best I 
have e\er enJO)ed .. . and the New 
York Steak. as good as or bener than 
those htgh-end steak houses. you 
know the ones I am ralking aboul. I 
can not tell you anythmg about the 
desserts because we all exploded JUSt 
about dessen ume. 
Great extens1ve wme liM and 
sensibl) pnced Anent!\ e and well 
mfom1ed \\a it ... taff Open for dmner 
and 
still be prepared to wan . 
73-098 Htghway Ill. Palm 
Desert (760) 773-3:\65 . 
PORTER'S 
Porter's ts proud to feature 
USDA Prime Midwestern Beef, 
the highest quality and most fla-
vorful steaks available along 
with exceptional Fresh SeafOOd 
and Chops. Experience Porter's 
specialty martirus and extensive 
wine list. After dinner enjoy 
your favorite cognac. port or a 
selection from our tantalizmg 
dessert menu. Semi-pnvate din-
ing room available. Reserva-
tions required. Servmg lunch 
Tuesday through Fnday. Sun-
day brunch, and dinner seven 
nights a week. 
REsERVATIO~S 
DOU B LETREE 
HOTEL. 
ONTAJ.IO 
(909) 418-4808 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
7 Ntcorrs A WEEK 
M ission Inn to Debut New Mexican Restaurant May 3 
(Las Campanas Rwaurant & Cantma to Offer /nnorati\·e South of the Border Fare) 
It's got a nice nng to it. Las Campanas ( .. The Bells .. ), a new Mexican 
restaurant, wtll make tls debut in the lushly-landscaped patio of the htstoric 
Mt>sion Inn in Rtverside on Friday, May 3. The 120-seat outdoor eatery and 
cantma "''II offer a menu of mnovattve .. south of the border,. fare prepared 
by the hotel\ award-winnmg executtve chef Victor Juarez. 
W hen you hold on event at Fotrplex ihe skys ihE ltmtl 
lilerollyl Because Foirplex gives you Jhe flextbtliiy of having 
your evenl indoors, vuldoors or buih. And, as home Ia Jhe 
L.A. Counly Fotr and NHRA Pomona Raceway, we know a 
ihing or Jwo obm.l award-winning cuslomer servtce lao. 
In foci, Foirptex ts host lo more ihon 3 million satisfied 
cuslomers each year. So for a great evenl, ihtnk oulstde 
ih e b ox-lt lerollyl C a ll our event s p eci a lis ts Jodoy 
FAIRPLEX. 
fairplex .com 909-623· 3 I I I 
I I 01 W McKinley Ave., Pomona, CA 91768 
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Fairplex 
• 235,000 sq. ft. o f column-free exh ibit space 
• 487 a c res o f indoor and outdoor space 
• Parking for over 30,000 cars 
• Loc ated near the 10, 210 and 57 freeways 
Sheraton Suites Fairplex 
• 247 two- room suites with deluxe amenities 
• 11 ,000 sq. ft. of elegant meeting space 
• Professional catering and c onvention staff 
® 
Sheraton Suites 
FalrRlex 
P O \t O NA 
shera ton .com/fa trplex 
909-622·2220 
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Compan) Name 
Addr= 
Cit), State, Zip 
AppteOne Employment S\'CS. 10 
1. 265go Inez Road JtlO+ 
Temec"UI.l. CA 9"...1QI 1964 
Labor Ready 15 
2. 4439 MI!<Sion Blvd., Ste. G 850 
Mo01clair, CA 9176J 1986 
Prd'erred Personnel 15 
3. 710 N. Archibald A•e N/A 
Onwio. CA 91764 1991 
Adecco Emplo)menl Senices 8 
4. 54838 Pholndelphoa So 1.500 
Chmo. CA 91710 
Select Perwnnel Senice 7 
S. :2171 S. Gru"e A\'e., Ste. G 50 
Onwio. CA 91761 1990 
\1anpoMer Inc. of San Bernardino 7 
6. 998 N ··o·· So 1 
San Bernardino. CA 92410 1959 
7. 
KeUy Temporacy SenM:es 
1950 S. Sunwe<:t Ln 
San Bem.ltdino, CA 92408 
6 
1,250 
1965 
Barrell Business Services 6 
8. 1898 Busme~ Cenlt:r Dr. Ste 103 70 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 1951 
Stalrmark 
9. 99011ndlanaAve 
Riv=ule. CA 92503 
Thomas Staffing 
10. 6700 Indiana A\e Ste. 235 
Ri\·er.oide, CA 92506 
-Ptrsonnd 
II. 3633 E. Inland Empue Blvd.,lll33 
Onwio. CA 9176' 
Kimco Staffing Ser vices, Inc. 
12. 601 $_ M1lhken, Ste. A 
Onoario, CA 91761 
WI....,. Clrtle Personotl 
13. 4345 Lowell St, #F 
Ontano, CA 91761 
Best Temporary Services 
14. 1410ThudSt 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Am>"SIOI!Iog 
IS. 499 W. State So 
Rediand>, CA 92373 
Di '"ersifted Executi '"e Search 
16. 43533 Rodge Par~ Dr 
Temecula, CA 92590 
Pri_,IOD Corporate CoasultaoU 
17. 420 W Baoelioe Rd.. Ste. C 
Claremoot. CA 91711 
Link StaMng 
18. 2234 S. Mountam Ave. 
Onoario, CA 91762 
w .. laiJ • 
19. 400 S. Ramona A>< 
Corona, CA 92879 
Robert Hair Accountemps 
1JO. 3633 Inland Emptre Blvd.. Ste. 480 
Ontano, CA 9176' 
11. f4~ H~~;;if':"~s 
P•lm Desen. CA 92260 
5 
23 
1983 
5 
25 
1969 
4 
700 
1986 
4 
25 
1986 
4 
s 
1990 
4 
6 
1989 
3 
3 
1972 
3 
3 
1984 
3 
3 
19n 
3 
5 
1958 
3 
425 
1989 
3 
250 
1996 
3 
250 
1996 
Employment Services/ Agencies 
Rtml..,•d b\' \umbt•r fl/ Ojjia~ wtlw /ulmull:"mp~rr 
59 
NIA 
WND 
50 
2 
WND 
100 
50 
WND 
WND 
WND 
S6 bol 
WND 
60 
WND 
35 
28 
\liND 
35 
NIA 
$4 bol 
62 
35 
$386 mol 
50 
5 
\liND 
40 
NIA 
WND 
)2 
5 
WND 
52 
35 
SIOOmil 
27 
15 
WND 
25 
6 
WND 
25 
4 
S5mil 
150 
9 
WND 
6 
6 
$2.6 mil. 
18 
3 
WND 
15 
8 
S600mll 
22 
5 
WND 
7 
6 
WND 
I or Sun:hesl\'ear 
Sean:h Area 
1)·pt or Seart:h Fee 
WND 
U.S. Canada 
None 
NIA 
NIA 
WND 
14 Countries 
NIA 
\liND 
N/A 
WND 
U.S 
Negouable 
NIA 
WND 
So. Cal. 
Negotiable 
NIA 
15.000 
S. Cal 
Negotiable 
WND 
S.Cal. 
WND 
S Cal 
10.50% Sal 
NiA 
WND 
So. Cal 
Contingency 
WND 
Nationwide 
Soandaro-33 113% 
500 
L.l 
Pmrffech. 
WND 
IE. 
WND 
WND 
WOOdwlde 
Contmgency 
WND 
1\i\,.Jdwode 
Conungeocy 
VilJ1eS 
Varies 
Vane., 
Varic!> 
b) Skill 
Vane~ 
Varies b) Sktll 
N/A 
Varies 
by Skoll 
NIA 
Vanes 
Vanes by Stoll 
Varies 
by Sk•ll 
Vanes 
by Skdl 
Varies 
by Skill 
Vanes 
by Skill 
$18-300.000 
$60,000 
NIA 
WND 
Varies by Skill 
Vane. by Skill 
Sen ices :Wt~eLocal Executne 
Phone/Fa\ 
E·Mail Address 
Temporane:., f-ull· Time Gregg A. IJlb.,ler 
C!eril'al, Tech!llcal, Di~hion Vice President 
Logh< lndU><nal, Payroll (909) 296-54.10/296-67.13 
Drug & BlCkground Screening 
Temporary, 
Temporary to Hire, 
lndu!!trial. Construction 
~C~n~a~rm. lndu\trial 
Lisa Acknrt 
Di!!trict Manotger 
(909) 465·9092/46H>477 
Trisha Good"'in 
v_p_ Regional 
(909) 477-66441477-6650 
Clencal, Light Industrial, L)'dia Torres 
Accounttng. Management. _ Branch Manager 
Techmcal. Temp. & Direct Htre {909) 464-08101464-0838 
tndu,tri:d. Clerical, Angie Lo"rey 
Management. Technical, Manager, Ontwio Bram:h 
E<c. (909) 9JQ.05551'130.0561 
Temporary, Direct Hire. 
Train JOg A!!!le\!lment Services 
Evlyn Wilcox 
President/Owner 
(909) 885-3461/885-9969 
manpower@manpowersb.com 
Linda s~it.ur 
District Manager 
(909) 949· t8Q51949-1898 
Lt. Industrial. Clerical. Jim Donahue 
PEO, HR!Loss Control Area Vice Prc~ident 
Services, Payrolling. Technical, (714) 754· 1555n54-1565 
Consultmg. Exec. Search 
L1ght lndu~triaVClencal 
Trunsponationffechmcal 
Information Systems 
ClericaUAdrrun., Acctg .. 
Technical, Light Industrial, 
Tempffemp to Hire. 
Direct Placement 
l.J_ Jndustnal, Techmcal 
Acctg. Dh· .. Legal Clerical, 
Heallh Care, On-Premise 
Office/Light lndustriaV 
TechnicaVFinanciai.Templ 
Temp to Hire. D1rect Placem. 
D1rect Hll'e. Temp., 
Placement for Mgmnt., 
Tech., Ace<. Clerical, Ind. 
Ltghtlndu~trial, 
Heavy Industrial, 
Clerical. Technical 
Tempornry, 
Pennanent 
Clerical. Accounting. 
Techntcal, Executive, 
Scientific, Management. 
Dtrect H1re 
Medteal Devices 
Pharmaceuticals 
Plastics 
Technical 
Clerical 
l11e Industrial 
Temporary, Temp~1o--l hre. 
Direct Placements 
TCJlliXXY, Temp-to-Hire. 
FuU-Tirrx:, 
Speaalized Fmanoai S<alling 
~C~Hire, 
Staffing 
Rosie Chambers 
Manager 
(909) 35 I-ll q2J)51-9941 
Rhonda Beecher 
Area Manager 
(9091 686-41111274-0417 
rhonda@thomasstaffing.com 
Sandra D. Bolgtr 
Group V~ee Pre&ident 
(909> 948-n14 
Victoria Ad ler 
Area Manager 
(909) 390-7733/605-0554 
Jan Faulk 
President 
(909) 974-4120/974-1133 
janfaulk@aol.com 
Marty Ferguson 
Vice President 
(909) 369-11111369-8291 
M11tt Thalma)'er 
~~~'9t- r;~:m92.()293 
manio@arrowstaffing.com 
Bonnie Renz.J ianna 
CEO 
(909) 676-80771699-1581 
bhanna@tstonrnmp.com 
Steve AdanLS 
Sr. Vice Pre!iidenl 
(909) 625-3007/621-03t5 
Jude O'Niele 
West. Regtonal Manager 
(909) 467-JZ00/467-3206 
K.A. Agullnr 
Area Manager 
(909) 898-2593/898-9124 
cacorona@w~taff.com 
Fred M. Capolby UI, CPC 
Area Manager 
(909) 945-229W45-2299 
Diane Samuels 
Brnn•:h M.mager 
(760) 836·18261831>-1822 
di<~ne samutls@rhii.OOm 
NIA = NorApplimbl~. WND = K-Ould Not Disclou. IW = not uwl/obl~ Tht! infomumun m th~ abo~·t lm was obtamtdfrom tl1~ cvmponits listt"d To tht ~st of our knuwledg~ the mformatiun suppll~d 1s acclmlft' uJ 
ofprrss 11m~. Whtl~ 1"\U't t'ffort IS mud~ to tnsurr lht acturan und tlwroughnus ofrht lm. omHSIOnJ und typographical trrors Jtmlt'flffl~.J (1f.·c~~r Pleutt st'nd corrutions oradduiollf un cum{Hin\' ftlltrhtacl to. Tht 
Inland £mp1rr Busmns Jaumol. 8560 Vint')"unl Alit'., Suitt 306. Ram·ho Cu(amonga. CA 91730. Rntarr:ht'd by ltrry Straur~. Copmghl 2002 fEBJ 
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Employment Services/ Agencies 
Rtmlt. ,·tl b_, \muba of Offh ''' mlhl' /ulamll."lupm! 
Com pan) Namr I.K Offi~ 
\ddre\\ Company\\ ide 
Cit), State, l-ip \ r. btab. I.E. 
fmpiO)et!> I.E". 
Prof. RMruile~ 
2000 Re\tnue!l 
lof~arrhtV\'ear 
Starch .\rea 
A\g. Candidate 
S:llal") Rangt 
Top local htculi\t 
1itle 
\ oltSen·m<;ruop ~ 
22. 1201 Univenity 1\t.-e "21M 1SO 
Rt~·eNide, CA 11251.)7 191\S 
OffictTeam 3 
23. l6]] Inland bnpm: Blvd_, Ste 480 :!(I()+ 
Onurio, CA 91764 1996 
Spherion 
24. JNJ2 In!~ Empilt' Bhd Ste. ADO 
Ont .. mo, CA 917(:4 1964 
Initial Talent ·Jm 2 
25. 130S MoontamAve Ste K&L 180 
Upland. CA 91786 1976 
The Culver Group 
26. 8599 Ha"'en Ave f205 21 
Rancho Cucamoog.!. CA 91730 19?9 
Cutting Edge Stamng 
27. 4~5J3 Rtdge Pari. Dr 
Temecula, CA 92590 2001 
Olympic: Staffing Servle~ 
28. IJ6S w_ Fnolhlll Rl'.d .. s~ 3 
llphmd. CA 917811 
AmvTf.:or"StamngServices 
29. 569 N Mountam Ave 
Upland, CA 917116 
A.S.J. 
30. 750Terrado l'lill.o~ 131 
Cm·ma, CA 9172:\ 
S & A Ttthniul Sla.ffi ng. Inc. 
31. 1150 N Mountain. If lOlA 
Uplnnd. CA 91786 
Helpmat.ts Staffing Sen-JetS 
J2. 9267 HnenA"'e., Iii SO 
Ran.:ho Cucamvoga. CA ~ 17.l0 
Mgmt. Rr-cruiters, U~. Agency 
33. 19 E. C'itru' Ave , Ste 201 
Redlands. CA 92373 
2 
8 
1983 
2 
J 
1988 
2 
5 
19'14 
1995 
I 
10 
<"71 
I 
900 
1986 
1.100 
II 
WND 
22 
' WND 
1\'ND 
NIA 
\\'NO 
" r-.<IA 
V.~D 
16 
NIA 
II'ND 
6 
NIA 
t2 
2M 
WND 
]0 
6 
S2+mtl 
10 
N/A 
SJ2mil 
6 
3 
\\'ND 
13 
2 
WND 
4 
J 
S600 mtl 
1) pt or Search he 
~/A 
WND 
Worldwide 
Conlmgern:y 
NIA 
NIA 
WND 
Nationv.tJe 
Coolln$eOt.:}' 
NIA 
WND 
S.BlRI\ Cnt)S 
:-..nne 
WND 
I E. Or.inge/L A Cn1y~ 
NIA 
WNO 
Cal1f0m1a 
Negotiable 
N/A 
200 
lntcmattOnal 
Contrngcncy 
v...,bySkill 
$20--45.000 
Va.riesbySkttl 
N!A 
Vane~ 
S7-IOO,(X)O 
Vane' 
NIA 
S25·85.000 
NIA 
SSO.<XX> 
C1eriuti.A.txnuntir1!41nrh..ni.U. 
A'-c-mhh. lh:hn~. 
Dirttt Plac~m~nt 
Tcmpc>rary, Temp·IO·H~rc. 
Spt.'\:i:tllledAdmlnl\trJIIVC 
StJfftn~ 
Full Ser.-ile, Admmtstrauon, 
Lt. lnJU'itnat. 
Offi.:e Suppm1 
C'kn~at. l·tnJtK"I.IUAlll£ 
ltght lndu,lnal 
Perm•ncnl SJ!e'-
Mgmnl. and Marl.l!tmg 
II lndU\trtal. 
Mclltl"al 
J"rmpt~.ir; 
Perm3tl<nt 
Slitflins 
Eng111ecring. Tl'\.illlK.-al. 
C'omp.ncr SW Cllam. SAP. ~Jr.: l. 
Ar.lmull,lr.tlt\C 
Tech Suppon Lt. tnd 
Temp/Temp to Hm: 
Cleric<~UAt:c~)Unltng 
Teltl"llmmum~:atl(ln:JVo~ee &. Dat.a 
Admmi,tralt\C, Elec A\~mbly 
Cknnl 
Accoonnng. Tcchnic.al 
l..i~ht lnJu~rial 
Phone/Fax 
E-\taii Addms 
Kathi Rutherford 
Arc.aManagrr 
(l)(}q) 682-19~.2n7.5.()126 
knuherford@\·oltcom 
Fred M. Capably Ill , CPC 
ArcaMan:~ger 
(90Q) 945·22821945·2299 
Angeb Bierman 
Branch Manager 
J'Kl'J) 941-1600/941-1709 
angelahlt:lllWifl'lphtnoo.com 
Ellen Htndrkk.'iOn 
Marl.et Vtce?reo.tdtn! 
1909) 982·65661')49.1)691 
Jobn Btwn 
Ami Man.~ger 
1909) 989-3333198-J-3%2 
Usa Fuess 
Pre\ldcnl 
(90')) 6QJ-IJOl6 
Mike Sche-ll 
Vtc~ Prt~tdc-nll~ Mgr 
(IJ09) 612·1588./hi2·1.S94 
Vic-lorTrller 
DuttJor 
(9091920-'\0371920-SQ.W 
amvtgorCEI'aol com 
Marsha Malloy 
CEO 
(626) 85?-1)661'115-<ll)<l 
maUo)bt6tearthhnil:.nel 
Anita Starks 
Preoo1den1 
(909) 931A4UI931-444.S 
Suul\tcmpfitaol.t:om 
0.. Struve 
CEO 
(909) -2688/4114-21>99 
Maurice R. Me}ers 
Manager 
(909) 33'\-2055n92-411).$ 
maunlc~nUTtdland, com 
N/A = N£~1 Appl1n.tblt", WNIJ \~huld Not Disdmt no =not anulahk. fh~ infvrmtlltun in tht' abmr li\t H-tl.l" ''biUin~dfmm lh~ compt!nlt.'l lmd 1u th. h~111if our knuwlt>d,~t th~ informtmun \upf'li('d if on·urolt' as 
of pll'S.f mnl'. Whtlc ,.,·try effort ts made tc• l'tHW"I' the a{'(wrac}· cmd rhurrmglmrn oj the· /111, omusmfl.f m'lil typogmp~•cal c•mJn wmt'flt1ln vrcM Plfntf' w·nd wrrntlmu or addttion> on compan)• lflt(rh.·ad tn The 
/nlcmd Emrm't' 811.1'/tW.\:.1 lournul. 11560 Vinryurd th·t•, S11i1<: 306, Rcm~·ho Curumvn~;u. CA 91730. Hrtt•artlud b.v u~lt~ .M(Irtin. CtlfJ_tnxht 2002 lf."BJ 
21st Century Releases "Insider's Guide 
continued from page 24 
$1.000 deductible than a $I 00,000 
Jiabtlity JUdgment because of made-
quate coverage. 
• Consumers musl check the "fine 
print" of their auto policy contracts. 
Coverage varies dramatically 
between companies, due to special 
features or coverage limitations 
(specificalion of Original Eq uipmenl 
Manufaclurer crash parts, permis-
sive dri ver habohty limlls, etc.). 
• Fees added to the premium can 
Slgntticantly increase the total co~t 
of a pohcy (membership fees. broker 
fees. mstallmenl plan fees, finance 
charges, etc.). 
California Law G ives Consumers 
Importa nt Rights 
• Consumers cannot be denied cov-
erage because of where they h ve. 
• Consumers who live in the city or 
county of Los Angeles or San 
Francisco, are Good Drivers and 
have a low income. may be eligible 
for special "Low Cost Auto 
Insurance" programs. 
• If you are a Good Dnver, every 
company and agenl m the "ate must 
prov ide a quote and accept you as a 
customer. 
Founded in 1958. 2 i.H Century 
Insurance is a pioneer of the 
direct-IO·COII.Wmer marketing of 
personal auromobile insurance, 
serving customers in California, 
CLASSIFIED AD 
FAT or Fit? It's YOUR choice! 
Ari:.ona. Ne~·ada._ Oregon and 
Washmgton. The company provides 
full sen·ice 24 hours a day, 365 days 
a rear at 1-800-211-SAVE and its 
company Web site, wuw.i21.com. 
21st Cemury insures more than / .1 
million vehicles in Califomia; holds 
WI A+ (superior) finannal rating 
from A. M. Best, the world's oldest 
independent insurance rating and 
info rmation service, qnd an A+ rat· 
ing fro m Standard ami Poor.<. 
Would you like to Loose Inches/Pounds while you sleep?? 
Get in shape fo r the rest of your life with an all-natural, collagen-based, protein food supplement. (NO Herbal stimulams) 
Calll-888-244-4420 for info/order or go to www.eyicom.com/?=Robbie 
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Employment Services/ Agencies 
Compan} ~arne 
ddms 
Cit), State, Zip 
llhenldo Porsoonel S>CS., luc:. 
34. 3590 Central Ave., Ste. 100 
R1versido. CA 92506 
Search \\eSI 
LE. omc.s. 
Compan) \\ide 
\r. Estab. I.E. 
1978 
35. 2151 E. Convention C!r Wy., Ste 1218 5 
Ontario. CA 91764 1982 
c.......ns.rnc.. 
36. 3200 Inland Empire. II 20 
Ontario, CA 91761 
l.Jitimate Staffing Sen ice 
37. 10681 Foothill Bhd., Ste 210 
Rancho Cucamonga! CA 91710 
AOC Accouatanl'i Ourload 
1980 
12 
1994 
J8. 4141 Inland Empire Blvd .• SIC 303 110 
Ontario. CA917M 1962 
Authorized Personnel Sen:ice 
39. 9007 Arro\\ Rte 
Rant:ho Cucamonga. CA 91730 
Gat- " Aloociale\ 
40. 5881 Brockton Ave. ~200 
Riverside, CA 925(Xl 
J\1 Staffing 
41. 615 E. Foo<h11l Blvd. Ste A 
San D1mas. CA 91773 
.......... -·nc. 4l. 10574 Acacia, fD-2 
RandK> CUcamonp, CA 91730 
K<lly StaiT Leasing 
43. 110 W A. Ste. 1700 
San D~ego. Ci\"92101 
1976 
1983 
1996 
2.000 
1980 
Raul..ul h' \umber of Offia\ "' tlu· /lllflmll mpm• 
E.mplo}ees u :. 
Prot Recruiters 
2000 Re,enue!i 
10 
WND 
14 
12 
WND 
~ 
15 
WND 
WI\D 
WND 
WND 
':-1/A 
WND 
W':-ID 
WND 
5 
WND 
WND 
N/A 
• or Searches!\ ear 
Searth Area 
1) pe of Surch Ftt 
WND 
Inland Emp1re 
Emplt1ycr Paid 
1.000 
u.s 
Contingency/Ret.ainer;; 
I\/ A 
WND 
IE 
Emplojer Paid 
\\1\D 
'/A 
200 
IE. 
2().)0\oC 
W~D 
USA 
:!5~ 
WND 
Inland Emp1re 
N/A 
N/A 
A\ g. Candidate 
Salal) Range 
$~().75.000 
$50-150.000 
$5-15.000 
W:-ID 
$3().85.000 
$15-50,000 
$50.1511.000 
$15 150.000 
Vwie' by Skill 
N/A 
Sen ices 
Fuii/P.li1-Time 
Tempornry 
At.--ctg./Officc Support 
Admlni\tr.ttion-Financial 
Tt.!chnu.:al 
Sale' 
Temporary & Pem1anent, 
Clerical, Light lndLL-;nial 
Accounting. Technical 
L1ght Jndw~trial. 
Cleri~:al 
l'cmjX\raJ)', TemJHO·Hire, 
Full-lime Placement .. 
m Accounting. finance 
Ltlndu\trial. 
Clen~:al, Ac~:ounting. 
Technical 
Permanent 
F.xecuthe Recruitment 
Temp-to-Hire. Clerical, 
Tt."thnical Accounting. 
Mgmnt.. Light lndu!>!rial 
Executive. Tf\:hnical, 
I ndustrial!Cierical 
Perm. Pln~:ement'i: 
Prof_ Employer Org., H.R 
Ouhourcing. Payrole. Adm., 
Benefi1s, Ri~k Mgmnt., 
MAY~ 
Top Local Eucuthe 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
E-Mail Address 
S. MitcbellfZ. Beard 
Founder\ 
(909) 788-79001788-1676 
Rosalie Russell 
General Manager 
t909) 937-01001937-0101 
ontanosw (g: 'earch\.\e'-lt.com 
ParisGu;tin 
Area Sales Manager 
t909J 98948181948-1249 
Colleen Hooker 
'ational Director/Partner 
t909J 945·2191/945-3270 
inland @ultlmatc, taffing .com 
Julie D-.Ul-{llauJt 
Branch Manager 
(909) 466-8880/466-5470 
ju I ie .daignault fd· aocnet.com 
Debra TalaHra 
Office Manager 
(909) 466-188 1/466-0476 
apsserYice@aol .com 
Arthur M. Gage 
Pre'-oident 
(909) 684-l200/6H4-61 38 
Chiquita Bell Cooper 
Pre!>ident/CEO 
(800) 5(i().(}Wt909) 599-3598 
cbc@jmst.'lfT.com 
K. CarroiVC. Fountain 
Panners/Owners 
(909) 980·300J/98Q.2TI3 
www.prem1erpp1.com 
Cassandra Mitchell 
Busines\ Development 
(800! 87-STAFF/(909) 672-6!.17 
Ma1ntain PeriOOnel Sy.,tems cassandra-mitchell@'·kellyservices.com 
C/E s-.11, lAc. 
44. 42335 Wtibingtoo, Ste E-120 
Palm Desert, CA 9221 I 
Btoc:bmark 
45. 2540 S. Gro...-e Ave. 
Oruano. CA 91761 
lllarq- Stalling S<rvlas 
47. 4141 Inland Emp1n: Blvd, M115 
Ontano, CA 91764 
I 
1983 
1996 
I 
1994 
10 
1999 
40 
NIA 
WND 
WND 
$250,000 
N/A 
5010 100 
Ret.Uner/Contingen"y 
WND 
6-10 
Nat1onv.-ide 
Employer 
N/A 
$.10.80.1100 
$8-15 
$75.000 up 
$21.000 
Con..uuctil>n 
Engineering 
Production Staffing 
E\ecutive Sear~h 
Pe-nnaneot 
Temp & Full-lime 
Accounting. Technical, 
Clencal, L1ght Industrial 
James E. Brown 
President 
{760) 568-J060 
Lisa York 
Area Manager 
(909) 930-10401930-0402 
Sperry MacNaughton 
Pre,idenl 
(909) 788-l951n884953 
sperrym@pacbell.nel 
Jackie Hanns 
Area Manager 
(909) 483-5599/483-5598 
NfA • Iiiii ~ WNO • MblllJ Not lJUc:loN, IIC • not awuhJH,. "IN in/unnutlon m I~ abrn-r lnt k'U( obf:Jmt'J from rhr compam':r liJtt-d To thl brst vf r•ur tnowl~g~ rM lnjomwtmn ,upplit'd rs uaurau a.s 
l1/ pM66 a.: ...U.rNry 9/on llllllllk IG elWIN rJw II!Calr«y mtd tlro.routlln'u vf tM lisl, onu.s.Jion.J and ,,pographin ..d nron :t~HrWtlnu-s occur. PI raJ' sn~d corr,t:fit.HU or odditton.f M wmptlll)' lruahnui to. 1M 
IIIIMJtl ~ ...,_, ltJwM.I56f) ~Aw, Sllu. JOIS.Itmtcho CIICtliiiOnga, CA 917JO Rn~uttlrn/ by lurYStruu.ts. Cap)'nRht 2002/£8.) 
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lVIANAGER.'S BOOKSHELF 
Management 
in Print 
"The American Dream: How Do 
You Start or Buy a Business with 
None of Your Own Cash," by Dan 
Amzallag; Pro-Ace International 
Publishing; Rockville, Maryland; 
2001; 207 pages; $16.99. 
There oughl 10 be an added 
phrase to the book's subutle that cau-
tions: "While Risking Your Enure 
Repulation and Mos1 of Your Credit 
Worthiness for the Next Five Years!" 
Yes, there are successful entre-
preneurs who have become very 
wealthy. Bill Gmes (founder of 
Microsoft) and lhe late Sam Walton 
(founder of WalMart) are only two 
modern examples. There are many 
more and all of !hem have several 
trails in common: they are highly 
focused, "1ype A" personalities who 
overcome incredible roadblocks 
with creative thinking. For example, 
during the 19th century, one of !hem 
established the model for the modem 
corporation by changing corporate 
law in one state. He did it by virtu-
ally brib10g an entire state's legisla-
ture. 
They also share a common expe-
rience: business boot camp. Not the 
U.S. Marine Corps variety nor even 
what passes as a supplement to basic 
management training. This boot 
camp is the kind that leaves you 
broke and panting on the floor as one 
of the nine-in-10 owners whose busi· 
nesses go belly-up during the first 
two years. The one 10 I 0 who can 
rise again has learned to apply more 
lessons than they ever teach in busi-
ness school. 
Lesson One: Cut the deck even 
when it's your mom who deals the 
cards. In other words, leaven your 
enthusiasm with sensible caution. 
This can be harder than it sounds 
among budding entrepreneurs who 
have yel to endure their first boot 
camp. 
These are precisely the points 
that Dan Amzallag fails to empha-
size in "The American Dream." In 
all fairness, perhaps he shouldn't. 
There are more than enough obsta-
cles and pessimists to go around 
since the high-tech balloon was 
punctured nearly two years ago. 
In add1t10n, Amzallag's adv1ce 
and approach 10 working w11h "other 
people 's money" IS as true Joday as 11 
ever was. In fact, the techntques 
work as well today as they did rn 
ancient Babylon. 
Although much of the advice 
early in the book IS in the ca1egory of 
berng old news, the author IS able 10 
finesse this because of the way the 
book is organrzed. The chapters are 
arranged 10 a logically sequenced 
question-and-answer format. Each 
chapter also offers space for !he 
reader to make notes and prov1des a 
summary of key po10ts. 
Much 10 the aulhor's credil, he 
has written a book thai goes some-
what beyond the standard type of 
primer on starting a business. He not 
only offers informa1ion thai applies 
to all businesses, but takes the read-
er a short way down the "how-to" 
road thai makes 1t work. 
For example, author Amzallag 
no1es when he discusses the opportu-
nilies for growlh by lakrng over trou-
bled businesses: "The srtuauon is 
not nearly as terrible as it sounds. 
Many entrepreneurs specialll'.e in 
lakeovers and facilitate the deal by 
offering to the former owner a free-
dom from therr debt. With thts rn 
mind, they know that, every day, 
new owners of troubled compantes 
slnke deals with cred!lors who agree 
to walk away wilh less than 25 cents 
on the dollar." 
He conlmues: "Creditors will 
often accept vmually any amount 
that's greater than what lhey'd gel 
back if their business 's assets were 
put on Jhe auction block. Very often, 
a company will seek court-ordered 
protection from creditors dunng this 
process in order to have time to 
negotiale a settlement. This is what 
IS known as 'Chapter II' of the 
Bankruptcy Code." 
That's slill fairly basic rnfonna-
tion, bul it definitely goes beyond 
the more typical book about starting 
your own business lhat mixes cheer-
leading for small business with the 
advice to see your local banker with 
a comprehensive business plan. 
As might be expecled, the author 
takes the opportunity to promote one 
of h1s ventures offering mexpenstve 
detarled reports on top1cs covered by 
the book. This 1sn't a prominent part 
of the book and hardly much longer 
than the bibliography of other books 
available at your local library about 
starting a business. 
There are other books about 
becoming an entrepreneur but ''The 
American Dream" is as good as any 
and better than most because it offers 
an easily digestible buffet of ideas. 
- Henry Holtzman 
Best-selling Business Books 
Here are the current top 10 best-seUing books for business. 
The list is compiled based on information received from retail bookstores throughout the U-S.A. 
I. "Jack: Straight From the Gut," by Jack Welch and John A. Byrne (Warner Bros .... $29.95) (I)* A kinder Jack 
Welch reveals why he was so dnven as GE's CEO. 
2. "Who Moved My Cheese?" by Spencer Johnson (Putnam .. $19.95)***(2) A way to deal with change at work 
and away from it. 
3. "Rich Dad, Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do 
Not," by Robert T. Kiyosalci and Sharon L. Lechler (Warner Books ... $15.95)***(4) It takes know-how about using 
money to become rich. 
4. "Fish! A Remarkable Way to Boost Morale and Improve Results," by S. Lundin, J. Christiansen & H. Paul 
(Hyperion ... $19.95) (3) Putting fun and games back into daily work. 
5. "The Agenda," by Michael Hammer (Crown Publi•hing ... $27.50) (6) What all business must do to survive the 
current decade. 
6. "Good to Great," by Jim Collins (HarperColhns ... $27.50) (5) Chmbing the steps from being good to being 
great. 
7. "First, Break All the Rules," by Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman (Simon & Schusler ... $25.00) (8)*** 
Great managers break !he conventional management rules. 
8. "J.K. Lasser's Your Income Tax 2002," by J.K. Lasser lnslitute (John Wiley & Sons ... $16.95) (7) The return 
of this classic means that spring has arrived. 
9. "The Myth of Excellence," by Fred Crawford & Ryan Matthews (Crown Publishing ... $27.50) (9) Why focus 
is the reason great companies excel. 
10. ''Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity," David Allen (Vtking Penguin ... $24.95) ( 10) 
Why producttvity depends on relaxation, not hyperactivity. 
*(1 )-Indicates a book's previous position on the list. 
•• -Indicates a book's first appearance on the list. 
••• - Indicates a book previously on the list is back on it. 
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Protect Your Company's Most Valuable Asset 
continued from page 36 
sages, prod4ct delivery and cus-
tomer service approaches to convey 
a more consistem representation of 
the company and its brands. By 
doing SO, the CCO ensures that all 
aspects of a corporation recogmze 
and understand the needs of cus-
tomers and that all efforts are 
focused on meetmg those needs. 
The CCO's most beneficial, and 
perhaps desued, function is to meas-
ure the return on investment (ROI) 
of CRM programs and convey thts, 
and all other customer-relevant 
information, to the corporation ·s 
upper management team. According 
to destinauonCRM.corn, the CCO is 
"part marketer, part strategist, part 
customer service specialist and full-
time counselpr-at-large on all cus-
tomer relationship matters ... 
By and large, these CCO efforts 
should focus mamly on customer 
retention rather than customer 
acquisition, mainly because it is 
more efficient to service existing 
customers than new ones, it costs 
less to sell more to existing cus-
tomers and happy existing cus-
tomers will refer others. Essentially, 
the ceo must first focus on 
strengthening existmg customer 
relationships before developing new 
ones. 
The chief customer officer ts a 
fairly new position in corporate 
America: therefore, only about five 
percent of companies have CCOs, 
wtth more and more starting to cre-
ate the posit ton. The META Group 
proJects that "by the year 2003, 25 
percent of Global 2000 enterprises, 
particularly those heavily mvolved 
with e-tailmg, will have established 
a ceo posH ion." 
Currently, most CCOs are found 
m start-up companies and compa-
mes that already have a CRM strate-
gy in place. According to the Data 
Warehousing Instllute's 2000 sur-
vey, however, only 25 percent of 
corporations have adopted a CRM 
strategy. They also found that 
"although only a small percentage of 
compames have appointed CCOs, 
those that have are three times more 
likely to succeed and about half as 
likely to experience difficulttes ... " 
Skeptics speculate that chief 
customer officers are a passmg fad 
and the position ts destined to join 
the obsolete chief knowledge offi-
cers and chief quality officers of 
decades pa;t Fortunately, many 
Fortune 500 companies, mcludmg 
Hewlett-Packard, Cisco Systems. 
United Atrlines, Campbell's, 
PepsiCo. and Coca-Cola, disagree 
and have already added a chief cus-
tomer officer or the equivalent to 
their corporate roster. 
These corporations, and all oth-
ers who have already appointed 
CCOs, have taken the initiatiVe to 
improve customer sen.·ice experi-
ences. However, adding a new 
executive position and changing an 
established CRM program can 
sometimes be a difficult adjustment 
enterpnse-wide. 
Since it IS a new position, 11 can 
be viewed by some as non-essential 
or trivial and as a result may alienate 
other senior-level executives. To 
prevent this from occumng, CEOs 
must instill authonty m the posi11on 
and provide the ceo with some line 
responsibility, budget resources and 
management suppon at the most 
semor level. Most importantly, the 
ceo must be selected and, endorsed 
by the CEO and the board of direc-
tors. In addition, and wtth equal 
Importance, the CC0 mUS( repOrt 
directly to the CEO and the board. 
A successful CCO candidate 
must have a strong marketing back-
ground (specifically direct market-
ing). a solid understanding of CRM 
technology. software and programs, 
experience with consumer analysis 
and retenllon and a deep understand-
ing of the consumer life cycle and lis 
importance to the success of busi-
ness. Often, these qualities are 
found in an executive within the cor-
poration and his/her responsibilities 
are simply enlarged to mclude those 
of the chief customer officer. 
Appointing a CCO from within the 
Violence Prevention Techniques 
continued from pafie 42 
company profit and loss statements, 
they will respond more positively 
when the discussion has a personal 
focus and shows the damage in 
human terms. 
Lead by example 
Regardless of what the employ-
ee manual dictates as protocol. 
employees will follow the tone and 
example management sets. Whether 
its issues of privacy, communica-
tion, or workplace violence, your 
e mployees will model exactly what 
you do, not what you say. That's 
why it's important to respond to 
chal lenges and communicate in a 
way you want your employee to 
e mulate. 
If employees witness you berat-
mg others or acting aggressively, 
they'll respond in a simtlar fashion. 
Ltkewtse. tf they always see the 
management team talking openly 
amongst each other and resolving 
conflicts in a proact1ve and non-
aggressive manner, they'll follow 
that example as well. When you 
demonstrate in your datly actions 
that any form of workplace violence 
IS unacceptable. your employees 
will learn non-confrontational forms 
of conOict resolution. 
Shift Your Company's Focus 
In today's business economy, 
only the strongest companies will 
survive. Give your organization the 
bel>! chance for succe" by chminat-
ing those factors that could drain 
profits and destroy employee rela-
uonships. When you transform your 
company's atmosphere from one 
that breeds vtolence to one that 
actually prevents it, you encourage 
your employees to work together to 
seck peaceful solutions to their chal-
lenges, whtle you help them unlock 
thctr full potential at work. 
Ignoring workplace violence is 
the easy response. Confronting the 
problem and ta lung steps to rectify 
tt takes courage and strength. Be a 
courageous leader so you can ensure 
your company has the strength to 
prevail. 
Vicki Swuletford-0 'Connor is a for-
mer correctional officer and parole 
organization can also help dissolve 
the myth that the posnion is unim-
portant and avoid ahenating other 
executives. 
In today's evolving customer-
centric marketplace, a chtef cus-
tomer officer can make all the dif-
ference m a company's pursuu of 
superior customer service and reten-
tion of its most valuable asset. 
Appointing a CCO not only sends 
the message that a company values 
its customers (a key point for 
investors, partners and employees), 
tl also helps the corporatton gain a 
better understanding of customer 
needs and ensures that they wtll ben-
efit as much as possible from exist-
mg CRM programs. 
Jeffrey Lewis, chief customer 
officer, Monster.com agrees and 
adds, "Monster.com 's decision to 
launch the new ceo posillon was 
fueled by the realization that growth 
is not a self-fulfilling prophecy." In 
order to succeed, companies need to 
grow and who better to foster 
growth than a chief customer offi-
cer? 
Richard T Hebert ts presidem and 
CEO of iS KY. Inc., a global leader of 
real-time, multi-channel outsourced 
customer care for Global 1000 com-
panies. For more information, call 
800-351-5055 or visit the company 
Web site at: http://www.iSKY.com. 
agent for the Califomia Department 
of Corrections. She was forced to 
retire at the Ufie of 40 due to a heart 
attack that almost took her life. 
Vicki has translated the wi;·dom 
gleaned from her prison experience 
inro tools for success in the corpo-
rate h!Orld. She is nou.· the president 
of ClariQuest, Inc. and the awhor of 
the book "The Power in 
Compassion: Trwnforming the 
Correctional Culture. " She 5· also a 
speaker with the aim to help compa-
nies increase their bottom line by 
'unlocking the full potential' of all 
their emplovees. She can be 
reached at 915-96 I -5394 or e-
mailed at vicki@rcip.com. 
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Business Etiquette for the 2000s 
continued from page 25 
attve 
To ~ucceed m the new millenni-
um. WI! need to examine the differ-
ences between ~octal and bu!)iness 
etiquelle and some of the social 
rules that need adjustment. and we'll 
take a fresh look at some of the 
social rules that should have made 
the transition to the workplace, but 
seem to have sltpped through the 
cracks. 
The most Important difference 
between busmess and social eti-
quette IS that soc1al etiquette is 
based on ch1valry, on the concept 
that the little lady has to be coddled 
and protected, \\. hereas business eti-
quette has military origins. It is 
based on hierarchy and power. 
So how does that affect behav-
Ior? First of all, gender was not an 
issue in the ol"fice 30 or 40 years 
ago, and gender has no place in buSI-
ness etiquette today. Women are no 
longer ancillary to the men. Men and 
women are now treated as peers 
You hold the door open for a woman 
if you would hold tt open for a man 
in the same situation . 
Doors are held open for superi-
ors, for clients, for peers followtng 
close on your heels and for anyone 
who IS loaded down with packages, 
regardless of your gender or theirs. 
But, if it's a rcvol\ ing door, you 
would precede all those people mto 
the door to get it moving, then w;.ut 
on the other side. 
Men do not jam up elevators by 
trying to let the woman out first. 
unless of course she happens to be 
your CEO or your client. Whoever IS 
closest to the elevator doors. man or 
woman, exits first. 
A woman will not be perceived 
as a competent professional if she 
acts or is treated according to chi val 
ry. A man who treats a female client 
or colleague in a ch1valrous manner 
will be percctved as condescending 
and create hostility. In the current 
economic climate, we cannot afford 
to offend. 
Those peers with disabilities 
must also be treated with the same 
respect accorded any professiOnal. 
Also, there arc a few addntonalrules 
that must be learned to accommo-
date thetr phystcal needs, like not 
ratstng your votce to be heard by a 
person who is blind or putting some-
one's crutches out of the way and 
out of thc1r reach 
Employmg a bn of common 
sense will provide you with the 
appropnate behavior. Otherwise, 
as!.. People wtth disabilities prefer 
to be asked for guidance rather than 
deal with that embarrassed evm,ion 
from those who arc discomtlted by 
the disabtlny. The new Golden Rule 
for everyone is to treat others, as 
they themselves would like to be 
Ontario Completes Air Cargo Market Study 
cnllfinued from page 36 
than 12 years experience in air cargo 
development and international trade, 
Webber has thus far represented 
Ontario at two maJOr cargo mdustry 
conferences focusmg on trans-
Pacific air cargo: one m Stngapore 
and the other in Seoul, Korea. 
"Mr. Webber's approach to atr 
cargo development is ideally com-
patible wnh the city's objectives in 
this effort," said Mayor Ovitt. "The 
strategy entails both on-airport and 
off-airport constderations. Not only 
does it consider the needs of air 
cargo operators, but also the needs 
of area manufacturers and distribu-
tors who depend upon these servic-
es." 
The city's marketing plans for 
ONT"s atr cargo development 
include additional representation at 
air cargo mdustry conference and 
exhibtts at maJOr tndustry trade 
shows as well as advertismg and fea-
ture story placement in specific air 
cargo media. 
ONT is ideally Situated as an air-
freight carrier. The fretght move-
ment system at ONT includes the 
airport as well as the Umon Pacific 
Railway and Ontario's dynamtc 
access to four maJor freeways: 1-10, 
1-15, 1-210 and the 60. While fur-
thering the efforts of air cargo devel-
opment at ONT, the Atr Cargo 
Market Study also serves as a 
resource to the ongoing develop-
ment of the Ontario International 
Airport Master Plan. 
treated. Let's look at a few other 
areas where business and social eti-
quette dtiTer. 
First, 111troduc11ons 
Introductions arc one of the most 
Important aspects of our daily ltfe, 
but few people know how to make 
them proper!). In the social arena, 
mt.::n arc Introduced to women. In the 
business arena. the person of lesser 
Importance. regardless of gender. is 
introduced to the person of greater 
importance, regardless of gender. 
But, always remember that the name 
of the person being 1ntrodw.:ed is 
mentioned last. the person lO whom 
the introduction is made is men* 
tioned first. 
The rule. then, is "Mr. or Ms. 
Greater Authority. I'd ltke to tntro-
duce Mr. or Ms Les~er Authority." 
I'll repeat that, "Mr. or Ms. Greater 
Authority. Mr or Ms. Lesser 
Authority." But, who holds the htg.h-
est position many orgamwt10n? The 
client. The client IS more Important 
than anyone 10 your organ11at10n, 
even tf the client holds a lesser title 
than the executi\·e 111 your firm 
The accepted phySical greettng to 
accompany introductions is the 
handshake. Ktsstng entered the buSt-
ness arena with women, and it has 
caused more confusion than an) 
other aspect of male-female ell-
queue Men and women must be 
treated equally tn the worJ..place: 
you can't shake hands wtth one and 
!..iss the other. Women should learn 
to greet even their good friends with 
a handshake tl" they don't want to 
send confustng Signals. 
Men ha\C an ad'.-antage in that 
thetr fathers oltcn took them aSide as 
boys and said, "Son, let me teach 
you how to shake hands like a man." 
Unfonunatcly, few of our mothers 
took the girls aside to teach us to 
shake hands ltke a woman. So, let's 
take a moment to learn to shake 
hands like a busmessperson. 
Humans have webs, just like ducks! 
To shake hand' properly, we must 
J..ecp that thumb up and touch webs 
before wrapping the fingers around 
the other per>on ·s hand 
Let's all stand up and try it wtth 
the person on either side Social eti-
quette decreed that the woman be 
the one to extend her hand first. You 
wtll sttll find the occasional matron 
or woman from another culture who 
IS tal..en abaci.. tf the man extends his 
hand. In the business arena, it does-
n't matter who extends the hand 
fiN, but the one who does takes 
control of the suuat10n, takes mat-
ters "tn hand," tf you wtll. 
While you shoo!.. hands, dtd you 
notice the other person's name tag? 
While it may feel easier or looJ.. bet-
ter m the mirror to place it on the 
left. the proper placement of the 
name tag ts lngh on the right shoul-
der. There is a simple reason for this. 
When shakmg hands, your eye fol-
lows the line of your arm to the other 
peN>n's nght side. By placing the 
tag on the right, it's t.:asy tn read the 
name v.hile shaking hands. 
II the tag is on the left, you are 
forced to scan across the body to 
read the tag. an awkward and poten-
t tally msulting gesture. Why don't 
you make sure your name tag is on 
the right and let's try shaking hands 
again·) See how much easier it 
becomes to read the person·, name? 
Olive Garden's Culinary Leaders 
cominued from page 36 
tratnmg program. Each year, 
approxtmately 100 Olive Garden 
culinary managers will be selected 
to visit the Culinary Institute of 
Tuscany. 
"Our culinary staff gains valu-
able tnsight into Italy's culture that 
they can then bnng back to their 
restaurant," Drew Madsen, execu-
tive vice president of marketing for 
Oltve Garden commented. "The 
traimng program is just one of many 
ways Olive Garden is bringing a 
genuine Italian dining experience to 
each guest." 
0/i\.•e Garden is the leading restau-
rant in the Italian dining segmeflt -
with 484 re.v1aurdn1s. more than 
60,000 employees and $1.7 billion in 
mmual sales. Olive Garden is a 
di\.•ision of Darden Reslauranls Inc. 
(NYSE:DRI), the world's largest 
casual dining company. For more 
information, visit Olive GardenS 
Web .fite at: www.olivegarden.com 
Don't forget to order a copy of our new BOOK OF LISTS 
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Centennial First Financial 
Services Announces 
Record First Quarter 
continued from page 27 
"We are proud to report the h1ghest 
quanerly earnings m the history of 
the company. The increased income 
is a direct result of management's 
financial strategy of quality loan and 
deposit growth. along with increased 
and enhanced ancillary banking 
products and services." 
In January, the company 
announced a five percent share stock 
dividend to shareholders of record 
on March 1, 2002 and payable on 
April 1, 2002. Patrick J. Meyer, 
chairman of the board stated. "We 
are fortunate to have a strong share-
holder and customer base that con-
tinues to show their confidence and 
support. We look forward to expand-
ing our opportunities in the market-
place of San Bernardino, Riverside, 
Orange, and San Diego counties." 
Additional information is avail-
able on the Internet at www.red-
cent.com or by contacting Beth 
Sanders, executive vice president 
and chief financial officer at 
beths@redcent.com. 
Coming Soon 
••• Sneak Preview ••• 
Coming in the June Issue 
EDITORIAL FOCUS 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (1sr QTR, '02) 
TRAVEL AND LEISURE 
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES 
HOME HEALTH AGENCIES 
SUPPLEMENTS 
HEALTH CARE 
HIGH TECHNOLOGY 
GOLF RESORTS 
THE LISTS for JUNE 
HOSPITALS 
SAVINGS AND LOANS 
MOTORCYCLE DEALERS 
*Is your company on OUR list? It 
should be!! II you think your rompa-
ny quallftes to be Included on any or 
tbe February lists and you have not 
rec:elved • simple questionnaire rrom 
lnl4nd Empire BusiniSs Journal, 
please coolad: 
(909} 484-9765 
SPACE RESERVATION 
DEADLINE 
MAY20 
For infonnation call: 
(909) 484-9765 ext. 26 
MAY2002 
BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES 
WEB SITES 
Aviastar Communications, Inc. .www.aviaslar.nel 
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture 
......................................................... www.alinet.org/aep 
Best Bets of Things to do. com 
...... searlslaller.com 
Business Bank of Cslifornia 
............................................................. www.businessbank.com 
California State Government Home Page 
......................................................... www.ca.gov 
Center for International Trade Development 
.................................... . ..... www.resources4u.com/cild/ 
City Business Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga 
............................... www.cilivu.com 
Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center 
............................................................. hwww.cvmc.com 
First Federal Savings of San Gabriel Valley 
................................................ www.firstfederalsgv.com 
PFF Bank & Trust ............................... www.pffbank.com 
I.E. Small Business Dev. Ctr ................ www.iesbdc.org 
Marriage & Family Therapist... ........... www.claremonlcounseling.com 
Small Business Developm. Center ........ www.iesbdc.org 
U.S. President............. . ..... www.whilehouse.gov 
E-MAIL ADDRESSES 
Bill Leonard ......... . ............ senalor.leonard@sen.ca.gov 
California Center for Health Improvement 
........ ....................... .................... cchimali@aol.com 
Inland Empire International Business Association 
.............................................................. .ieibalrade@aol.com 
U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access 
................................................................ gpoaccess@gpo.gov 
U.S. President ........................................ president@whilehouse.gov 
BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES (BBS) 
lnform<ation IS :iUbJecl to change wu~out notice and some opermon: may charge fees. 
Alice's Wonderland: Amateur rad10, Ps10n and Renegade support CD-ROM, No Rauos, On-line 
games, active message bases; (909) 5974469 
~ff.~e3~~ile II: Ne1worked messaging, on-line games, lr.msfe" for Apple 11 and Mac. 14.4 baud; (909) 
The Blueprint Place BBS: CAD-plol"ng service; drop "DWG" Auto-CAD files. lipped and leXI file in 
CAD library. 14.4 baud; (310) 595-5088. 
Mine and Youn; BBS: WWIV Ne1works. Large File, MSG Base. Games. lntemel e·mail and Local 
Echos. Fees free; (760) 244-0826. 
Ebix- Business: Business managemenl, labor laws, CPA issues, human resources, employee bene-
fi~. 14.4 baud. 24 hou"; (714) 239-6864. 
~~~(~l~i)n~~IS:I~· commodlly pnces. real es1ate, daily news, per>Onal finance, muiUal funds. 28.8 
~1~~~~~~.BBS & Brukfast: WwivNe~ E-mail, TradeWards, Lord Scrabble On·line. 14.4 baud; 
PC-Windowmaker BBS- A.U.G.I.E.: Compuler user group club BBS. supponmg IBM, Alan and 
Mac download>. on-hne games. RIP menus. 28.8 baud. (909) 637·1274. 
~- ---------------------------------------- --
LIST YOUR BULLETIN BOARD ' 
1 Name of board , 
:Phone number----------------------
1 0 General interest 0 Product support Modem speed------- : 
1 0 Specialty----------------------
j E-mail se!ViceS ---------------------- , 
:Features------------------------
: Fees Hours ______________ : 
: Vo1ce phone : 
' 
' 
' 
' 
-.. ------------------------------------- --. 
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MOBIL, 1204 MAGNOLIA 
AVE. C. EXONMOBILE 011 
CORP. CORONA. CA. 
92881·1226. 909 278-2220. 
RIVERSID~ 
ADVANTAGE POINT 
MlmiA, 2763 VtSTA COL· 
INA CIR. H. JAIME V LUS 
TER-SPARKS. CORONA. 
CA. 92882·1617. 
MILLENNIUM SA TEL· 
LITES, 2163 N EUCLID 
AVE. I. TIM J MULUS JR. 
UPLAND. CA. 91784 !475. 
RIVERSIDE 
UNO SPORTS, 83155 INDIO 
BLVD. I. GERAROO MEl, 
GOZA. INDIO. CA. 92201 
47!5. RIVERSIDE 
CLEARLY THE BEST 
WINDOW CLEANING, 
40600 WASHINGTON ST 
APT 28. I. GIAN C PICAS 
SO. INDIO. CA. 92201-8!67. 
RIVERSIDE 
EXPRESSIONS IN WOOD, 
76550 NEW YORK AVE. I. 
DEAN POUNDRIS. PALM 
DESERT. CA. 922< l·ll977. 
760·360·2962. RtVERSIDE 
ACES ESTIMATING, 39205 
LEOPARD ST STE A. I. 
WILLARD D LAWSON. 
PALM DESERT. CA. 92211 
1149. RIVERSIDE 
C & R SVCS, 1294 EDGAR 
AVE. I. CHARLES L. RIGS· 
BY. BEAUMONT. CA . 
92223-1512. RIVERSIDE 
BLUE SKY ENTERPRIS· 
ES, 35325 DATE PALM DR 
STE 221 B. I. MARKS 
CARNEVALE. CATHEDRAL 
CITY. CA. 92234·7009. 
RIVERSIDE 
GLHINSURANCE 
AGENCY, 11924 PALM 
DR# I. I. GUY l. II ANN. 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. 
CA. 92240-3610.760-329 
2539. RIVERSIDE 
AZER DAT~; RANCH, 
66250 20TH AVE C. 
SPHINX INVESTMENT. 
MANAGEMENT INC .. 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. 
CA. 92240-7479. RIVLR-
SIDE 
PALM DESERT ELEC-
TRIC, 44312 SAN PABLO 
AVE# J. I. DANIELL SUM 
MERS. PALM DESFRT. CA. 
92260-2824. RIVERSIDE 
DISADVANTAGE AMERI· 
CANS I'ROGRAM, 100 S 
SUNRISE WAY # 308. I. 
JOSE L. MONTENEGRO. 
PALM SPRINGS. CA. 92262· 
6717. RIVERSIDE 
SPA TIME, 900 E SATURNI· 
NO RO APT 140. I. 
WILLIAM M. WATERS. 
PALM SPRINGS. CA. 92262· 
7572. RIVERSIDE 
ALL STAR CLEANERS, 
4741 E PALM CANYON DR 
STE A. C. STEINER GROUP. 
PALM SPRINGS. CA. 92264 
5275. RIVERSIDE 
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NEVV BUSINESS 
LIFE STYLES HEALTH AFM & ASSOC, PO BOX RTH CONSTRl'CTION, SPECTRUM REAL 
SCIENCE CENTER, 2056. I. MICHAEL D 174M GALLOWAY LN. I. ESTATE, 11860 MAGNO· 
4!590 INDIAN TRL. C. TRACY. IDYLLWILD. CA. ROBERT T HINOTE. LIA AVE STE J. I. WILLIAM 
DESERT MEDICAL GROUP 92549-21156. RIVERSIDE CORONA. CA. 92M8t-4516. W KATH. RIVERSIDE. CA. 
INC .. RANCHO MIRAGE. RIVERSIDE 92503-4911. 909·687·0600. 
CA. 92270-4462. RlVESIDE J & S FINE GIFTS, PO BOX RIVERSIDE INLAND EMPIRE WIND-
C & M ELECTRIC, 13638 
2201.1. STEPHEN M SHIELD REPAIR, 1465 LOMAX. tDYLLWILD. CA. WILLIAMS FAMILY 
SAN LEANDRO AVE. I. 92549-2201. RIVERSIDE SUMMITPOINTE CIR. I. CHILD CARE, 3262 
MARK A GABORKO. JUAN R HERRERA. CORO GLENBROOK ST. I. PATRI· 
YUCAIPA. CA. 92399·5430. NA. CA. 92881-8354.909 CIA A WILLIAMS. RIVER-DIGITAL CONSULTING RIVERSIDE SVC, 11661 VIA COLINA. 
340-3448. RIVERSIDE SIDE. CA. 92503-5464. 
RIVERSIDE 
DRAGON MARSH, 3744 I. DONALD J KRASNIAK. DIAMO D LIGHTING, 
MAIN ST. I. LINDA K MORENO VALLEY. CA. I 37 t BROCKTON DR. I. ALL IMPROVEMENTS & 
SHRODE. RIVERSIDE. CA. 92555-5308. RIVERSIDE JASON 0 ERIKSEN. CONSTRUCTION, 5739 
92501-3317. RIVERSI!)E CORONA. CA. 92882-4541. CENTRALAVE.I. JEFFREY 
BEST WESTERN IMAGE RIVERSIDE L. SCOTI. RIVERSIDE. CA. 
MISSION TOBACCO INN & SUITES, 24840 92504-2053. RIVERSIDE 
LOUNGE, 3630 UNIVER· ELDER AVE. C. SHREEJI PROFESSIONAL WIN-
SITY AVE. I. KIT C KRUPA INC.. MORENO DOW COVERING 
MCMULLIN. RIVERSIDE. VALLEY. CA. 92557-7300. INSTALLATION, 2627 
INSURANCE RESTORA· 
TION NETWORK, 8787 
CA. 92501-3311. 909-682· RIVERSIDE VIA PACIFICA. I. VICKIE I. CONTINENTAL DR. I. 
4427. RIVERSIDE FERRITOR. CORONA. CA. ISAAC E. MOISE. RIVER 
SUGAR LOAF REALTY, 92882·6004. 909·549-0506. SIDE. CA. 92504-4235. 
C & A TRUCKING, 16725 70111 STATE HIGHWAY 74 RIVERSIDF RIVERSIDE 
BLOCKER DR. I. GEORGE # 100. I. JANET M REID. 
A ALVAREZ. RIVERSIDE. MOUNTAIN CENTER. CA. RUBEN SANCHEZ R & R POOLS, 1335 CAD-
CA. 92504-6270. 909-776· 92561 3901. RIVERSIDE ASSOC. 45902 OASIS ST 
2000. RIVERSIDE STE A. I. RUBEN D 
WELL CT. t. JOSEPH R 
DEB RICK. RIVERSIDE. CA. 
GENTLE DRY CLEAN- SANCHEZ. INDIO. CA. 92506-4010.909-781 2005. 
ULTIMATE CLEANING ERS, 25060 HANCOCK 9220!-4592. RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 
SVC, 5734 BROCKTON AVE STE 101.1. SUNG H 
AVE. I. HAROLD C. BEN- IM. MURRtETA, CA. 92562- HERITAGE WEALTH LAW OFFICES OF GEOF· 
NETI. RIVERSIDE. CA. 5959. 909-600-0211. RIVER- RESOURCES, 45210 FREY H HOPPER & 
92506-1845. RIVERSIDE SIDE CLUB DR. I. HELEN ASSOC, PO BOX 5 t 960. I. WHELCHEL. INDIAN GEOFFREY H HOPPER. 
COMFAC, 5981 WINOEMERE TITAN WATER TREAT· 
WELLS. CA. 9221 0·8860 . RIVERSIDE. CA. 92517 
WAY. I. DIANN K JOHN· MENT, 28914 JOANN LN. 
760-200-2464. RIVERSIDE 2960. RIVERSIDE 
STON. RIVERSIDE. CA. I. PABLO E. BARRIGA. 
92506-3773. RIVERSIDE MURRIETA. CA. 92563-
LORELLEN UNLIMITED, ROSE VALLEY MANAGE-
6725.909-677-8281. RIVER-
77410 MISSOURI DR. C. MENT CO, 603 E LATH 
THE MISCELLEANEOUS ELLEGAI'CE INC. PALM 
SHOPPE, 9818 MISSION 
SIDE DESERT. CA. 92211-7858. AM AVE# I. I. TSU » LEE. 
BLVD. I, JANET V HILL. RIVERSID~ 
HEMET. CA. 92543-4342. 
RIVERSIDE. CA. 92509 WATTS ELECTRIC, PO 
909-658-3134. RIVERSIDE 
2539. RIVERSIDE BOX 1001. I. RONALD RAMSEY BURGER #2, WAlTS. MURRIETA. CA. 1677 E 6TH ST. I. NANCY L. GOOD NEWS STREET 
OUTLAW ENGINEERING 92564·1001. RIVERSIDE HOANG. BEAUMONT. CA. 
PAINTING & CORING, 
& CONSTRUCTION, 92223·2509. 909-845-1855. 
PO BOX 54 t I. I. FREOER 
9035 63RD ST. I, WENDELL MAIN STREET REALTY, RIVERSIDE 
ICK T HARVEY. HEMET. 
K. SMITH. RIVERSIDE. CA. 322 E MAIN ST. I. SARAH 
CA. 92544-0411. RIVERSIDE 
92509-5053. RIVERSIDE M. TORRES. SAN JACINTO. AAAAUTO BUYERS, 28371 CA. 92583-4232. 909-654- HORIZON RD, C. CATHE· KIMSY, 27465 SOBOBA ST. I. 
CLASSIC COATINGS, 5144. RIVERSIDE DRAL CITY. CA. 92234-
ROBERT J. WALKER. 
21190 OLIVE ST,I. 3792. RIVERSIDE 
HEMET. CA. 92544-8430, 
CHARLES 0. LIPPINCOTI EXPERT NAILS, 2025 
RIVERSIDE 
Ill. LAKE ELSINORE. CA. RIVER RD. I. MY-HANH T OVERLAND CONSTRUC-
92530-4617. RIVERSIDE NGUYEN. NORCO. CA. TION UNLIMITED, 
HEMET WEST REALTY, 
92860 3307. 909-278-0088. 68660 MORONGO RD. I. 155 N CAWSTON AVE STE 
FREAK ACCESSORIES, RIVERSIDe RICHARD L. ALANIZ. 
255. I. HUELAN R. FIELDS. 
250 S LYON AVE# 520D.I. CATHEDRAL CITY. CA. HEMET. CA. 92545-5256. 
JACOB B. DIAZ. HEMET. BE-BREWS COFFEE & 92234-4630. RIVERSIDE 
RIVERSIDE 
CA. 92543-3850. RIVER BOOKSTORE, PO BOX 
SIDE 2348. C. CALVARY J K PROPERTY MAN- UNIQUE PLEX, 3823 SYD· 
CHAPEL. CORONA. CA. AGEMENT, 685 E VISTA NEY ST, I. NORMAN V 
MAII'O LINE TRAII'OS, 222 E 92K78-2348. RIVERSIDE CHINO APT 7. I. JIMMIE G MILNER. HEMET. CA. 
FLORIDA AVE. I. MILTON KLUCK. PALM SPRINGS. 92545-6338. 909-925-6713. 
B FRYMIRE. HEMET. CA. DEL SOL GROUP, 2360 
CA. 92262-J26R. RIVER- RIVERSIDE 
92543-4206. RIVERSIDE MOUNT HUMPHRIES CIR 
SIDE 
A LADYS INDULGENCES, APT 104. I. RODRIGO MADNET ENTERPRISES 
J C TRUCKING, 11209 
BLACK SHADOW OR. I. 
44345 HILLCREST LN. I. PONCE DE LEON. CORD- INC, 910 W EDGEHILL JORGE L SUAREZ. 
SHERRY D. CANNON, NA. CA. 92879·7930. RD. C. SAN BERNARDINO. MORENO VALLEY. CA, 
HEMET. CA. 92544-5441. RIVERSIDE CA. 92405·2019. RIVER- 92551-4005. RIVERSIDE 
RIVERSIDE SIDE 
CRESCENT AUTO SALES, LATTE DAH EXPRESSO, 
T & T BOXES, 25214 JUT· 951 HEMINGWAY DR. I. RIKREATIONS, 4524 12220 PIGEON PASS RO 
LAND DR. I. TtSHA J WAR- TAREK M. YAMAK. CORO- SUWANNEE ST. I. RICAR- STE H. I. JOHN C SPEAR. 
REN. HEMET. CA. 92544- NA. CA. 92880·5403. 00 C. MORENO. RIVER- MORENO VALLEY. CA. 
9143. RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE SIDE. CA. 92501-1586.909- 92557-6995. RIVERSIDE 
ONLINE MARKETING 
686-1516. RIVERSIDE 
USA, 44252 GALICIA DR. INDEPENDENT MEDIA, 
D D DOES IT, 18124 MURRI-
I. CONSTANCE I PETERS. 226 N MAPLE ST. I. DONN 
MAKING IT RIGHT, 10135 ETA CREEK OR. I. MARY J 
HEMET. CA. 92544·9147. K. MAEDA. CORONA. CA. 
JAMAICA C!R.l. RAUL T QUILLEN. MURRIETA. CA. 
RIVERSIDE 92880·6913. RIVERSIDE 
DURON. RIVERSIDE. CA. 92562-3402. RIVERSIOE 
92503 1024. RIVERSIDE 
H & R LANDSCAPING, DATA GRAFIX, 1328 LONG- BLUE MOON LIMOU-
523 STOCKHOLM CT. I. WOOD PINES LN. I. H20 WATERSPORTS, 12122 SINE, 24051 FIVE TRIBES 
RIGOBERTO G. LARIOS. GREGG M. HEALY, CORO- SEVERN WAY. I. MIKE TRL. I, ENRIQUE S 
HEMET. CA. 92545-2378. NA. CA. 92881-4065. HINKLEY. RIVERSIDE. CA. NAJERA. MURRIETA.. CA. 
RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 92503-4804. RIVERSIDE 92562-4629. RIVERSIDE 
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NEW BUSINESS NEVV BUSINESS 
WIRED UP, 1200 W PROVIDENCE VINE- LAMINATION 4 U, 266 N ROB E RT ARELLANO TEA ROSE COUNTRY 
FLORIDA AVE STE J. I, YARDS, 39940 SERENOA SHERMAN AVE# C. C. ENTERPRISES, 5055 COrfAGE, 42030 CST 1 PAUL HARMS ENTER- THE VILLAGE ArfiC. PO HAPI'\ HOME 4 SAIL DOOR STEP DETAILING. ACTION SURFACE 
JOSHUA E. EPSTEIN. RD. I. JAMES C BONER. GTM DISTRIBlJTION INC. ROSE AVE. C. CSME INC, JOHN M CASAS. MURRi ' PRISES. PO BOX 1172. C BOX 3037. I. EDWARD R REAL ESTATE, 38232 VIA 24 LAKe SHORE OR. I. CLEANING, 29235 CAMP· 
H EMET. CA. 92543- TEMECULA. CA. 92591 CORONA. CA. 92882-1843. RIVERSIDE. CA. 92505· ETA, CA. 92562·6248, 909. ALI.OVUS INC'. CORONA. PICO. PALM SPRINGS. CA. DEL LARGO. C. MERCY CHRISTOPH! R B WOODS. BELL AVE. I. THOMAS D. 
3945. 909-929-6864. 5024. RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 2643, RIVERSIDE 461-4358. RIVERSIDE CA. 92K78-II72. RIVERSIDE 92261-1037. RIVERSIDE ROAD. MURRIETA. CA. RANCHO MIRAGE. CA. HOLT, MORENO VALLEY, 
RIVERSIQE 92563-56.10. RIVERSIDE 92270-4054. RIVERSIDE CA. 92555-7200, RIVERSIDE 
CONTROL AUTOMATION NEWPORT MARKET· ETIWANDA TIRES. 5262 EMPIRE EVENTS & EKI SEAL TEX. PO BOX THE FAMOUS VEROUI:r 
DISTINCTIVELY YOURS, H & R BLOCK. 412 E SYSTEMS, 40939 ALTON I'LACE, 13000 MINICAN ERIC LN. I. SALVADOR. ENTERTA I NMENT 6759, C. EXEC~ KLEEN INC. GALLERY, 1510 S PALM RANCHO ArfORNEY SVC TREASU R E C HEST 
FLORIDA AVE. I. JERRY B CT. I. BLAKE. WETT DR, C. BRUMER GAS INC. HERRERA. RIVERSIDE, 20100 LOUNSBERRY RD 1 CORONA.CA. 92878-6759, CANYON DR, I, STI·VEN G OF CALIFORNIA, PO CHR ISTMAS STORE, 21055 PENUNURI PL. H. 
FRANKLIN. HEMET, CA. LAUFER. TEMECULA. CA. SAN RAFAEL. CA. 94901, CA. 92509·3631. RIVERSIDE VAUGHN A. JONES. PER: ' RIVERSIDE KOWALSKY. PALM BOX 840. I. MICHELE 540 MYRTLEWOOD DR. I. WILLIAM E. DAVISON. 92543-4210.909-652-9996. 92591-6948. RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE RIS. CA. 92570-8340, SPRINGS. CA. 92264-8342. DAWN, MURRIETA. CA. GEORGE A SEATON. CAl· MORENO VALLEY. CA. 
RIVERSIDI' SYSADMINGROUP.NET, 8920 RIVERSIDE IN FOCUS PRODUCTIONS, RIVERSIDE 92564·0840. RIVERSIDE I MESA. CA. 92320-1505. 909 92557-8308, RIVERSIDE 
C RYSTAL CLEAN, 47105 BEAUFEMME, 9375 E HOB· LIMONITE AVE# 187. H. 3161 RANIER ST. I. DANIEL 795 1220, RIVERSIDE 
NOTARY EN ROUTE, 25476 H & R BLOCK. 3550 E SHADY OAKS l.N. I. ISOL.l SONWA Y. I. REYNA P ALLEN A HUERTAS JR. VIRTUOUS CLOTHING, AYALA. CORONA, CA. STR ATEG IC SOLUTIONS, AUTOMOTIVE MARKET-
FLORIDA AVE STE A. I. NA R LEE. TEMECULA. DEAN. BLYTHE, CA. 92225· RIVERSIDE. CA. 92509- 25060 HANCOCK AVE #103. 92881-8356. RIVERSIDE 2995 VAN BUREN BLVD STE l NG GROUP, PO BOX 930. PC EXPO COMPUTING KNOLLWOOD DR. I. SHER JERRY B FRANKLIN. CA. 92592-2933. RIVERSIDE 197~. RIVERSIDE 1067, RIVERSIDE 181.1, WINDLE!. PAP· All. I. DENA M SMITH. I. MICHAEL WELCH. MUR· RIVERSIDE. 10066 MAG· RYE MENA. MURRIETA. HEMET, CA. 92544-4937. PAL.ARDO. SAN JACINTO. AMERICAN UN ION RIVERSIDE. CA. 92503-5606. RIETA. CA. 92564-0910. NOLIA AVE. I. THANH K CA. 92563-5194. 909-677· 909-925-07'19. RIVERSIDE Sl N DOWNER, 13007 HAR· VILLA YIVE ENHOS. CITII'ET. 8022 LIMO~ITE CA. 92582. RIVERSIDE FINANCIAL SVCS, 195 RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE TRAN. RIVERSIDE. CA. 0698. RIVERSIDE 
MONY LN. I. ANTHON) 67470 RAMON RD. I. LUIS AVE STE 101. I. YUN CHAN W MISSION CT. I, DEBBIE L. GOLDEN VALLEY MORT- 92503 1510. RIVERSIDE PERRIS TOBACCO, 75 W PALLS 1'..\I~TII'G , 26044 MIGLIOR!o. TFMECUI A. A WILA PAZ. CATHE· BRANT, RIVERSIDE. CA. CINGULAR. 30123 ANTE WOOD. CORONA, CA. FIT X PERSONAL FIT-YALE ST. I. PAUL A CA. 9259::!-~-t05. Rl\ ERSIOE DR AI. CITY. CA. 92234· 92509-6117. RIVERSIDE LOPE RD STI' D. I, KEN 92882-1230,909-808-0151. NESS SOLUTIONS, 2777 GAGE, PO BOX 684. C. MOBIL, 1460 MADISON ST. C. NUEVO RD # I. I, ISMAEL FRANK. HEMH. CA. 3306. RIVERSIDE Nt'TH W. HALVERSON. RIVERSIDE PISCES CIR. H. VIANESA R OMNI REAL ESTATE SVCS EXXONMOBII.E OIL CORP. M ABDEL-HAOI. PERRIS, 92544-6257 Rl\ ERSIDE ROCK \OLR \\ORI.D, LAND FIRE WORLD MENIFEE, CA. 92584-8068. VARGAS. RIVERSIDE. CA. INC. SUN CITY. CA. 92586· RIVERSIDE. CA 92504-3717. CA. 92571-0801, RIVESIDE 32021 CALI.E \IARQUIS.I. ALF.K OS 1!\C, 67290 !\ll"iiSTRIES. PO BOX 92501-6020. RIVERSIDE 06K4. RIVERSIDE 909-672-6820. RIVI'RSIDE PATS HOMI> FURNISH- RIVERSIDE ADVE"iTURE RISK \1.\"i- APRIL L. GONZALEZ, MLDA~O RD. C. ALEK OS. 70271. C. NATURAL HIGH MOBIL. 1995 N PERRIS BLVD. 
AGE!\IENT PO BOX X09. TEMECULA, CA 92592 CATHEDRAL CITY. CA. MINISTRIES INC. RIVER· DAGAN ASSOC. 28745 
INGS, 1124 BRIDGEPORT 
CAB IN ET FABRICATORS, ANTIQUES INTL, 29816 MARB ONYX INTL, 10327 C. EXONMOBILE OIL CORP. I. JOHN R JACOBS. IDYLL 3666. RIVERSIDE 92234-3439. RIVERSIDE SIDE. CA. 92511-0273. RD. I. PASQUA M SELVAG 5198 ARLINGTON AVE# 603, DAW CREST CIR. I. LYNN PERRIS. CA. 92571-3152. PORTSMOliTH DR. I. GIO. CORONA. CA. 92882- D VOITHOFER. TEMECU· GRAMERCY Pl. APT B. I. WILD. CA. 92549-0809. RIVERSIDE I, STEVE M NGUYEN. 909-943-5293. RIVERSIDE LOUISE SCHULl?_ SUN 5848,909-734-1914, RIVER· LA. CA. 92591 1800. RIVER JAVED H JOFFREY, RIVER· RIVERSIDE BROTHERS MARI"iE COMPACT TRUCK & CITY. CA. 92586-2626. SIDE RIVERSIDE, CA. 92504-2603. SIDE SIDL. CA. 92505-1104. ELECTRIC, 43500 AUTO PARTS SVC. ANZA PINES MOBILE RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE LA LA LAND, 2560 N PERRIS OBRIENS POOL & SPA CORTE BARBASTL I. 84993 AVENUE 48. I. HOME PARK. 53651 US CLAYTON ENG INEERING , BLVD# C-7. I. GONZALO SYC, 15581 NADIA ST. I, ANTHONY J. LAM RALPH DOMINGUEZ, HIGHWAY 371, H. ANGELO EL RANC HO TORTILLE· XTREME PLEASURES, WINGS OF EAGLE ROMERO, PERRIS. CA. TIMOTHY J. OBRILN. OUREUX. TEMECl'LA. CA. COACHELLA, CA. 92236· 1'. MICHAEL. ANZA. CA. MENIFEE XTREME VOL- RIA & MARKET, 5850 4144 JONES AVE. I, SARIN A PO BOX 1673,1. RUSSELLJ MUSIC, 11275 MEAGAN 92571-3254. RIVERSIDE MORENO VALLEY, CA, 92592-3934. RIVERSIDE 1226, 760-398-3399, RIVER· 92539-9616, RIVERSIDE LEY BALL, 23715 OlJT ETIWANDA AVE# 109 &110, C. WISOTZKE. RIVERSIDE. CLAYTON. BREA, CA, LN. I. BRADFORD A ROSE-92551-6918. RIVERSIDE SIDE RIGGER DR, I. THOMAS C I, MUXESN KUMAR, MIRA CA. 92505-2947, 909-785· 92822-1673. RIVERSIDE BOROUGH. RIVERSIDE. CA. DOLPHIN CONSTRUC-DRESCHI:.R. CANYON LOMA. CA. 91752-2276. 909· MISS PATS PLAY PLAC~;. CORWIN RANCH, 895 N LAKE. CA. 92587 7449. 8550, RIVERSIDE 92505-2274. RIVERSIDE TION, 1722 E RIDER ST. I. INTEGRATED CARE 31121 RUIDOSA ST. I. ROYAL FAUX PAINTING. HEMET ST. H. WILLIAM W RIVERSIDE 685-9484.RIVERSIDE BANKERS & BUYERS WARREN G. BARRY. PER· COMMUNITIES. 11751 PATRICIA L MERRILL 16080 VIA QUEDO. I, CORWIN. HEMeT. CA. NATIONAL ONE MORT- CA LIFORNIA REALTY, TERRACE PARK APART- RIS. CA. 92571 7743. RIVER· DAVIS ST. C. CA DRUG TEMECULA. CA. 92592 JORGE PARRA. DESERT 92544 1858.909-927-3975, CAFE RIO MEXICAN DAY BUSINESS SVCS INN, GAGE II, 3993 IOWA AVE PO BOX 1544. I, ON DEY AM MENTS, 3845 LA SIERRA SIDE CONSULTANTS INC 5784, RIVERSIDE HOT SPRINGS. CA. 92240· RIVERSIDE GRILL. 43172 BUSINESS 42208 WASHINGTON ST. C APT 503. H. KENNETH D. REDEEMER. CORONA. CA. AVE# 203. I. ROB 0 WALK· MORENO VALLEY. CA. 7248. RIVERSIDE RALPH P DAY. INDIO, CA. HANDY. RIVERSIDE. CA. 92878-1544. RIVERSIDE ER. RIVERSIDE. CA. 92505 DEPENDABLE MEDICAL PARK DR STE 101. C. BMW 92557-6116. 909-~43-1837. J U LITHOGRAPH. 34170 PARK HILL BOARD & MANAGEMENT LLC, 92201-8155. RIVERSIDE 92507-4582. RIVERSIDE 3503. RIVERSIDE INSURANCE BILLERS, RIVERSIDE FARM RD. I. JOHN P T SHIRT CITY CA. 140 N CARE, 2893 E DEVON- ORTIZ LAWN SVCS, 941 W 27250 MURRIETA RD SPC 
UBURTJS. WILDOMAR. PALM CANYON DR, I. SHIRE AVE.!, DOLLY S TEMECULA. CA. 92590- FONTANA TRUCK FACTO- L & M JANITORIAL SVCS, 7TH ST. I. PEDRO 0 DETAILS MOBILE PET 358. I. BOB C VARDON. 
VALLEY NAILS. 1~220 CA. 92595-9299. 909-244· ALEXANDER DAVIDOFF. NEWCOMB. HEMET, CA. 3623. RIVERSIDE RY, 49613 HARRISON ST C. 8861 MESA OAK DR. I. LABRA. CORONA. CA. GROOMING. 4655 BEAT SUN CITY. CA. 92586-3719. 
PIGEON PASS RD STE S. I. 0687. RIVERSIDE PAL~ I SPRINGS, CA. 92262· 92544-3262. RIVERSIDE IRWINDALE CO INC, PATRICIA L. MELCHAN. 92882-1249. RIVERSIDE TY DR. I, NANCY MOUNT 909-301-5455. RIVERSIDE 
lJTTHI TRAN. MORlNO 5504. RIVERSIDE THE VALLEY OF JOY. COACHELLA. CA. 92236- RIVERSIDE. CA. 92508-3180, RIVERSIDE. CA 9.!506-2106. 
VALLEY. CA. 92557-6904. NIC OF TIME PRINTING, 45528 CALLE LOS 1443. RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE CORPORATE OFFICE RIVERSIDF BUILDERS MORTGAGE, 
909·247-5373. RIVERSIDE T\\ TILE & !\IARBLE, FURNITURE CONCEPTS, 4395 llOLLYVALE LN. I, MOCHIS, fl. RAYMOND S, E HRONMENTS. 579 41690 ENTERPRISE CIR N N 35699 LOURDES DR. I. 1507 E GRANVIA VAL· SHERRIE L. FREITAS, MCLAUGHLIN, TEMECU- CAM CONSULTING, 8646 DONATELLO DR. I. SCOTT BODY SI'ECIALISTS. 1869 100. C. NATIONAL CITY TIMOTHY A. WILSON. LA. CA. 92592-1267. RIVER- PALM Dt:SERT INDIAN ADZ GALORt:, 40460 CALI· MONTE. I. CARL A, PES· HEMET. CA. 92545-8006, CHIFNEY LN. I. ERIC J A MITCH ILL. CORONA, SERVICI CT. I. PATRICK J MORTGAGE CO. TEMECU- • WINCHESTER. CA. 92596, SIDE WELLS TAXI SUTTL~;. FORNIA OAKS RD. I. RIVERSIDE TANA. PALM SPRINGS, CA. RIVERSIDE 66339 ~ND ST. I, STEFAN D. BARNES. RIVERSIDE. CA. CA. 92882-6341. 909-735 KIRK. RIVLRSIDI·. CA. LA. CA. 92590-5653. RIVER· BRIAN P CONNORS. MUR 92262-6156. RIVERSIDE WANOV, DESERT HOT 92509·1919. RIVERSIDE OOQ<J. RIVLRSIDE 92507-2341. RIVFRSIDf SIDE 
RIETA. CA. 92562-5828. WALTSON CONCRETE, 
JANI KING COMMER-
SPRINGS: CA. 92240-3627. CAL-WEST CONSTRUC- KENNARDS AUTOMO- CIAL CLEANING SVC, JSPEC RACING, 6121 KEVIN SEGUIN ELEC· RIVERSIDE TION, 37590 GREEN TIVE, 673 E SUNNY PO BOX 264. I. DUANE L. 11302 CALLE LANGARCIA, RIVERSIDE CIRCLE TRACK I'ERFOR· MOBIL, 29100 RANCHO CALI· WALSTON. HEMET, CA. HEATHERWOOD DR. I. TRIC, 1().17 BAINBRIDGE MANCE, 18710 ROHERTS FORNIA RD. C.EXONMO· GRIME FIGHTERS, 24439 KNOLLS RD. I. ARTHUR S DUNES RD, I, JAMES L. 92546-0264. RIVERSIDE I. DONNA M FRANKLIN. ISMAEL DAVILA JR. CIR. I. KEVIN J SEGUIN. RD. I. MELVIN E. MURPHY. BILE OIL CORP, TEMECU· JACKSON. PALM SPRINGS, TEMECULA, CA. 92592· PAC IFI C MORTGAGE EPSON CT. I. WILLIAM G. HERNANDEZ JR. WIN· RIVFRSIDE. CA. 92509-6172. ('ORONA. CA. 92K82-8856. RIVI'RSIDF. CA. 92508-8844. LA. CA. 92591-5294. 9!l'H94· REYMAN, MURRieTA. CA. CHESTER. CA. 92596-9629. CA. 92264-8620, 760-325- 1800, 909 302-6254, RIV ER· NETWORK, PO BOX 1619. RIVERSIDE RIVERS I Dr RIVERSIDE 8981. RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 5377. RIVERSIDE CYNTH lAS CRAFTS & SIDE I. STEPHEN J BROPIIY. 92562-9071.909-677-6614. GIFTS, 31531 MCWADE PALM DESI·RT. CA. 92261 RIVERSIDE MAVERICK BUSINESS AVE, I. CYNTHIA L. STAL· VINTAGE PROMOTIONS, 1619. 760-83MJ501. RIVER- M & M PARTY Jl;MPt;RS. Sl>PERIORS L \NOSCAP- MOBil., 31720 MISSION TRI., MOBIL, 44520 BEDFORD CT. AUTOMATION CON- SVCS INC, 3993 CRES· LARD, HOMELAND, CA. 33043 ANASAZI DR. I, SIDE 25717 SAN Ll'PE AVE. H lNG, Sn69 MILES AVE. I. C. LXXONMOBILE OIL C. EXONMOBILE OIL. CORP, ABSOLUTELY GRAPHIC, TROL WIRING, 359 N NICHOLAS D. DE GUZMAN. JOSE L MORENO. INDIO. CORP. I AKE ELSINORE. TEMECULA. CA. 92592-2541 
38208 CALLE CIPRES. C. SHERIDAN ST STE 108. I, CENT AVE. C. MAVERICK 92548-9388, RIVERSIDE BRYANS. SEYMOUR, MORENO VALLEY. CA. CA. 92201-2X29, 760-147- CA. 92510 453~. RIVI'RSIDE 909-69'!· I 276. RIVERSIDE 
MURRIETA. CA. 92562- SALVADOR. CASILLAS, BUSINESS INC. RIVER· TEMECULA. CA. 92592· DESERT \ALLJ-:\ PRO\ I- 92551·1445. RIVERSIDl 1610. RIVLRSIDE 
9348. RIVEKSIDE CORONA, CA. 92880-2030, SIDE. CA. 92501-2335. PRO JERSEY. 22500TOWN 5892, 909-303-1901, RIVER· SIONS, 1717 F VISTA VII' \ALEl OR\ CLEAN- HOLMES HOT SPRINGS 
RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDI:. CIR STE 2202. H. OHIREN· SIDE CHINO# 7, C. MAY INC HEMLOCK TERRACE MOBIL, 78005 COUNTRY lNG, 15174 GRAND AVE MOBILE HOME PARK, ORA K. SHAH. MORENO PALM SPRIISGS. CA. 92262-NEW CREATION TEEN SOUTHERN CALIFOR· VALLEY, CA. 92553-7519. APARTMENTS, PO BOX Cl.L'B DR. C. EXXONMO· APT 1. I, MARK D. GU~TER. 695TOW CENTER DR STE LWE OUTREACH, CUSTOM CLEANING KlrfY IMPORTS, PO BOX 3569. RIVERSIDE 971. I. BILLY L HALl llll.F OIL CORP .. PAL\1 LAI-d. ELSINORr, CA. 400. I. MICHAELJANOT. 
29984 SYCAMORE RIDGE COMMERCIAL SVC, NIA TRANSLANTA- RIVERSIDE 1353. I. KATHY A. HAM E· MORENO VALLEY. CA. DloSERT. CA. 92211· 7277.760- COSTA MESA. C'~. 9:!626· TION INSTI, 4000 14TH 92510-1465,Rl\'ERSIDr RD. C. MURRIETA. CA. 1131 CARRIAGE LN.L flAMEHA, WILDOMAR. EXECUTI\ E TAXI. 145 S 92556-097 L RIVERSIDl- .145-6710. RIVERSIDE 7189. RIVERSIDI:. 92563-4711, RIVERSIDE JAMES R. PRISCO. CORO· ST STE 512, I. HAKAN E. TNT KO, 21894 ALESSAN- CA. 92595-1353, RIVERSIDE GENF. AUTRY TRI.. I. MOHII. , 29.100 CENTRAL AVF, 
NA. CA. 92880.5481, WAHLSTROM. RIVERSIDE. ORO BLVD. I. TONY JOACHIM PENETZKI. PALM GARDEN MEADOWS ARC() AM l'\1 , 68500 C. LXONMOBII.l 011 CORP. NEW HORIZONS, PO BOX 
JAMUN JUMPS, 25400 RIVERSIDE CA. 92501-4019. 909-684· SIMENTAL, MORENO VAL· ROBERT L MAHONEY JR SPRINGS. CA. 92262-1411. SOAP CO, 24741 SUNDAY RAMON RD. C, AUTO CON- LAKI· H.SINORL. CA. 77576. I. JAEDA S COOPER. 
BLACKTHORNE DR, H. 1415, RIVERSIDE LEY ,CA. 92553-8266, SUPER SHUrfLE, 4120 760-864 1500, RIVLRSIDl' DR. I, CARY A HESS. VENIENCE CENTERS. 92532-2210, 909-6'74 2976. CORONA, CA. 92877-0119, 
DAN! L. PEREDA. MURRI- TEN DIGITS MEDICAL 
RIVERSIDE CRESTVIEW AVE, I, MORENO VAI.U Y. CA. CATHEDRAL CITY. CA. RIVERSIDI RIVERSIDE CAUDRONS DELIVERY & ROBERT L. MAHONEY JR. CAL PACIFIC POOLS, 10~8 92557-5102. RIVERSIDE 92234-1330. RIVERSIDE ETA. CA. 92563-5435. SVC, 13185 JOSHUA RD. I. TRANSCRIPTION 
RIVERSIDE JEFFREY L. CAUDRON, SVC, 359 1 WINDSTORM DHANRAJ INTL INC, NORCO. CA. 92860-1709, EEL ALAMEDA. C. BRYAN M J BURNS SECURITY I'ALM FAN. 6().1\VOODCREST GUARANTY MORTGAGE llAKER & RfiiS CON-
CORONA. CA. 92882, WAY. I. DARLENE V 12043 BARCLAY DR. C. RIVERSIDE INVESTMENT GROUP INC. SVCS,I2186CALLESOM l.N E #E. I. MARION H. SVC, PO BOX 191370,1. STRUCTION INC, PO H & R BLOCK, 454 S SAN RIVERSIDE MARKOS. RIVERSIDE. CA. MORENO VALLEY. CA. PALM SPRINGS. CA. 92262· BRA APT 181,1. MARK J MACCUAIG. PAl.~ I DESERT. CHAPARRAL MORTGAGE BOX 1583, C. CORONA. CA. JACINTO AVE. I, JERRY B. 92503-4506. RIVERSIDE 92557-6830, RIVERSIDE DIGITAL CONTENT CON- 5816. RIVERSIDl' BURNS. MORENO VA LilY CA. 92260-0108. RIVERSIDE CORP. ANZA. CA. 92539 92878-1583, RIVERSIDE FRANKLIN. SAN JACINTO, SULTANTS, 2364 SANTA CA. 92557-7034. RIVERS IIJL I 170. RIVERSIDE CA. 92583-41l3. RIVERSIDE PACinC UTILITY PROD- BLOW MOLD REPAIR MICHAELS SMOG & ANITA RD. I. CONCEIT A A CADILLAC pt· l'ALM MOBIL, 7.1(Xll COUNTRY MOBIL, 431 N MCKINLEY ST. UCT INC, 13188 JOSHUA SVC, 12110 SEVERN WAY, REPAIRS, 24552 PACE HALL. NORCO. CA. 92860- SPRINGS, 381 N JUANITA AUDIO BLISS. 38168 Wll Cl.l'H DR, C. E'\ONMOBILE M\' DOCS. 210X PECAN TREE C. EXXON MOBIL.E OIL 
AMERICAN BABY. PO RD. I. ANDREW R. KRESS. I, JERRY Q MCGEE. DR. H. MICHAEL P PEREZ. 2213.909-735-1497, RIVER· DR. I. ERNESTO R. MloRCA· LOW CT. H. JEF!'RI, Y R 011. CORP. PALM DESERT, ST. I, MURIU VARSflAY. CORP. CORONA. CA. 92879· 
BOX 3186. H. JAMIE J CORONA, CA. 92882, RIVERSIDE. CA. 92503- MORENO VALLEY, CA. SIDE DO. PALM SPRINGS. CA. PARKS. MURRII'TA. CA CA. 92260-2101, 760-340· HEMET. CA. 92545-8183. 1205.909-737-0791. RIVER· 
SMITH. CANYON LAKE. RIVERSIDE 4845, RIVERSIDE 92557-7327. RIVERSIDE 92262-6560. RIVERSIDE 92562·5089. Rl\'ERSIDI. 5K26. RIVr.RSIDE RIVERSIDE SIDE 
CA. 92587-1186, RIVERSIDE ULTIMATE CON-
CHICOS CARNICERIA, DOYlE ENTERPRISES, NUTRISPORT, 40635 CAL!- TROLLED SYTEMS, BREATH & BODY YOGA, DOLirfLE & SITMORE, CLASSICAH, 3098 N JAN CIR. JOANS RESTAURANT & THE GRUMER. 3636 
AMERICAN NOTARY 508 S SMITH AVE N 108,1, 5790 DEAN WAY, I, BEVER· FORNIA OAKS RD STE E. 3033 2ND ST. H. PO BOX 110. I. CATHI'RINE 40540 VIA DIAMONTI.. C C. TYCOON CALLIE BAR, PO BOX 3472. I, ALLEGHENY ST. I. KIM -
SVCS, 27475 YNEZ RD I ESPERANZA SANCHEZ, LY A, WASHINGTON, C. OCADLERON ENTER- THEODORE W LEATHY, A. POWERS, PALM TEMECULA VALLEY BLER ENTERPRISES. PALM BETTY J LACKEY. IDYLL- BERLY C. CAREY. CORONA. 
175,1, DAVIDA CRUZ. CORONA, CA. 92882-1785. RIVERSIDE. CA. 92504- PRISF..S INC. MURRIETA, NORCO. CA. 92860-2835. SPRINGS. CA. 92263-0530. & ALE W, MURRIETA. CA. SPRINGS. CA. 92262-2449. WILD. CA. 92549-3472, CA. 9~881-0987. 909-272· 
TEMECULA. CA. 92591 · 909-735-1047, RIVERSIDE 1525, RIVERSIDE CA. 92562-5758, RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 92562-8502, RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE 3222. RIVERSIDE 
4612. RIVERSIDE 
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8 College of Extended Learning 
presents "Evaluatmg and 
Developmg Employees" 
Wednesdays, May 8-June 5, (5 meet-
ings). 6-9: 15 p.m. Cal State, San 
Bernardino, Yasuda Center, Room 
107/108. Fee: $186 ($177 per per-
son for three or more from the same 
organization). For more infom1ation. 
call (909) 880-5979 
8 SBA-sponsored, Riverside 
Small Loan & Resource Fair. from 
8:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. at the Desert 
Communities Empowerment Zone, 
53-990 Enterprise Way, Sutte 6 in 
Coachella. The program wtll include 
a continental breakfast. A similar 
program will be presented in 
SpaniSh, from I :30 to 4:30 p.m. at 
the same location, amd will con-
clude with a reception. Thts is a no-
cost e\ ent. however pre-regtstrauon 
is encouraged. Call SylVIa Gutierrez 
at SBA (714) 550-7420. ext. 3107 or 
e-mail: sylvia.gullerrez@sba.gov. 
SAC men's and 
women's track Southern 
California Finals. Come support our 
men's and women's track teams! 
Hilmer Lodge StadiUm, 1100 N. 
Grand Ave, Walnut, 2 p.m. Contact 
the Athletic Department at (909) 
594-561 I, ext. 4630 for details. 
11 An Evemng of Vocal Jazz. 
Vocal Jazz enthusiasts will definitely 
enjoy spending the evening with the 
dynamic jazz twosome, 
Singcopation <Jnd Frontline. If Jazz is 
where your hean and soul are. this 
evening is for your' Tickets: General 
admission $I 0, seniors/ students/ 
children $8. For tickets or more 
inforn1ation. contact the box office at 
(909) 468-4050. 
ll rnland Emptre NAWBO 
!\lay Scholarship Fundratser at the 
La Quinta Hotel, 3555 Inland 
Empire Blvd. in Ontario. 
Regtstrallon begins at II a.m.: lunch 
at II :30 and the program. "Fashion 
for Fun and Work," from 12- I :30 
p.m. Door prizes and adjournment 
follow the 90-minute program. Cost: 
Members prepaid by May 8- $20; at 
the door and non-members - $30. 
Call Mary Ann Teders, treasurer. at: 
(909) 983-3716. Send registratiOn 
fee to Inland Emptre NAWBO. C/0 
Mary Ann Teders, Teders 
Bookkeepmg & Tax Service. 421 
North Euclid Ave., Ontario, CA 
91762. 
15Faculty Recognition 
Ceremony. The 200 1-02 academic 
year closmg staff meetmg will honor 
rellnng professors for their years of 
dedtcated services. Everyone is 
mvtted to attend. Mt. SAC, 1100 N. 
Grand A•e., Walnut 3-4:30 p.m., 
Clarke Theater. For additional mfor-
mation, contact the Student Learning 
Office at (909) 594-5611 ext. 5414. 
15 L.A County Fair Wines of 
the World Competition - largest m 
the nation. Array of wine Judges 
come from near and far for the com-
petition. The hst reads like a "Who's 
Who" of the wine and culinary 
world. Some of the finest wine and 
food experts assembled m one loca-
tion, tasting more than 3,000· wines 
to dectde which will walk away with 
the top awards at the 63rd annual 
L.A. County Fair wine competition. 
It will be held May 15-17 at the 
M i liard Sheets Gallery at Fairplex, 
II 0 I W. McKmley Ave. m Pomona. 
For more Information, contact 
Wendy Talarico (909) 865-4263 or 
Renee Hernandez at (909) 865-4261. 
16 International Hispanic 
Market Symposium: The Key to 
Reachmg Htspamc Consumers is 
Through the Soul. The City of Palm 
Springs will be the site of an mterna-
tional symposium offenng guidance 
to corporations who want to reach 
more than just the Hispanic con-
sumer's ever-expanding pocket-
book The symp<htum "ill be held 
on May 16-17 at the Wyndham 
Hotel, 888 Tahquuz Canyon Way. 
Palm Springs. Toptcs include: 
Infrastructure Necessary for 
Targeting the Hispamc Market; 
Challenge of Addressing the Needs 
of the Hispanic Workforce: Legal 
Ramifications of Inaccurately 
Translated Contracts: Dynamics of 
AdvertiSmg to the HISpamc Market: 
and The Meanmg of Insurance to the 
Mexican. For registration informa-
tion, please call (888) 736-4040 or 
vtsit www.ccscientific.com. 
16Buamess Plans and 
Finance Workshop, deSigned for 
those who plan to start or have 
recently established a busmess, from 
5:30-9 p.m.at the Greater Riverside 
Chambers of Commerce, 3985 
Umversny Ave. in R1vers1de. 
Sponsored by the Inland Empire 
Chapter of the Service Corps of 
Retired Executives (SCORE) 
Association. the work>hop's cost, 
including materials, is $20. For more 
information. call (909) 652-4390. 
Annual 
Commencement Ceremony. Thts IS 
the highlight of the academic year! 
Mt. SAC will proudly honor the aca-
demic achievements of the Class of 
2002. Htlmer Lodge Stadium, I 100 
N. Grand Ave. Walnut, 7:15-9 p.m. 
For more tnformauon call (909) 594-
5611. 
Mt. SAC master-
works Chorale presents "Festival of 
the Americas," featunng a colorful 
mustcal tnbute to the rich cultural 
traditions of North and South 
America. Clark Theater, II 00 N. 
Grand Ave., Walnut, 8 p.m. Tickets: 
general admission, $I 0. semors/stu-
dents/children - $8. For tickets, con-
tact the box \)ffice at (909) 468-
4050. 
18College of Extended 
Learnmg presents Fiscal 
Management on Sat., 9 a.m-4 p.m., 
Cal State on San Bernardino, Yasuda 
Center, Room Ill D. Fee: $! 00. To 
register or for more information, can 
(909) 880-5979. 
18 "Discover Hometown 
Hospitality Day," presented by the 
San Bernardmo ConventiOn & 
Visitors Bureau in COnJunction with 
the city of San Bernardino, to be 
held at the Arrowhead Credit Union 
Park, from 2 to 7 p.m.The event IS 
free and mcludes giveaways, acuvi-
ties. prizes, and a YSA Baseball clm-
ic facilitated by Derrel Thomas, for-
mer L.A. Dodger. 
May 4- June 1 
Women's Natural Health Seminar 
offered by Holt Hohsttc Healing: 
Cindy Holt, RN, BSN, CMT. 
Classes wtll include· wellness theo-
ry. stress management, nutntional 
wellness, exerc1se and movement 
therapy, women's spec tal needs, and 
self-care lips. Classes will take place 
at 7365 Carnelian St.. Rancho 
Cucamonga. Call (909) 481-97 I 7 
for information. 
J One 3 Arts Council for 
San Bernardmo County's bi-annual 
Members Exhibition will debut in a 
brand new gallery space at Arts on 
5th in downtown San Bernardino. 
Non-members wishmg to exhibit 
may become a member at this time 
for the artists' pnce of $35 mini-
mum. Member artists may submit 
two pieces of their original work, in 
any medium, created over the last 
two years. (Work previOusly exhibit-
ed in an ACSBCo show will not be 
considered.) Cash prizes will be 
awarded to the top three winners: 
$300, $200, and $100. Artists may 
drop off their work at Arts on 5th, 
468 W. 5th St., between D and E, in 
San Bernardino on Friday, May 24, 
only. Entry fees are: $I 5 for first 
piece and $5 for the second. The 
exhibition is tentatively slated to run 
through July 31 Call the Arts 
Council at (909) 388-4 I 26 for more 
information. 
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OAK HILLS PROPERTIES PRESENTS ... 
15165 Seventh Street - VictorviUe 
9 Unit Professional Building on 1.2 Acres 
8606 Square Feet - $750,000 
The Victor Valley Dental Plaz<J is a Landmark Complex Located m the "Heart 
of Victorville" at the Comer of Seventh and Merrill Streets, South of Mojave 
Drive, offenng Freeway Access, Great Visibility, Attractive Landscapmg, and 
Plenty of Parking. Ex!Stmg Tenants include Dr. Han Choe, Radio Mexico, 
Peter's Dental Lab, a Mortgage Lender and Heavenly Hair Fashions. The 
Grounds are Well Maintained: the seller has invested over $20,000 into the 
buildings, grounds, and park.ing within the last year alone. The complex is 
well suited to any profesSional tenant. Owner will Carry with a mimmal down 
to a qualified buyer. Shown by Appomtment Only. 
Call Mark Lawson at Oak Hills Properties 
6694 Caliente Road - Suite B 
Oak HiUs, California 92345 
(760) 948-7653 or (888) 216-1629 
• Free Airport Shullte 
• Dl!luxe Continental 
Breakfast 
• Local Phone Calls 
• Sparkling Outdoor 
PooVJacua1 
• Meeting Room 
• One Kmg or Two 
Queen 
• Non-Smoking Roonh 
Availahlc 
Jw;t 2 mill::. from the 
Ontario Airport' 
1655 E. Fourth 
Ontano, CA 91764 
909-986-8898 
RC Photography and Associates 
Professional Awat·d Winning Photograph)· 
Full Semce Photograpluc Studio & Beauty Salon! 
Studio Services 
Corporate Even is, Commercial Work, Weddings, Award Banquets, 
Company Parties, Reunions, Special Occasions, Family Portraits, 
Photographic Restorations, Portraits 
Salon Services 
Complete Makeovers, Hair Styling, Bridal Packages, Nails/Pedicures, 
Complete Facials 
9607 Business Center Dr., Ste. E 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
(909) 989-1165 Fax (909) 989-2391 
Nationwide: 1-888-477-7127 
Web site: www.rophotography.com 
Call for information--By appointment only! 
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OFFICE CENTRE 
Temecula - Newly completed Vista Office Centre is 100% occupied 10 less than 
9 months of opening' RJH Development, Inc. is very excited with the response 
from the Temecula Valley. Leased units range from 800 sq.ft to 3,500 sq.ft with 
the largest anchor office at 9,750 sq.ft. 
NOW OPEN 
Vista Executive Suites 
within Vista Office Centre! 
Offit.'t'\ nailable and are telephone/internet 
read~. common reception area. no fee large and 
small conference rooms ,... ith lease. Coffee is 
alway) on and Starbucks on Friday:~! 
0on·1 need an office1 CaU and ask about the 
Land Based Mobile plan. 
The valley view offi~ are going fast! 
For additional mformation call 
Teri Serrano 909-751-7996. 
For total protection, 
rely on the first name 
in security. 
~[I]~~ 
Intrusion Fire CCTV Am• 
Conlrol 
.,. ..... Drtection Alarm Monitoring Syslomo Syslomo .,. ..... 
~~[I] 
Sprinlder 
Morutonng 
.,.....,. --
Monitoring 
.,.. .... 
Centr<~l 
Station 
Monitoring 
We're a leading national 
security company with a 
strong local commitment to 
protect you through use of 
• Cost-effective security 
technology 
• A tuU range of .,ystem 
capabilities 
(800) 238-4636 
ADT-INFO 
• Skilled m~tallation and 
serv1ce 
• Our own Ul-listed c~ntral 
stahons 
Call us today for a FREE 
profes.,c;1onal apprais:tl of 
your secunty needs. 
AmeriComp· 
~11-f 
The leader in On-Site Service, Repair & Supplies For 
All Color & Laser Printers, Personal Copiers, and FAX 
-:..~ On-Site Scr\'ICC & Repair "Cc Free Delivery on all Product~ 
:..~ Preventive Maintenance 'i:t Buy & Sell New & Used Printer.; 
-:.t: Annual Service Agreements oCt Toner Supplies 
Hewlett Packard 
Authorized! 
L..4. & Inland Empire 
2125 \\'right Ave., Suite C~8 
La Verne, CA 91750 
(909) 392-4 707 (h~ FAX (909) 392-4712 
877-95-AMERT 
e-mail addresses 
NAME ADDRESS TITLE 
William J. Anthony wrlhamJObustoumal .com Publisher & Producer 
Ingrid Anthony lngndObUSJOurnal.com Managrng Editor 
Editor iebJObusjoumal.com Editor 
or vis1t our Web site at: 
www. busjournal. com 
"A liberal is a man who ts w1lling to spend somebody else's money." 
CARTER GLASS 
"Presidents cannot always k1ck evil-mmded persons out of the front door. Such 
persons are often selected by the electors to represent them." 
HERBERT HOOVER 
"I am the one person who can truthfully say, I got my job through the New York 
Times." 
JoH' F. KEN\W\ 
"Politics 1s a JUngle-tom between domg the right thtng and statymg m office." 
JOHS F. KEN\f:DY 
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EXECUTIVE TilVIE OUT 
The Glen Canyon Dam - Combining Beauty and Power 
Photography and Story by Camille 
Bounds, Tra\•e/ Editor 
A Great Story 
lt is March 1963, the place- in 
the depths of Glen Canyon in 
Arizona. An epic IS bemg filmed, 
George Stevens " directmg "The 
Greatest Story Ever Told." Charlton 
Heston as John the Baptist is finish-
mg filmmg for the day. He has a wet 
suit under his cm.tume, 
(he had been domg scenes 
at the Cross1ng of The 
Fathers where four states 
meet) and has been stand-
ing in cold, waist-high 
water all day (enacting 
the baptizing of Jesus). 
Heston is rush1ng to 
catch the "plushed-up" 
movie company's lea!oied 
DC 3 for Burban~. 
Cal1forn1a, out of the little 
airport in Page. Arizona. 
before daylight turns mto 
a swampy black mght. 
With no lights on the run-
way. take off would then 
be impossible. Max Yon 
Sydow, who plays Jesus, 
gets hiS call sheet for the 
next day They will be 
filmmg scenes of Jesus' 
entry into Jerusalem on 
Palm Sunday. Elaborate sets of the 
walls of Jerusalem, and Lazarus' 
house and tomb have been recreated 
in detail on sections of the lloor of 
the canyon. Stevens IS g1ven a note 
telling him that he IS running behind 
schedule and must make up time 
since the work on the dam " ahead 
of schedule and the urea is gomg to 
be llooded, as planned in September. 
He returns to his accommoda-
tions a few miles away, with the rest 
of the cast and crew, to Wahweap, 
Utah, where I 00 prefab houses have 
been set up to house the crew and 
cast. The deal was to finiSh the 
movie before the completion of the 
dam and have all of the cast, crew 
and eqUipme.nt out of the area in 
plenty of ttme for the lloodmg of the 
lake that would create Lake Powell. 
Today, the Jake can hold 27 million 
acre feet of water, with a surface 
area of 252 square miles 
A Great Introduction 
Th1s was my mtroducuon to the 
Glen Canyon Dam and Lake Powell. 
l was the senior ll1ght attendant 
ass1gned to the chartered DC3 that 
took the crew and cast back and 
forth from the Page, Ari1ona airport 
to Burbank, California just about 
every night. The film fimshed on 
schedule, and the prefab homes were 
monument of power and beauty The 
Glen Canyon Dam, the Glen Canyon 
Bridge (the second h1ghest steel arch 
bridge in the United States) and 
Lake Powell, are a tribute to the cre-
ativity of man. 
An Unbelievable Desert 
The beauty of thiS place is over-
whelming. Just the Sight of Rambow 
Bridge, the largest natural stone 
bridge in the world, will leave you 
long way from these prefab houses 
that were set up for the cast and crew 
of the "Greatest Story Ever Told." 
Comfortable accommodatiOns, some 
with views of the lake and all the 
usual amenities that go with a mem-
orable stay are available. 
Fine dming, entertainment 
and a upscale gift shop are also 
mcluded. Houseboats (some very 
elaborate), small boats. (with motors 
---~------------------~-------~ and covers), raftmg trips 
and regular boat tours are 
there for your pleasure. 
A Breathtaking 
Experience 
ltl::~:;;ilii!iiii!l!!li!l!ii!li!ii!i!lil~;;~;;;:]l::::1!11'1 The Sunset D1nner Cruise is a true winner and should be mandatory for any vis1tor. The colors of 
the changing sky with lit-
donated to the Indians (who were 
h~red as extras for the film). 
The mov1e was bemg filmed on 
what today 1> the lake bed of Lake 
Powell. When the water was 
released, the sets were 1mmersed as 
planned and Lake Powell was creat-
ed to form the someumes unbeliev-
ably blue, sh immering, water carpet 
for g lorious Glen Canyon and the 
stunmng Glen Canyon Dam. 
The Purpose 
Glen Canyon Dam's multiple 
purposes were sanctioned by the 
United States Congress 10 1956 "to 
create a reservOir to provide conser-
vation storage; control sediment; 
abate lloods: facilitate development: 
aid m fish and wildlife conservation, 
and produce electncal energy." 
Not only has the Glen Canyon 
Dam succeeded in all these areas, 
but has also provided a magnificent 
with a deep reverence for nature. 
even 1f you are not a nature lover 
Hanging gardens and a large diverSI-
ty of plants and an1mals makes one 
wonder if this IS truly a desert area. 
A glimpse of the endangered bald 
eagle or the peregrine falcon can 
make the whole trip worthwhile 
Dungeon, Cathedral, Labyrinth, 
Anasazi. Iceberg, Mo k1 and Last 
Chance ... the~e names of tributary 
canyons of Glen Canyon convey the 
enchanung moods of thiS reg10n. 
This is a special place to come and 
relax and refresh the s p~rit . A lloat 
trip down the Colorado River can be 
an enchanted experience. 
A Place to Stay and Play 
Wahweap Lodge and Marina 
(one of six properties operated by 
Lake Powell Resorts and Mannas), 
located on the south shore, Six miles 
north of Page, Arizona, has come a 
tle lightening streaks 
against the canyon walls, 
gtves the feel of time as 
grand. Silent and beautiful 
as the canyon ttself As 
that last btt of fire from 
the sun covers itself \\ ith 
the night. a special umgue 
moment is created that can 
leave you breathless. To 
add to the perfection of 
the evening, the food and 
service on the cruise is 
excellent. For reservations 
and mformation call 1-800-528-
6154 
Getting There 
Frontier Airlines started sched-
ulmg llights to Page, Anz. from 
Ontario, Calif. on April 7. 2002. 
From Los Angeles. call Unued or 
Frontier Airlines for connecting 
ll1ghts to Page. 
If You eed A Car 
In the Anzona and Utah areas 
your best bet is AviS Rent-A-Car. 
They offer great service, compet itive 
rates and new, clean, well-main-
tained cars. You can pick up a car at 
Page Municipal Airport, which is the 
closest pomt to the Glen Canyon 
Dam. 
Camille Bounds is rhe frat•el ediror 
for rhe Inland Emp~re Business 
Journal , San Gabriel Business Press 
and Sunrise Publtcauons. 
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Is your 
Investment Manager 
providing your 
organization the 
1REAL' service it 
deserves? 
Real World Investment 
Management Provides 
Direct access to your Portfolio Manager 
Tailored investment strategies 
Competitive institutional pricing 
Online account access available 24 hours 
a day, 7 days a week 
Comprehensive reporting 
At Payden & Rygel 
'Real' is a one on one relationship with your ded-
icated portfolio manager- not a computer; 
'Real' is an investment plan, custom designed for 
your organization; 
'Real' is great service - the kind you used to get. 
It's people you trust, who get to know what you 
and your organization need, and then get it done. 
At Payden & Rygel, we provide these 'Real' 
services to each and every one of our clients. 
Payden & Rygel, headquartered in Los Angeles, 
is one of the largest independent investment 
counselors in the country with nearly $40 
billion in assets. We manage individual and 
institutional portfolios worldwide ranging in 
size from $1 million to over $500 million. 
That's Real World Investing, that's Payden & Rygel 
For more information and a free copy of our Pa,,;den&n,,gel 
Economic Outlook call: 1-800-644-9328 ·] ~], 
or visit us at www.payden.com. Los Angeles • London • Dublin • Frankfurt 
